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ABSTRACT 

Since her work as a professional playwright in the 

1670s and 1680s, critics have sought to equate Aphra Behn 

and her plays, to fix and stabilize the body of the writer 

and of her work. She has been marked as a prostitute, a 

feminist, and a masculinist hack, in each case her gender 

determining the value of and audience for her writing. This 

dissertation argues that Behn's plays--and Behn--should be 

read in terms of her controlling tropes and forms of 

performance and intrigue. Her plays and her presence use 

these tropes and forms to decenter the idea of identity and 

manipulate conventions of gender roles in the patriarchal 

Restoration theater. In doing so, she recasts and 

reconstitutes the structure of the patriarchal theater and 

economy. 

Chapter 1 introduces my argument and presents an 

overview of critical and feminist responses to Behn. I use 

this overview to present my own view of identity as 

performance, opposing such essentialist theorists as Helene 

cixous. Chapter 2 develops the historical and metaphorical 

associations of intrigue and performance, beginning with 

her Preface to The Dutch Lover; in reading two of her 

lesser-known intrigue-comedies, The Dutch Lover and The 

Feign'd curtezans, or a Night's Intrigue, I then argue that 
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performance and intrigue challenge the conventional 

engendering of roles such as the rake and the courtesan. 

Chapter 3 expands these associations and reads her economic 

metaphors, as I look at Behn's most famous intrigue-comedy, 

The Rover, and its sequel; as well as challenging 

conventional roles and economic valuations, however, The 

Rover. Part II emphasizes the ultimate inescapability of 

these roles and valuations in the patriarchal theater. 

Chapter 4 moves to her town-comedies; I argue that Behn 

adapts the intrigue-form to her comedies of manners, 

working out the characters' struggle between convention and 

nature to define public and private selves. sir Patient 

Fancy sets up the power that the manipulation of convention 

offers; The City Heiress emphasizes the limits of such 

manipulation; The Lucky Chance offers magic and ambiguity 

as new theatrical possibility to subvert convention and 

recast role. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

Introduction 

To enter a world once closed or inaccessible is a 

significant act; such entrance reconstitutes world and 

place, allowing new possibilities for character and 

movement. Such entrance also allows one's act to be read by 

others who come later. In the case which concerns me for 

the next two hundred pages, how should we read the First 

Professional Woman Playwright and her work? Audiences-

theatrical, literary, critical--bring into play their own 

set of generic expectations and ways of reading the 

character. How should she behave? What should she be like? 

Indeed, what is most important to read: her professionalism 

or her gender? Her character must be constructed and 

performed so that contemporary and future audiences may 

accept her in the role. She must appear to be a worthy 

woman of letters. 

Aphra Behn does enter in the character of the First 

Woman Professional Playwright. Although the nun Hroswitha 

writes dramatic pieces in the 10th century, and women 

attempt to enter the patriarchal English theater in the 

turbulent 1660s, Behn is the first to make a living (or 

rather, eke out a living) by her writing: at least eighteen 

produced plays, as well as poems, works of fiction, and 

translations. Just as important is that she writes without 
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a husband to support her (such as Katherine Philips has) or 

without family and name to give her a place in the market 

(such as Margaret Cavendish, the Duchess of Newcastle, 

has). Without these supports, Behn must stage her own 

entrance and her own character in the hitherto closed world 

of the theater. 

Although she has earned at least the name of First 

Professional Woman Playwright, her status as that character 

is not so easily constructed. Critics, contemporary and 

modern, generally do not argue with her achievements or 

with the importance of her struggle to enter the world of 

the theater. However, they can and do argue about the 

success and value of the character Behn plays, questioning 

whether she is worthy of her role as First Professional 

Woman writer. Their readings of her character are various 

and contradictory: whore, feminist hero, masculine wannabe, 

hack, obstructionist, Tory apologist, pornographer. If they 

--and we--cannot agree on her character, how can she find a 

secure place in the roll of writers? 

The approaches of the critical community seem to 

assume that Behn should have chosen one role, one way to be 

read, so that she may be placed more easily. such 

assumption equates character with an essential self and 

body, which also can be read. The difficulties of this 

equation are usually associated with the figure of the 
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actor, but they apply to the writer as well. The problem is 

to judge how far character extends and how the body of work 

connects to the body of the artist. The latter 

consideration is especially problematic for Behn's 

situation as a woman writer, where reading her gender has 

been so much a part of reading her work. After all, it is 

hard to resurrect the body when one, expecting to find an 

essential corpus, only retrieves masks, veils, and the 

other appurtenances of intrigue. Such fragments--her props 

and roles--are all Behn has left us of her construction of 

charact.er. We must puzzle out these fragments and what 

they represent for her work. 

This dissertation attempts to put together such a 

puzzle, by analyzing the patterns of metaphor, character, 

and stage left by many of her plays and reading the 

fragments through their connection to intrigue and 

masquerade. Before I can begin my own efforts at what might 

be considered reconstruction, however, I want to look at 

some who have read her before me. Their readings, taken 

together, cover the multiplicity of roles which the First 

Professional Woman Playwright assumes, or perhaps suffers. 

To make sense of this multiplicity, then, I discuss my own 

reading of role, character, and actor and how performance-

the interplay between them--constructs identity. such 

performance is linked to masquerade and intrigue, those 
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forms in which acting may overtly affect such construction. 

At the same time, I discuss the limits of performance and 

how it is constrained by the theater and economy in which 

it plays. It seems to me that reading Behn cannot be 

separated from reading performance and its constraints. 

This dissertation argues that Aphra Behn does not 

alter the frame of the theater and economy in which she 

plays and trades; instead, her presence reconstitutes what 

has been hitherto thought of solely as a patriarchal 

theater. If she writes and that writing is performed, then 

she has opened up a new role; as she writes about the 

commodification of all participants in an exchange-economy, 

her own recasting suggests important loosening of the 

constrictions of gender and character. I do emphasize, 

however, that Behn is recasting and reconstituting, rather 

than radically changing the structure of theater and 

economy. Behn's plays and her presence use intrigue and 

masquerade to manipulate convention and expectation; such 

manipulation may liberate individuals and transfer power 

within any established system of trade and signification 

(like the Restoration theater or the patrilineal economy), 

but it cannot provide escape. Behn's work and character 

speak of both the power and difficulty of performance in 

any such system. 
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Reading Behn 

Aphra Behn must construct a character and corpus for 

several different audiences. As a woman playwright and as a 

professional, Behn cannot simply create a new woman's 

theater (whatever that might be); she must have her work 

accepted by those contemporary men--readers, directors, and 

actors--who produce the plays, and that work needs to be 

accessible to contemporary theater-goers. Given the 

conventional expectations held by these audiences, what can 

she do to enter the market? And once there, how does she 

present her work? Her gender seems to offer the easiest way 

to differentiate her from other writers, since it is the 

most obvious way to call attention to her own performance 

and for critics to repeat such a call. I have begun by 

falling into the same path with my repetitions of "First 

Professional Woman Playwright." Yet such attention to the 

writer's gender replays the difficulty in connecting the 

body of the artist and the body of work. The problems in 

reading which result change from era to era and from critic 

to critic, depending on what conventions of reading gender 

are at work. 

For her contemporaries, there is the initial distrust 

of a woman working in a man's form (the double-entendre 

itself is a Behn preoccupation). Why would a woman wish to 

so expose herself? Most likely, her contemporaries charge, 
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because she is a prostitute. Her reputation lingers past 

her death, enough so that thirty years later Alexander Pope 

may malign her so in the "Epistle to Augustus," one of his 

Imitations of Horace: "The stage how loosely does Astraea 

tread! Who fairly puts all Characters to Bed" (lines 290-

91). Pope's own note to his use of "Astraea" gives a common 

and contemporary masculine reaction to her writing: "A Name 

taken by Afra Behn, Authoress of several obscene Plays." 

This reaction links the "obscene Plays" with the author: 

the body of work is the body of the writer. Even so, it is 

important to see that Pope's dismissal of her comes within 

with a list of other 17th-century writers--Congreve, 

Farquhar, Van Brugh, and Cibber--whom Pope berates for 

various abuses of comic decorum; their work, like Behn's, 

violates an essential comic nature different from transient 

popularity. Her presence in this list of professionals 

marks her own professionalism, and in one sense, her work 

is judged by the same standard and is deemed to violate 

that same natural comic order. Although this reading 

suggests that she is just another professional, what Pope's 

couplet really seems to question is the nature of that 

profession. For Pope, Tom Brown and other dissenting male 

voices, the conflation of Behn's work and self make her a 

prostitute, gaining money from her body as production. 
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Both author and work were considered to be obscene, as 

Pope's 1737 accusation suggests; her plays were often 

considered bawdier than those of her competitors of the 

1670s and 1680s, such as Dryden, Etherege, or Wycherley, 

and certainly worse than the work of the three writers of 

the 1690s and 1700s who ironically precede her in Pope's 

catalog. Behn's prefaces often protest against such charges 

(although such protest can be problematic, as with The 

Lucky Chance, when she pretends to overlook her own stage

direction to the character in order to blame the actor 

Anthony Leigh for adlibbed lewdness). I emphasize the 

importance of both aspects of this critique. Behn's status 

as a professional can appear to be allowed, as Pope places 

her on the roll of Restoration playwrights; however, the 

engendered body of the artist automatically taints the body 

of the work. 

Pope's couplet, and the argument it provides, 

illustrates only one of the accepted readings of Behn's 

corpus. In the 20th century, feminist critics (of various 

camps) bring back the body of work, again to find troubling 

the identification of the body of the artist attached to 

it. What is the First Woman Playwright supposed to be like? 

New and competing readings of gender and difference still 

inform the connections of work and writer. One essentialist 

interpretation looks at the corpus and finds it not 
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feminine enough: "She wrote not only as well as a man but 

as a man; there is little evidence of a distinctly female 

point of view or sensibility in her plays, "tales and poems" 

(Rogers, "Aphra" 25). What would be a "distinctly female" 

point of view in this instance? Rogers suggests that Behn 

should be more sensitive to, and more explicitly critical 

of, male dominance and female degradation in the 

patriarchal market, pointing to Behn's seemingly uncritical 

approval of her rake-figures like Willmore as evidence of 

her complicity. In Feminism in Eighteenth-Century England, 

Rogers also argues that Behn "seems to accept men's 

emotional domination as natural and proper" (99), even over 

women who state their right to desires. such seeming 

acceptance in this reading of her contemporaries' 

definition of gender leads to the suggestion that Behn 

writes too much in a man's form and that such artistic form 

does not wholly match the writer's body. Behn's essential 

female body, for these critics, is thus de-formed. 

Even as this connection of the bodies of work and 

writer trouble them, however, this group of feminist 

critics applauds her emphasis on feminine desire and sexual 

expression. Ironically, they simply reverse the values her 

contemporaries like Tom Brown used to condemn Behn; the 

words and exposure that made Behn notorious as a reputed 

pornographer and whore are privileged in modern critical 
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assessments for their openness about sexual desire, 

especially feminine desire. Jacqueline Pearson argues, for 

instance, that "for Aphra Behn, the central feminist issue 

was women's rights to sexual freedom equal to that of men, 

and she insisted by her writings and her example that women 

had sexual desires that deserve as much respect as those of 

men" (143). Behn's work still is her body in this 

statement; the openness which male contemporaries condemn 

is the same quality which Angeline Goreau, Maureen Duffy, 

and Pearson (among others) praise. 

The complications of reading Behn's work and character 

extend to critics' readings of two of her most prominent 

character types: the tragicomedies' woman warrior and, 

crucially for my discussion, the prostitute of the 

comedies. For both character types but in different ways, 

the female body is implicated in male forms. In overviews 

of Behn's work, the woman warrior is discussed as intrigue 

and tragicomic character; however, the type is performing 

male functions of war, rather than questioning the gender 

of those functions. The warrior is still gender-coded as a 

man. 

The figure of the prostitute (the first professional 

woman) is central to critics like Janet Todd, Catherine 

Gallagher, and Elin Diamond, although they do not deploy it 

in quite the same way Pope and Brown do; for Todd, 
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Gallagher,and Diamond, the courtesan exposes the inevitable 

exploitation of women in the patriarchal marketplace. The 

connection between Behn, writing, and whoring becomes so 

important that Todd entitles her 1989 survey of Restoration 

and 18th-century women writers The sign of Angellica, 

referring to The Rover's courtesan Angellica Bianca, who 

hangs out a sign to market her wares (of course, her body). 

"A.B." is both Angellica Bianca and Aphra Behn; Behn too is 

important as a woman, a body, valued for the sale of that 

body of work. Catherine Gallagher, in "Who was that masked 

woman? The prostitute and the playwright in the comedies of 

Aphra Behn," further argues that the woman playwright must 

play the whore in order to "alienate" her self to sell it, 

thus enabling her to enter the market on her own terms. It 

seems important again to note that Todd's and Gallagher's 

readings continue to connect body and sale, and their 

attempts to recuperate her character do not escape the 

terms in which Behn historically has been denigrated. 

Other feminist critics do try to escape the pejorative 

nature of such association, but in so doing they locate the 

split within the body of work itself or the body of the 

writer, thus dismembering that body. In one such critical 

split, Pearson identifies Behn's ambivalence within her 

corpus, suggesting that the plays may be patriarchal but 

the prologues are feminist. In other words, the center of 
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Behn's work upholds the economy and theater, while the 

margins turn in on the center, chipping away at their own 

body. Pearson further defines what the feminist concerns 

within the plays should be: the exposure of the "natural" 

patriarchal assumptions about male domination; women's 

work; and women's education. Behn's plays, such as Sir 

Patient Fancy, thus would not be primarily feminist, since 

for Pearson they do not sympathetically address blue

stockings like Lady Knowell or engage in overt social 

criticism; on the other hand, the prologues like the ones 

to The Dutch Lover or The Lucky Change challenge 

conventional assumptions about women's work and women's 

writing. 

Judith Kagan Gardiner and Susan Carlson wish to note 

the same ambivalence Pearson sees, but they locate the 

split within Behn's body, between an essential female self 

and the masculine writer. Their readings emphasizes Behn's 

famous preface to The Lucky Chance, in which she argues for 

the "Poet the masculine part in me"; the result of her own 

distinctions, they suggest, is almost schizophrenic. 

Carlson, taking Gardiner's work further, argues that Behn 

is "perpetually divided between her identifications with a 

male dramatic aesthetic and a female sexuality" (133), 

which can be read as division between patriarchal 

convention and the feminine natural. These critics' 
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distinctions still read the body of work as the body of the 

writer, but they also point to the difficulties inherent in 

such reading. Behn's very performance as the First 

Professional Woman Playwright raises questions of 

interpretation. 

such an idea of performance causes problems for many 

Behn critics, since performance itself uses and yet is 

detached from the body. Unlike Angellica's sign, which 

appears to connect body and sale, Behn's character is hard 

to read. Does she play the man, or is she always playing 

the woman? Where can masquerade be located? It sometimes 

seems as if the only way to answer the question is to avoid 

it. Two essays in the 1991 collection curtain Calls reenact 

this difficulty in reading character. Frances M. Kavenik's 

"Aphra Behn: The Playwright as 'Breeches Part'" looks at 

Behn as professional, to suggest finally that she is 

playing both the man and the woman; Kavenik's reading of 

Behn's androgyny concludes that "Had these comedies come to 

us unsigned, they would, I suspect, be seen as no more or 

less feminist than The Country-Wife, a play that has a good 

deal to say about the condition of women" (190). This 

judgment, it seems to me, is significant: Kavenik wants to 

see these plays "unsigned," altogether eliminating the 

problem of reading Behn. Nancy Cotton's "Aphra Behn and the 

Pattern Hero," on the other hand, compares Behn's plays 
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with two by Wycherley and Etherege, to conclude that we 

indeed should read Behn as a woman: "Behn wrote from her 

own gender perspective rather than aping the attitudes or 

genres of her nearest male counterparts" (217). For Cotton, 

however, performance is "aping," a lower form mimicking a 

higher, and thus she cannot claim that Behn is performing 

if she wishes to praise her. In her reading, gender is 

essential and transparent in the connection of work and 

playwright. However, Cotton's reading ignores the 

prevalence of acting (as a metaphor and a dramatic 

strategy) in Behn's writing and the corresponding 

separations from the body that the interpretation of such 

acting requires. Kavenik and Cotton both wish to shift the 

readings away from identifying the props and veils which 

mark "Aphra Behn" and her work, and such shifts raise more 

problems than they answer. 

However, in the same collection, Jessica Munns's essay 

"'I by a Double Right Thy Bounties Claim': Aphra Behn and 

Sexual Space," provides a reading which does not avoid 

these problems of performance and interpretation. Her 

thesis offers an important place to start; she suggests 

that Behn is "double-dressing," asking her readers to avoid 

the interpretative bind of binary oppositions: "It is the 

doubleness of her claims and the doubleness of her vision 

that characterizes not merely Behn's 'feminism' but her 
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creation of a new sexual space from which to speak. In 

claiming her double rights, Behn assaults her reader's 

identity, as well as undoing and remaking her own as she 

marks out a territory from which to operate" (195). Munns's 

identification of this new "sexual space," I would suggest, 

is crucial in order to escape the kinds of pronouncements 

and slippages which trouble much of Behn criticism; such a 

"sexual space," positing a double performance, may separate 

without dismembering the body of the artist from the body 

of her work. Munns goes so far as to "assault" the critics 

who continue to read in male-female splits: 

It is seductive to retreat to the margins and deny our 

"Masculine Part" and continue the sterile dance of the 

signs of binary opposition. It simplifies life to 

embrace blithely the belief that all are equal and the 

best will rise. Behn's assertions of a 'double right' 

take her to a third position, to a place which does 

not exist, from which she can imagine parallel 

existences: woman as other and woman as the one, woman 

as object and herself as subject. (206) 

Such a call to imagine this "third position" of 

gender, which could but need not be woman or man, is heady, 

but I would argue that the position and the place where 

"parallel existences" can be imagined already do exist. The 

actor and the stage offer such potential for imagination 
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and interpretation. In order to read Behn's performances, 

then, I will define how I read performance itself, and how 

it is linked inextricably to masquerade and intrigue. The 

play between these concepts offers a way to recognize 

constructions of identity and gender through actor, 

character, and role. 

Reading Performance 

Behn, her characters, and her works exist in a 

"theatre-like world," to use Bruce Wilshire's phrase. The 

world of Restoration comedy in general offers opportunities 

to read it as metadrama, but Behn builds on drama and 

illusion even more than most of her contemporaries. l The 

related tropes of performance, intrigue and masquerade, all 

of which are central to Behn, control language and action 

in her work, and thus affect our efforts at interpretation. 

Performance and theater themselves are problematic tropes 

which must be clarified: "Theatrical concepts have also 

become models in a wide range of psychological, 

sociological, anthropological and philosophical modes of 

analysis--with the result that 'acting' or 'role-playing' 

may undergo chameleonic transformations as we turn from 

Fritz Perls to Erving Goffman, to victor Turner, to J. L. 

Austin and to Stanley Cavell" (Whitaker 145). Performance 

issues of identity and gender replay such "chameleonic 



transformations" of value as well, which are especially 

important in reading Behn. An brief overview of feminist 

dramatic theory, from those who deride what Barbara 

Freedman calls Lacan's "drama of psychoanalysis" (384) to 

those who embrace it, offers a way to understand quite 

different evaluations and prejudices, and thus to 

understand both the heritage of Behn criticism and my own 

approach. 
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The repeated critical connection between Behn's body 

and her body of work is perhaps best explained in Helene 

cixous's dramatic essentialism. In her manifesto "Aller a 

la mer," cixous argues that theater and performance are 

just another function of patriarchy, dedicated to death and 

dismemberment of woman. Her language is, as one might 

imagine, explicitly critical of role-playing and 

performance: 

This 'Vieux Jeu' (Old Hat/Old Game) still involves 

playing the Role, maintaining the ancien regime of 

performance and mirror-gazing; it encourages the 

double perversion of voyeurism and exhibitionism, and 

the division of labour and of 'jouissance' (who is 

'in' the theatre, who works, who is exploited by 

whom?), and it reinforces the opposition between the 

real and the imaginary which benefits those in whose 

interests the pretence exists. (547) 
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Her rejection of Lacanian identity-as-perforrnance depends 

on that "voyeurism and exhibitionism" of that mirror-stage 

being extrinsic to (female) self and on the possibility of 

a unified and whole identity for woman: "If the stage is 

woman, it means ridding this space of theatricality. She 

will want to be a body-presence" (547). This wish for 

readily perceptible "body-presence" marks a traditional 

anti-theatrical stance newly cast in feminist terms, a fear 

of the duplicitous identity represented by the figure of 

the actor. 

cixous specifically opposes Lacanian discussion of the 

creation of self (as Marc Silverstein notes in his essay 

"'Body-Presence': cixous's Phenomenology of Theater"). But 

Lacan is a useful starting place to emphasize the 

theatrical metaphors of duplicity to which cixous 

objects,2 as in his quote from "The mirror stage": 

The mirror stage is a drama [emphasis mine] whose 

internal thrust is precipitated from insufficiency to 

anticipation--and which manufactures for the subject, 

caught up in the lure of spatial identification, the 

succession of phantasies that extends from a 

fragmented body-image to a form of its totality that I 

shall call orthopaedic--and lastly, to the assumption 

of the armour of an alienating identity. (4) 
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The "drama" of self-construction in these terms is an 

internal play, and that "armour of an alienating identity" 

is consciousness theatricalized and separate from any 

perception of the body. Jacqueline Rose emphasizes the 

duplicity inherent in trope and analysis in her 

Introduction to Feminine Sexuality, adding that "the 

subject can only operate within language by constantly 

repeating that moment of fundamental and irreducible 

division" (31). Lacanian theory cannot describe any moment 

before this theatricalized consciousness, before the 

subject's entry into language, before this continual 

doubling and multiplying of identity. 

cixous wishes to bring back that wholeness of self and 

perception which cannot be described; for her, the feminine 

cannot be what we recognize as theatrical. The resistance 

of Behn's characters and roles to such imposed standards of 

wholeness marks much of the critical response to Behn that 

I discussed in the last section. To reverse cixous's 

formulation, then, it seems that the majority of Behn's 

critics argue that since Behn is theatrical, she and her 

work cannot be feminine. 

But, as Munns' call for "parallel existences" 

suggests, cixous's emphasis on "body-presence" does not 

offer the only option fo~ theatrical theory and feminist 

practice. It may be argued, in fact, that cixous is 
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replicating a masculine-identified desire for comprehension 

of feminine essence, as Silverstein suggests: "cixous's 

feminist spectator shares with the patriarchal scopic 

regime a desire to confront the truth and essence--the 

'body-presence' of women" (515). Such confrontation would 

close the distance between self and perception; it would 

return the feminine to that time before consciousness and 

theater. cixous's demonology of terms, then, accepts 

Lacan's association of theater, duplicity and identity, but 

only in order to oppose it. Even so, that opposition cannot 

leave the association behind. 

other feminist theorists embrace the association to 

suggest its possibilities of undermining the order it seems 

to uphold and to see the stage as paradox. Simone Benmussa, 

who directed cixous's own play Portrait of Dora, considers 

the stage the site of "unattainable essence" (9). 

Silverstein articulates the difference between the two 

ideas: "While cixous sees theater as a vehicle for 

disclosing presence, Benmussa sees theater as the medium 

that foregrounds both the impossibility of and the desire 

for such disclosure that brings us to theater" (515). 

Awareness of this desire for that moment before 

theatricalized consciousness and the impossibility of its 

fulfillment may produce a more feminist theater. Barbara 

Freedman, in her "Frame-Up: Feminism, psychoanalysis, 
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Theatre," argues that in fact theatrical awareness does not 

necessarily replicate the single, scopic gaze deconstructed 

in the film criticism of Mulvey and de Lauretis: " A more 

theatrical paradigm would enable women not only to reflect 

how they pe~ceive they have been perceived, but to look 

back and forward, to see how their looking back is 

interpreted and disrupted by another gaze in a continuing 

theatre of interactive reflections" (389). Freedman's 

"theatre of interactive reflections" recalls Munns' 

"parallel existences;" both emphasize interplay between 

selves. 

In Behn's "theatre-like world," the actor figures such 

fundamentally divided identity and multiple ways of 

reflections--for men as well as for women. Behn's work, 

with its emphasis on performance, throws the acting self 

into relief. One can scarcely imagine being offstage in 

Behn's world, and the self always leads "parallel 

existences" onstage, which makes fixed identification 

difficult. The actor casts multiple shadows; the actor must 

be seen also as character (the part which is being overtly 

presented and read) and as role (the dramatically and 

socially determined part which affects character and 

action). The audience then connects these parallel 

existences to create meaning. 
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I offer an example from Behn's theatrical practice. In 

1677, the actress Elizabeth Barry plays Hellena in The 

Rover, Part I. onstage Barry is: the actor "herself" (the 

body, the voice, and the reputation, since supposedly 

Rochester instruced her in the thespian as well as other 

arts; the character of Hellena, young sister of Florinda 

and Pedro, lover and purchaser of Willmore; and the role of 

the witty virgin, a conventional type who often matches the 

rake. Barry is and is not each of these. Meaning is created 

by the interplay between actor, character, and role, and 

such interplay continually shifts. In 1681, Elizabeth Barry 

plays La Nuche in The Rover, Part II. She is still 

"herself," but that self brings more associations of past 

characters and types. In the sequel, she plays the 

character of a courtesan who struggles to find a place from 

which to love Willmore; the role of prostitute has 

different conventions and thus acts differently from the 

witty virgin, with whom she is still associated. Yet 

meaning is created by knowledge of the actor's past 

characters as well. The roles of witty virgin and courtesan 

are linked through the actor, and the audience's 

recognition of the interplay between both of Barry's 

characters and roles (who love and win Willmore) creates 

identity. She is and is not "Elizabeth Barry," Hellena the 



virgin of quality, and La Nuche the prostitute; we cannot 

really separate actor, character, and role. 
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I hasten to add that, in this reading, no essence 

which finally fixes the actor in place can be discovered. 

Even though the body of the actor would seem to provide a 

final organic wholeness, it can't be so perceived; the body 

itself, as it shifts, disguises itself and decays, is 

difficult to read. Gender also is difficult to read, even 

through the seeming transparency of the body: in Nancy 

Chodorow's words, "We clearly lead an embodied life; we 

live with those genital and reproductive organs and 

capacities, those hormones and chromosomes, that locate us 

physiologically as male or female. But, as psychoanalysis 

has taught us, there is nothing self-evident about this 

biology" (101). The figure of the actor highlights this 

sense of divided identity and problematic gender-typing; 

she too is constituted by interior and offstage characters 

and roles, which affect her, and our, interpretation of the 

body.3 Such division and referentiality define the 

actor/self's view as well as the audience's. 

This figure exists through "a peculiar detachment" 

(Wilshire xiv) of vision. After all, the actor plays both 

the character and the role, which are signs to be seen and 

interpreted, but the actor ideally should be the first 

interpreter of these signs as well. He is both the 
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spectacle and a spectator. The successful actors/selves in 

Behn's plays (like Willmore, Hellena, Tom Wilding, or Lady 

Fancy) understand and use this detachment for their own 

ends. They may manipulate their own performances of 

character and choose their own roles; they may play against 

others' roles and attempt to read their characters; they 

may shift their performances to accommodate their readings. 

Such manipulation, playing, and shifting take advantage of 

theatrical detachment (which, by the way, precludes the 

Method as a model for this metaphor).4 Successful 

performance in Behn's plays requires improvisation, 

rewriting, and recognition. 

Masquerade is another, closely related, way to 

understand this crucial issue of performance. From the 

intrigue plays in which she specialized to the spying she 

did for Charles in the 1660s, Aphra Behn relies on 

masquerade. Intrigue plays use literal masquerade--the huge 

outdoor festivals of the European cities in which the plays 

are set--in order to challenge and question easy 

identification of character and role. Spying requires an 

agent who may and may not be what she appears to be. In her 

own 1667 espionage, for example, Behn goes to Holland to 

play an old flame seeking to renew acquaintance with rebel 

William Scott (a man with whom she had a liaison in 

surinam). That performance in one sense is true, but really 
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she is an old flame seeking to renew acquaintance expressly 

in order to get information about a possible Dutch 

invasion. 5 Motivation and appearance do not necessarily 

coincide. 

Espionage and masquerade are thus connected, and 

masquerade adds another layer to the problem of 

recognition: who is this figure? How does one react to, and 

then act with, a figure one cannot recognize? Such 

recognition requires interpretation of character and role, 

and of motivation and action. The masquerader, like the 

actor, is the spectacle to be read and the spectator, and 

it is this sense of divided identity which Behn dramatizes. 

Thus, masquerade reinforces the tropes of theatre and 

performance which represent Behn's world. 

The idea of such a theatre-like world also provides a 

way to read the limits of theatricality and thus the 

constraints on performance. The strategies of acting-

playing, reading, improvising--are strategies of reworking 

structures and recasting powers already in place, but they 

do not replace these structures and characters (or 

economies and roles). Behn's works finally do not provide 

for escape from the stage, or from language; the moment 

before theatricalized consciousness may be longed for but 

not accessible. That stage, and that language, are of 

course patriarchal, and neither Behn nor her characters 



escape the dangers of exploitation inherent in that 

structure already in place. 
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Men, or those who are recognized as men, run the 

theatre at Dorset Garden, where most of Behn's plays are 

produced. This is to be expected; after all, as Luce 

Irigaray argues, "all the systems of exchange that organize 

patriarchal societies and all the modalities of productive 

work that are recognized, valued, and rewarded in these 

societies are men's business" (171). From Thomas Killegrew 

to Thomas Betterton, the men working on and behind the 

stage do "recognize, value and reward" those exchanges; the 

male characters in Behn's plays (especially those Puritan, 

Whiggish citizens) make the same gestures based on those 

valuations. A patrilineal order of power is still in place. 

Yet Behn's plays, I think, use the idea of performance 

to insist on another aspect of the marketplace, one for 

which Irigeray's statement of absolute masculine buying 

power does not account. The patrilineal order and exchange 

do not account for the male figure who does not have land, 

money, or place. Behn's heroes rarely begin with any of 

these; they stand onstage but outside the hierarchy of 

value. Irigeray's rhetorical question--"Are all men equally 

desirable?" (171)--assumes a positive answer, since her 

reading of the market makes men always the purchasers. 

Behn's question, however, shifts the perspective of the 
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marketplace. If all men must be valued by their own system, 

how can all men be only purchasers and traders of women? 

Their value also can be that of the sale item, and as such 

they may be desirable in different degrees for different 

reasons. They too are theatricalized. 

The plays Behn writes insist on the reciprocal nature 

of exchange and valuation. Most of her rake-heroes are 

displaced, disenfranchised, and dissolute (in other words, 

not positioned to purchase in the patrilineal marriage 

market). From the intrigue plays to the town comedies, the 

female characters too can play the male role of purchaser; 

the male characters become objects of desire and exchange 

for women. 6 Both men and women are actors in this theater, 

and so both male and female characters are equally 

objectified. They both must perform and masquerade in order 

to survive and/or profit in the exchanges inevitable on 

such a stage. Behn's work, which presents men and women 

acting together, exposes the male's exchange value as well 

as the woman's in such a theater and economy. 

These characters do play and playoff roles which are 

socially constructed and recognized; the roles of course 

are usually gender-coded. But, when character and role are 

separate, a female character may take on a role recognized 

as male, just as a male character may take a "female" part. 

Such a theatrical experience depends on negotiation and can 
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accommodate nontraditional recasting. Just as the 

characters shift in response to others' performances and to 

social scripts, so do the agreements they reach and the 

combinations they create. The frame of the theatre still 

controls how far the agreements extend and how the 

combinations arrange themselves, but the stage itself does 

offer provisional power. 

The idea of provisional power reenacts itself through 

performance. Acting--and the creation of meaning through 

the shifts between actor, character, and role--occur in the 

moment; the next moment changes that act and requires a new 

performance and a new reading. While such consumption of 

performative and interpretative energy is at the least 

exhausting and at the worst annihilating, paradoxically it 

is also production. That production of power can be 

exchanged between those who otherwise would be powerless: 

prostitutes, exiles, women writers. Aphra Behn herself 

exploits this provisional power, as she negotiates a place 

for herself within the Carolean theatre. 

I return finally to answer the questions with which I 

began this introduction. Aphra Behn works in a theatre-like 

world; she, like the characters she writes, is framed by 

economy, stage, and the limits of performance, but she too 

is freed to play on the margins. The search to find and 

read an organic body which is Aphra Behn replicates the 
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scopic gaze, while it ignores the fundamental division of 

actor, character and role which constitutes her. To 

identify her--to fix her--is almost impossible. We can 

recognize some of her roles: the masculine writer, the 

feminine courtesan, the masculine rake, the feminine object 

of desire. But these roles are all parts, the gender 

conventionally and not naturally assigned, in the repertory 

which defines actor and character. To ignore one role in 

order to privilege another is to misrecognize and 

misidentify her. 

The interplay between actor, character and role, for 

instance, offers us a way to reread Alexander Pope's 

couplet and note. He identifies her in the text not as 

Aphra Behn but as "Astraea," a pastoral name she often gave 

herself in her poems. The character of "Astraea" 

participates in a formal, artificial world where she may 

take provisional power. The world of the pastoral is a 

return to nature, but here nature itself--not a Romantic 

sweep of untamed and sublime reality, but one cut to 

classical model--is a character, a convention. Pope's use 

of "Astraea" thus limits him only to criticism of one of 

Aphra Behn's characters. Her pastoral "nature" strides on a 

stage, in a world of artifice vlhich emphasizes her 

detachment and her multiplicity. Pope's attempt to degrade 
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impossible whole. 
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In The Rover, Part II Behn's (arguably) most famous 

rake-hero ends his long run with another couplet: "Love 

still like Death/ Does to one center tend." Even in "Love, 

•.• like Death," we can see only a movement, a "tendency," 

toward the fantasy of a unified self and reading. In 

performance or masquerade, the body behind the characters 

and roles can't be perceived as the site of truth and of 

ultimate recognition; it is seen through veils, fragmented 

through fellow masqueraders' perception. To read the figure 

of Behn through her work is to try to identify her 

characters and their roles in performance. That performance 

can be exuberant plotting and joy in disguise, or it can be 

limited by the constraints of the framing stage. To read 

Behn's work offers the same pleasures and frustrations. 

Reading Behn's Performances 

The issues of performance and masquerade in the 

comedies and romances are the focus of my dissertation. I 

divide chapters by genre and play; in each chapter, then, I 

read important examples of her work, combining these basic 

aspects of performance: intrigue, economy, and identity. 

Chapter 2, "The Performance of Association: Behn's 

Intrigue Comedies," develops the historical and metaphoric 
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associations of the concept and form of intrigue. To begin 

with, I discuss Behn's own implication in the form, as I 

read her Preface to The Dutch Lover and Behn's masquerading 

voice and argument. This leads to a reading of two of 

Behn's lesser-known and produced intrigue-comedies, The 

Dutch Lover and The Feign'd curtezans, or a Night's 

Intrigue. This chapter introduces my valuation of Behn 

character types--the rake, the fool, the virgin, the 

courtesan--which resona'te throughout her work. These two 

plays corne from the 1670s, and thus represent Behn's early 

work; the power of intrigue to create identity and push 

against the frames of theater and economy are important 

here. 

Chapter 3, "The Merchants of Love: The Rake, the 

Courtesan, and the Witty Virgin in The Rover, Parts I and 

II," looks at these character types and their economic 

positioning in and manipulations of the market, in Behn's 

most famous intrigue-play, The Rover, and its less well

known sequel. In The Rover, Behn creates a triangle which 

will repeat itself (with important shifts in power) in the 

sequel. The question then comes--who is the courtesan? what 

determines the rake? In the first play, the intrigue form 

allows the conventional engendering of these roles to be 

challenged. In the sequel, written after the Popish Plot 

and the Exclusion Crisis (and the resulting political 
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drama), intrigue itself is at once danger and power. The 

reshuffling of character types (and the loss of a balancing 

romantic high plot) emphasizes the inescapability of these 

roles and economic exchanges, even as Behn seems to try to 

imagine utopian, pre-theatrical freedom away from intrigue 

and economy. 

Chapter 4, "The Power of Convention: Behn's Town 

Comedies," looks at plays which are not officially marked 

as intrigue, but which are not manners-comedies either. The 

focus here is not primarily the economics but the identity 

of exchange: the characters' struggle between "convention" 

and "nature" to define public and private selves. I use the 

early Sir Timothy Tawdrey, or the Town Fop to briefly set 

up Behn's own conventions and character types, then I look 

at three distinctly different town plays to trace these 

complications of convention, nature, and role. The 1678 Sir 

Patient Fancy sets up the power that the manipulation of 

convention offers; the 1682 The city Heiress, or Sir 

Timothy Treat-all emphasizes the limits of such 

manipulation, and the reification of the patriarchal stage 

which defines the action; The Lucky Chance (1687), her last 

major and perhaps most difficult play, offers magic and 

uncertainty as new theatrical possibility to subvert 

convention and recast role. Where Sir Patient Fancy and The 

City Heiress resolve the issues of power they raise (albeit 
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in different ways), The Lucky Chance's open ending leaves 

the trickster lovers Gayman and Julia facing each other 

without such resolution of their power struggle. The 

characters cannot move off the stage on which full 

recognition and resolution of identity is only possible 

through magic, and so they end, still with competing 

narratives and competing identities. The audience is left 

to interpret, perhaps even to write its own closure to that 

story. The Lucky Chance and its lack of resolution is 

perhaps as far as Behn can go, since she retreats from 

intrigue and town comedy altogether in her last work staged 

in her lifetime, the enormously popular farce The Emperor 

of the Moon (in which she brings commedia dell'arte types 

to the English stage). This lack of formal closure brings 

us back to the difficulty of recognition and conciliation 

and the problems of reading identity--the place where we 

first begin to read Behn. Perhaps this uncertainty is meant 

to mark our appreciation of the First Professional Woman 

Playwright. 
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Notes to Chapter 1 

1. See Keller for an overview of such a reading. 

2. Stephen Greenblatt's Renaissance Self-fashioning 

also talks about the conjunction of theatrical creation of 

identity and Lacanian dramatic tropes; however, as Laura 

Levine argues in "Men in Women's clothing," his "Lacanian 

models of the self as a language construct are underwritten 

by Freudian models of the self as a permanent structure" 

(122). I wish to note again only the dramatic preoccupation 

of Lacan's tropes. 

3. Josette Feral, a feminist theorist of the theater, 

argues that performance is body-centered and thus different 

from theater: "Performance is meant to be a physical 

accomplishment, so the performer works with his body the 

way a painter does with his canvas" (171). But her own 

discussion calls attention to the emphasis of desire for 

unity and its impossibility of fulfillment that Silverstein 

identifies with Benmussa, as Feral's words suggest: "a body 

in pieces, fragmented and yet one, a body perceived and 

rendered as a place of desire, displacement, and 

fluctuation" (171). The "one" yokes together the shifting, 

multiple fragments of actor, character and role; unity is a 

collection of shards of identity. 
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4. Feral addresses the originator of the Method thus: 

"Of course, the conventional basis of the actor's 

'art,'inspired by stanislavski, requires the actor to live 

his character from within and conceal the duplicity that 

inhabits him while he is on stage" (177). Ironically, 

Method and other naturalistic acting styles heighten the 

duplicity as they seek to deny it, and they do not 

emphasize the power of estrangement and of foregrounding 

the idea of performance. Brecht's "A-effect" is an attempt 

to bring back this older view of performance. 

5. See Goreau, Duffy, and Woodcock for details of 

Behn's sad espionage career. 

6. See Robert Markley's article on Behn's Tory 

comedies for an interesting development of Behn's Tory 

heroes as objects of desire; I also begin with his argument 

in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

The Performance of Association: 

Behn's Intrigue-Comedies 

Before her "re-discovery" in the 1970s, Aphra Behn's 

dramatic output had been dismissed as primarily intrigue 

plays. Such dismissal often has separated her from the Big 

Three of Wycherley, Etherege and Congreve and their work in 

comedies of manners, so that Behn's place in the market

place of Restoration comedy has been on the side-aisle, on 

a back shelf. Reassessments of that marketplace, however, 

also lead to a reassessment of the place of intrigue come

dy, and thus of Behn's work in the genre. 

The genre itself has been revalued as an important 

segment of Restoration theatre. John Loftis, in his study 

The Spanish Plays of Neoclassical England, describes the 

English fascination with the "cape and sword plays" (131) 

of Spain. Beginning with Tuke's Adventures of Five Hours, 

these English adaptations of cape and sword plays are 

profitable and profligate, making money and successors. For 

example, Floriana T. Hogan has identified the Spanish 

sources of at least 31 English plays, of which 4 were 

Behn's. Laura Brown defines some elements of the early 

plays: 

They depend upon Spanish material, they maintain a 

unified, serious tone while presenting moments of 
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apparent danger for the characters, and they end for

tunately with an ingenious artificial reversal in 

which mistaken identities are suddenly revealed or 

perilous circumstances instantaneously transformed 

into happy ones. (69) 

Using these elements, Behn works within a tradition of 

adaptation: "Her work illustrates the later phase of the 

Spanish plots, in which Spanish themes, character types, 

and situations are assimilated in plays within the rapidly 

evolving patterns of Restoration drama" (Loftis 133). The 

complications--the "intrigue"--of the Spanish plots lend 

themselves to assimilation and accommodation, shifting to 

please the audience. 

Behn must please the audience in order to profit, and 

so a popular form like intrigue comedy seems a logical 

choice of genre for her. The nature of intrigue, along with 

all its connotations of sex and disguise, also informs the 

value of this choice for Behn. Nancy Cotton, in her over

view of Behn's career, notes this conjunction of money, 

convention, and pleasure: "Her wit is more often in the 

plot than in the dialogue .... Behn was writing in another 

genre, the Spanish-type comedy of intrigue, one of the most 

commercially successful genres of the day. Behn wrote for 

money and she chose the mode that suited her talents" 

(Women Playwrights 60). Allardyce Nicoll also discusses 
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Behn specifically as a writer of intrigue. This match of 

genre and playwright is one of assimilation: her plays, and 

her plots, complicate the form with which she begins, 

accommodating her taste, the taste of her audience, and her 

themes. 

To enable this accommodation, Loftis notes that Behn 

"experimented with the Spanish plot, the conventions of 

which she handled almost as freely as Dryden" (60). I will 

suggest that this "handling" of convention is thematic as 

well as formal; intrigue comedy, with its several love 

plots, cross-dressing, fighting (with swords, with wordS, 

between men, between women, between the sexes), and tricks, 

displays the possibilities and results of subversion. She 

moves away from the determinacy of a double-plot, in which 

high and low plots mirror thematic concerns. Instead, 

intrigue comedy in Behn's hands twists itself into the 

appearance of disorder; "those bustling pieces," as Mon

tague Summers calls them, mix serious sex with farcical 

seductions, women dressed as courtesans with men dressed as 

fools, the possibility of incest with patriarchal concern 

for the lines of descent. The seeming chaos of intrigue is 

a way to reconstitute her theatrical marketplace, allowing 

new players while retaining customers. 

The word "intrigue," in its various meanings, reflects 

the ambivalence of such apparent disorder. The OED defini-
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tions are rich in this ambivalence; the word emphasizes the 

"intricacy, complexity" of action, but it is also con

sidered "tortuous or underhand influence to accomplish some 

purpose; underhand plotting." The complexity conceals 

purpose; action works as disguise. lVhat is most disguised, 

perhaps, is sex: intrigue as "clandestine illicit intimacy 

between a man and a woman." What recurs in an intrigue is 

the obvious as concealment; nothing and everything is as it 

appears. Dress, gesture, word, and other elements of action 

are theatricalized. Intrigue becomes the self-reflexive 

subversion of conventions. 

Such subversion does not threaten overtly the patriar

chal theatre in which the performances take place, however, 

because of the distance given by the form and setting. It 

is the freedom of masquerade, present in such plays as The 

Dutch Lover and The Feign'd curtezans, or A Night's Intri

gue, invoked directly in Behn's most famous intrigue comedy 

The Rover. Behn's use of intrigue connects to the use of 

masquerade, as Terry Castle has discussed it in Masquerade 

and civilization. In Castle's discussion of the English 

carnivalesque in fiction, she puts the first use of the 

masquerade as Dryden's 1671 Marriage a la Mode. As Loftis 

notes, Behn and Dryden are influenced by the Spanish intri

gue form, and thus their use of masquerade or carnival 

becomes both formal and thematic. 
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The figure of masquerade, which also represents a 

figure of intrigue, transforms character. Castle discusses 

the physical and psychological entanglings of such masquer

ade: "New bodies were superimposed over old; anarchic, 

theatrical selves displaced supposedly essential ones; 

masks, or personae, obscured persons" (4). Castle argues 

that "one becomes the other in an act of ecstatic imper

sonation" (4), but such becoming is superimposition, dis

placement, performance. An intrigue plot doubles, triples, 

multiplies performances until the complexity of such per

formances conceals purpose or self. Thus, Behn's use of 

intrigue can conceal her reconstitution of the patriarchal 

theatre. The author, hidden behind the structures of mul

tiple plots, approaches the audience with a subversive 

(because theatrical) world, one in which men and women 

trade lines, actions, and characters and roles for them

selves. Each character seemingly has a plot where she can 

act and conceal, and thus succeed. 

Masquerade and performance are linked in Castle's 

terms; the masquerader is after all an actor. The actor, 

whether at the carnival, on the stage, or at her desk, 

presents the ambivalences and concealments of intrigue; she 

or he fashions the character and its roles which are ob

vious, to be seen and read. William worthen in The Idea of 

the Actor calls attention to the irreducible duplicity 
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which results: "acting images a satanic duplicity, a 'blas

phemous' subversion of the order of things, ·while at the 

same time acting imitates the creative principle which 

sustains that order" (13). Acting is both the form and 

content of intrigue; like masquerade, it is and is not. 

Bruce Wilshire talks about the difficulty of perception 

when actor and performance, on or off stage, present "them

selves": "World and 'world' play into each other's hands, 

or there is no play at all" (40). Slipping between charac

ter and role, action and plot, actor and performance are 

always doubling. The characters who play other characters 

who are playing roles further contribute to the distance 

and yet identification that informs intrigue. Behn's writ

ing uses such contribution to throw her voice, distracting 

us from her "underhand plotting." Performance is seen yet 

hidden; this too is the project of intrigue. Behn plays 

into her own hands when she uses the intrigue form to 

reconstitute her position on stage and in her markets. 

In her intrigue plays, Behn also uses the disguise of 

place to conceal her address of familiar English conven

tions. The Dutch Lover is set in Spain, while The Feign'd 

Curtezans sellout in Rome; the stylized settings, seeming

ly so distant from the comedies of manners (with their 

purported resemblances to "London life"), enable Behn to 

present the marriage market in disguise. The characters 
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could be dismissed not only as theatrical but as foreign 

creations as well; the conventions of another place and 

what appears to be another culture can be critiqued more 

easily than one's own. The exile of Behn's characters place 

them even more within a masquerade world of uncertainty, of 

foreignness. Castle notes that "the word masquerade is of 

foreign origin" (8), and its identification with such 

origin provides another layer of distance. Janet Todd 

suggests that Behn announces and yet hides her work in the 

epilogue to The Dutch Lover: "writing, deceiving, and 

seducing coalesce when the actor is a woman" (69); in other 

words, it's a specifically feminist project. Behn indeed 

has given herself the veils of multiple plot, performance 

and setting to conceal her reconstitution of the patriar

chal marketplace, and to deflect the threat of such recon

stitution. I would argue, however, that Behn suggests that 

"writing, deceiving, and seducing" are part of intrigue, a 

generic rather than gendered condition. 

In my discussion of intrigue, I disagree with Laura 

Brown's definition of the genre, in which she privileges 

the symmetry of its form. In an 1980 article on the divided 

tragicomedy, Brown suggests that "the various overlapping 

love conflicts of the Restoration intrigue, however, are 

ultimately resolved by the neat and symmetrical matching of 

the appropriate couple .... and the incidents of the plot 



serve primarily to increase the expectation of a clever 

ultimate resolving of the characters I complex and inter

dependent problems" (69). Brown does not discuss Behn's 

plays as she develops her definition, however, and Behn's 

"matching of the appropriate couple" changes the idea of 

symmetry. When performance and masquerade determine the 

identity of characters, the hope of a "clever ultimate" 

resolution can seduce the audience into looking away from 

the threatening reconstitutions of an intrigue world. 
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To begin an exploration of Behn's use of intrigue, it 

is useful to begin with her prose epistles to the plays, 

rather than the plays themselves. The "Epistle to the 

Reader" which begins the printed matter of The Dutch Lover 

is one of her most celebrated pieces, an announcement of 

her position as a playwright and her overview of play

writing itself, tucked into an attack at the forces which 

caused the production of The Dutch Lover to fail. Interes

tingly, feminist critics such as Jacqueline Pearson cite 

Behn1s epistle as one of the few works in which she can be 

identified as a feminist writer with an overtly feminist 

project; on the other hand, a critic presenting a his

torical overview of source plays can say of the same pre

face, "with ••. flourish does Mrs. Behn divest herself of 

the contemporary cant about the comedy" (Gewirtz 21), 

emphasizing her rethinking of neoclassic arguments about 



instruction and delight. An essay which gives such dis

tinctive readings, with critics seeing quite different 

theses, suggests that masquerade may be Behn's prose ap

proach as well. 
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Intrigue creates ambivalence in its audience, and I 

would argue that the ambivalence Behn creates in modern 

readers such as Pearson stems from the duplicity of her 

voice. In "the Epistle to the Reader," she enters the 

theater knowing the conventional approaches, but she plans 

to deploy them for her own ends. She places herself within 

a patriarchal economy, and so Pearson asks, "Does Behn, 

then, write as a feminist or as one of the boys? Does she 

remake the patriarchal vision of sex-comedy or does she 

simply take it over unthinkingly?" (161). Pearson offers a 

qualified "neither and both" to her own question. Such 

qualification and misrecognition can result from the veil

ing of intrigue. 

Behn has a difficult position from which to play in 

this epistle: The Dutch Lover had been a theatrical fail

ure. Montague Summers introduces its history in the Col

lected Plays with this disclaimer: " The Dutch Lover was 

produced at the Duke's Theatre, Dorset Garden, in February 

1673, but owing to the manifold disadvantages under which 

it was put on the stage it did not meet with that success 

it certainly deserved" (219). Intrigue, whether on or off 
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stage, requires precision, and this production has none; as 

Behn explains, there were problems with the costumes (a 

vital part of the masquerade), players garbled their lines, 

and the actor playing the Dutch Lover himself, who is 

suggested to have been Edward Angel, "hardly spoke one of 

his lines but gagged from start to finish" (Summers 220). 

If performance is an element of successful intrigue, it 

would follow that bad performance threatens that success. 

Even more distressing was that the actors were not Behn's 

only "disadvantage"; as she describes in the epistle, the 

play was hissed down, stemming from "a long, lither, ph leg

matick, white, ill-favour'd, wretched Fop, an Officer in 

Masquerade" (223), who decried the play before it began 

because it had been written by a woman. As Behn sends her 

play into the equally patriarchal world of publishing, she 

must deal with this objection not to the product but to the 

producer of the commodity, as well as deal with the pro

blems connected to the product itself. 

Behn's approach to her audience is thus duplicitous; 

she announces her "project," while playing several parts to 

undercut the announcement. The salutation models the irony 

of this performance, as she begins with hyperbole and 

ingratiation which she immediately devalues by her mocking 

acknowledgement of the act itself: "Good, Sweet, Honey, 

sugar-Candied READER,/ Which I think is more than anyone 
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has called you yet" (221). She approaches the audience 

seductively, then calls attention to the (male) convention 

which has created the approach; throughout the epistle, her 

tone will be equally mocking and equally masked. Her state

ments about the nature of plays as entertainment, her 

problems with the actors and the play-going audience, her 

demands that women be allowed into the theatrical market

place: all these issues appear to be serious and yet under

cut, seductive and yet straightforward. The play of her 

points qualifies itself, distancing the argument by its 

form. If wits are her audience, she uses their own re

flections to move them aside. She mingles all her theses: 

first, a discussion of the place of plays in society; then, 

her own play's (as well as her own) place in the market; 

then, the place of producers--women--like her. These ideas 

become the same discussion of the marketplace. Her apology 

for a bad production merges with her comparisons to other 

works and others' receptions, and she unexpectedly returns 

to points that the reader might think she has left, making 

other links in her argument. The epistle becomes a perfor

mance of associations. 

The value of the goods themselves is a theme of Behn's 

epistle. Time and money are the items for which the intri

guer exchanges, and she first chaffs her reader for wasting 

time with the work: "but if you will misspend your Time, 
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pray lay the fault upon yourself; for I have dealt pretty 

fairly in the matter, told you in the Title Page what you 

are to expect within" (221). The equivocation of "pretty 

fairly" will recur, as she calls herself honest. She tells 

the reader that since she has labelled her work a comedy, 

her audience knows that she is not offering to change the 

world; this is dealing "pretty fairly," announcing that her 

project is not threatening. The seduction is the guile of a 

merchant who gives her own testimonials: "you may guess 

pretty near what penny-worths you are like to have, and 

ware your money and your time accordingly" (221). Of course 

her audience does not know her or her product; they must 

guess, estimate, work with their own expectations. Such 

uncertainty merges with the duplicity of Behn's tone, 

undercutting her claims of openness. 

The marketplace itself in Behn's terms is not threat

ening, so that her work can't be either. She attacks the 

ideas of those contemporary critics who see the drama as a 

social force for morality, by calling attention to her 

fellow (male) writers' lack of effect: 

I am myself well able to affirm that none of all 

our English poets, and least the Dramatique (so I 

think you call them) can be justly charg'd with 

too great reformation of men's minds or manners, 

and for that I may appeal to general experiment, 



-if those who are the most assiduous Disciples of 

the stage, do not make the fondest and lewdest 

Crew about this Town. (222) 
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Behn argues that her project couldn't be reformation, 

judging only from the division of poetry in which she 

practices, and then turns her attack to the "most assiduous 

Disciples of the stage." When she censures them, however, 

she also feeds the vanity of these carousing cavaliers, 

bringing up only the Royalist virtues of drinking, gaming, 

and vandalism (in the City, of course). Her irony flashes 

as she then claims that plays are no more moral than the 

"frequent Preaching, which this last age has been pester'd 

with" (222); the reversal suggests that perhaps plays can 

have a moral purpose (or that preaching doesn't). This 

duplicity makes it more difficult to assume that she, as 

Gewirtz and others suggest, is simply announcing her posi

tion on the subject of instruction and delight. 

Another reversal comes as she makes her next point: if 

plays do not instruct, they are unlikely to inflame. Behn's 

voice here is confident, perhaps ironically so: "for sure I 

am no Play was ever writ with that design" (223). The 

design of a play does not create a model world in Behn's 

argument; she claims that even tragedy does not offer 

characters worthy of emulation, and "as for Comedie, the 

finest folk you meet with there are still unfitter for your 
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imitation, for though within a leaf or two of the Prologue, 

you are told that they are people of Wit, good Humour, good 

Manners, and all that; yet if the Authors did not kindly 

add their proper names, you'd never know them by their 

characters" (223). This assertion seems to state clearly 

that comic characters are "unfitter" for the audience's 

imitation, but the implication is that the "people" cannot 

be known; these selves are obscured, not connected with 

their descriptions, known only by their "proper" names. 

Such a reading of her words suggests that masquerade is a 

condition of comic identity, and thus comic character 

participates in the intrigue just as Behn the Playwright is 

a character in her defense. 

Her defense also calls on the authority of a long

established argument, that of dramatic poetry's primary 

ability to instruct or to delight. She claims that "a Play 

[is] the best divertisement that wise men have" (223), 

allying herself with the side of delight just as Dryden did 

in his 1668 An Essay of Dramatic Poesy. Neander in that 

essay calls "the soul of poesy ••. imitation of humors and 

passions" (233), and Behn emphasizes drama's part in imita

ting humors and passions, making the audience feel rather 

than think. Dryden and Behn, as Loftis notes, are two of 

the most prominent English adaptors of Spanish intrigue 

plays, and that sense of intrigue seems to carryover into 
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their discussion of dramatic theory and practice. After 

all, in An Essay of Dramatic Poesy Dryden presents the 

arguments in the form of a dialogue between four friends, 

and his own position is veiled through the character of 

Neander. He appears to be developing a complex structure 

for disguise, both of himself and of others. Behn's mas

querade is less obvious, perhaps, but it lends uncertainty 

to what seems to be apparent. 

Following her announcement of general dramatic prac

tice, Behn directs her argument to The Dutch Lover itself. 

She claims that she "studied only to make this as enter

taining as I could, which whether I have been successful 

in, my gentle Reader, you may for your shilling judge" 

(223). The marketplace determines the worth (if not the 

sale price) of her writing commodity, and the purchase 

criterion is entertainment. But, of course, Behn is par

ticipating in the sale; she has been encouraged "to venture 

it upon the Stage, and in the Press" (223). Her metaphors 

emphasize the sense of entrepeneurship which she has car

ried through from the beginning of the epistle; if Behn the 

Playwright can be pinned down on any characteristic, it may 

be the point that she is constantly adjusting to the mar

ketplace as best she can. Her masquerade in the epistle 

revalues her goods. 

This reading of the epistle may seem to suggest that 
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she is indeed, in Pearson's words, "just one of the boys." 

However, she is not simply one of the boys, although, with 

later anonymous offerings or the plays written with or 

attributed to Thomas Betterton, she may masquerade as one. 

She asks in this piece to be treated, in economic terms, 

like the other (male) playwrights, and her request treats 

the audience as those male playwrights might. Her voice, 

when she recounts the story of the fop who denounced her 

play "God damn him, for it was a woman's" (224), indeed 

gains a Cavalier edge in its threats: "I would not for the 

world be taken arguing with a propertie such as this; but 

if I thought there were a man of any tolerable parts • 

yet had this prejudice upon him; I would take a little 

pains to make him know how much he errs" (224). The am

biguity of "take a little pains" calls up the image of 

physical threatening; she seems to be asking anyone who 

disagrees with her to step outside. Yet the phrase also 

applies to the epistle itself, for her audience quite 

likely is composed of men "of tolerable parts" who have not 

considered women fit to be playwrights. Behn the Playwright 

uses the duplicity of a "masculine" voice to reconstitute 

the theatrical stage description of dramatic poet, but that 

voice finally is duplicitous, intriguing. 

She follows the same pattern of argument in her dis

cussion of the masculine "great advantage over women, that 
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is Learning" (224); she uses authority (Shakespeare's power 

to please over Jonson's, again replaying Dryden's argument 

in An Essay of Dramatic Poesy) to cite the primacy of 

delight, which requires no special training, over instruc

tion/ which does. An anecdote showing an unspecified cri

tic, "the most severe of Johnson's Sect," sitting unmoved 

at The Alchemist but roaring at Henry IV, dramatizes her 

claim. This dramatization also emphasizes the masquerade of 

the unidentified man's championship of Jonson who does not 

please as Shakespeare does; Behn notes that "affectation 

hath always had a greater share both in the action and 

discourse of men than truth and judgement have" (224). Such 

a platitute can be moral commonplace, but it also suggests 

that intrigue, disguise, is more characteristic of the 

human condition than is the revelation of a unified cer

tainty. 

Behn's "Epistle to the Reader" sets up the interplay 

of intrigue in form and content that also will characterize 

her play. The reading appears obvious, just as the charac

ters in The Dutch Lover (if well-costumed and performed) 

will appear to be identifiable; however, such iden

tification, such certainty, is problematic. The illusion of 

certainty, of a static reality, does not break, and thus 

the audience does not feel threatened. Behn's letter to her 

readers uses the ironic nature of masquerade to defuse her 
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anger, to make it unclear what points (if any) are most 

important to her, to conceal her approach to cherished 

ideals. As we will see in The Dutch Lover itself, and more 

overtly in The Feign'd curtezans. Or a Night's Intrigue, 

the form and content of the intrigue play performs the same 

action of concealment. 

The Dutch Lover: Intrigue and Character 

"What a strange dissembling thing Is man"--Euphemia, The 

Dutch Lover 

The Dutch Lover, produced at the Dorset Garden theater 

in 1673, was Behn's third produced play and her first 

intrigue comedy. She draws on two Calderon plays: No siem

pre 10 peor es cierto; Peor esta que estaba. 1 John Loftis, 

while mentioning these two sources, adds that "The extraor

dinary complexity of plot, a greater complexity than that 

of any Restoration play we have yet considered, implies 

that Mrs. Behn freely drew suggestions for it from earlier 

writers" (146). Such use of sources, however, is "freely" 

done, since Behn is creating a new association of plot 

elements. This play is indeed complex; it features four 

separate love intrigues, intertwining so that it is hard to 

discern where one ends and another begins. 

The complex plot(s) set up the implications of subver

sion, both in form and theme, on which the intrigue genre 
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thrives. In performance are such issues as consanguinity, 

the fatuity of Dutch merchants and Spanish fathers, the 

prostitution inherent in arranged marriages, and women 

trading for themselves in marriage, love, and revenge. The 

latter themes will become Behn's stock in trade. Throughout 

The Dutch Lover, she eroticizes the stage business of each 

of these ideas. John Loftis claims that this sexual force 

is the distinguishing feature of Behn's adaptations of 

Calderon, suggesting that her play is erotic while the 

Spanish models are "chaste." Rogers, discussing this move 

to the sexual, adds the argument that The Dutch Lover 

presents the double standard of patriarchal exchange with

out providing dissension or an alternative ("Aphra" 18). To 

synthesize these critics, then, the play takes the morality 

of Calderon's work, colors it with the sex of intrigue, and 

does so in complicity with the patriarchal oppression that 

creates such morality. 

Against such a reading, I would recall the definitions 

of intrigue and performance. The issue of intrigue is 

complication, and the liaisons in The Dutch Lover are more 

intertwined versions of the high and low plots of Res

toration split-plot comedies such as John Dryden's 1671 

Marriage a la Mode. Two of Behn's intrigues carry tragic 

implications for the representatives and outcasts of the 

patriarchal economy: the debauch of a Spanish maiden's 
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honor and its effect on her brothers' reputations (as well 

as on herself); a bastard brother's passion for his sup

posed half-sister. The tragedies here are the ruin of clear 

patrilineal succession, disrupting the exchange of women as 

property or credit; these types of intrigues are those 

which Rogers censures. However, the characters themselves 

articulate the problems with this mercantile ideology, the 

double-standard of trading. I would suggest that the char

acters' gesturing to such patriarchal performance in effect 

questions it, and that the acting out of inequities pro

blematizes the easy acceptance of the final resolutions. 

Two of the other intrigues present a more comic view 

of such inequities; these comic plots provide a woman who, 

understanding the markets which deal in women, trades for 

her own benefit. This is one of the first of the Behn 

heroines who stages her own sale for her own profit; Euphe

mia, blind-contracted to the merchant/fop Haunce van Ezel 

(the Dutch Lover of the title), chooses instead a soldier 

she sees in church. She casts Alonzo as Haunce in her own 

marriage. In this plot, the woman controls the scenes, her 

masquerades the motivation for "acting" in two story-lines. 

Her success highlights both the potential and the limits of 

the economy in which she operates. 

The formal intrigue--the masquerade--is the ultimate 

goal of the characters in The Dutch Lover, the cUlminating 
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act five of all the plots. It becomes not only the goal but 

the method to achieve that goal. Jacqueline Pearson notes 

the nature of an intrigue world like Behn's: "Cross-woo

ings, disguise, misunderstandings and masquerades . . . to 

depict a world where nothing is what it seems" (145). Thus, 

the intrigue of business and the business of intrigue work 

both as process and product in The Dutch Lover. Although I 

have tentatively identified high and low plots, tragic and 

comic intrigues, as soon as these plots are separated the 

separations begin to dissolve. Each character moves in and 

out of plots, to be the leading player in some, the extra 

in others; the Machiavellian strategist might become the 

pawn with a scene change, or the pawn disclosed to have 

important information to disseminate and misinterpret. Even 

though one can attempt to discuss only one plot at a time, 

the rapid sUbstitutions of characters, motivations and 

scenes may dissolve any isolated description. with these 

dissolves Behn can figure and disfigure the patriarchal 

theater. 

The opening scene establishes the problematics of 

knowing in intrigue. The play opens with the comic hero 

Alonzo and his comrade Lovis. The stage direction reads 

that Alonzo and Lovis enter in "travelling Habits," having 

landed in Madrid that morning in "such a storm, as set us 

all to making Vows of Conversion, (upon good Conditions)" 
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(1.1). Immediately Behn sets up the elements of disguise 

and uncertainty: characters out of their usual clothes, 

"travelling' into unknown countries where all is unsettled, 

including the weather. This storm has "converted" both 

characters to church, where they have been seen but not 

identified. This problem of identification, however, is not 

new; Alonzo, giving necessary exposition to Lovis, explains 

that he does not know his own "Birth or Parents" (1.1). He 

has worked his way, "shifting for himself," until he has 

reached his rank of Colonel, which is, as he puts it, "what 

you knew me" (1.1). The position he's earned is only a 

part, but the only part which has been played so far. This 

acting becomes even more important because of the way he 

appears and the way he can change that appearance, for 

Euphemia has seen him at church and then decided that he 

can play her Dutch husband in a lifetime run. 

Even her identification comes uncertainly; the maid 

Olinda, herself "a Female in a Veil" (1. 1), has been sent 

to accost Euphemia's choice. Unfortunately, she can't tell 

the difference between Lovis and Alonzo: she must make her 

tender to the stranger, but they "are both so"; she asks 

for the Cavalier, but they both answer. with a wink, she 

chooses Alonzo. He is the blind yet right choice, the 

unknown and yet seen. He will continue to embody this 

duplicity of role throughout the play. 
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Euphemia will direct Alonzo in their scenes together, 

but she too is performing, hiddenn and yet seen. When 

Olinda brings Alonzo to her, she is IIveil'd, walking al

one,1I in a wood; she has moved outside the conventional 

look and context of a reserved maiden, as she also moves 

outside the traditional limits of such a part. Alonzo comes 

willing to bargain (especially since he thinks she is 

arranging for sex, a traditional accompaniment to masquer

ade), but he distrusts the veil; it hides the other party 

to the trade. He tries to lift her veil, to see and know 

her, arguing that after all she can see him: IINay, let's 

have fair Play on both sides, I'll hide nothing from you ll 

(1.3). When she continues to insist on bargaining blind, 

his mercenary metaphors become even clearer: "I can promise 

nothing till I see my Reward. I am a base Barterer, here's 

one for t'other; you saw your Man and lik'd him, and if I 

like you when I see you--" (1.3). Alonzo thinks that ex

change is simple, "here's one for t'other," but Euphemia 

knows that the exchange rate is unequal for a woman. She 

must secure herself with the tools she's given. Although 

Alonzo is willing to play (and to have her play) the pros

titute, she is not: "Now do I find, you hope I am a Cur

tezan that come to bargain for a Night or two; but if I 

possess you, it must be for ever" (1.3). "For ever," for 

marriage, gives Euphemia credit in the patriarchal economy, 
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value for which she trades. 

The business of intrigue makes any straightforward 

reading of the performance difficult. Alonzo makes what 

seems to be a rash counteroffer: "For ever let it be then. 

Come, let us begin on any terms" (1.3). However, this 

promise is not a real one; he plays the part of the lover/

businessman/oath-taker, but puts the promise in the future, 

saying it can be for ever when it is for ever. He allows 

but does not swear. His words and action speak to that 

which he doesn't say in this act; his performance is an 

attempt to disguise his plot (which is to get something for 

nothing) • 

To achieve this, however, he would have to be able to 

play against Euphemia, who has prepared for recalcitrance. 

Alonzo, in another effort to escape the promise, explains 

that he is already "promised," contracted to a woman he has 

never seen. Euphemia treats this as a falsehood (although 

it is true); she assumes that this is part of the intrigue: 

"This I am sure is an Excuse; but I'll fit him for't" 

(1.3). She pretends to faint, and in so doing enables 

Olinda to pull off her veil. Alonzo "stands gazing at a 

Distance," still separated by her masquerade, although he 

can "see" her. Olinda marks her continued performance: 

"Sure she does but counterfeit, and now I'll play my part" 

(1.3). Alonzo goes into blank verse and traditional meta-
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phors of imprisonment, sickness, and magic, to explain his 

lovestruck reaction, as he becomes the serious romantic 

hero for a moment. 

Such transformation is but another part, as Euphemia 

suggests. Alonzo comes closer to the promise as he extrava

gantly vows his love: "to shew/ The truth of this, I could 

even give you/The last Proof of it, and take you at your 

Word,/To marry you" (l.3). His reversal of emphasis, tes

ting her promise and not his, ironically indicates who is 

controlling the performance. She takes up his words, ges

turing to his masquerade: "0 wondrous Reformation! marry 

me![LaughsJ" (l.3). Both are "reforming," reversing parts, 

playing games, but she reveals his performance while he 

accepts hers. She recalls the tendency of all players to 

act, then makes it personal: "What a strange dissembling 

thing is Man! To put me off too, you were to be married" 

(1.3). 

It is useful to consider this "strange dissembling 

Thing" in the same terms that Shoshana Felman uses to 

examine J. L. Austin's theory of the performative speech 

act: 

the performative has the property of subverting the 

alternative, the opposition, between referentiality 

and self-referentiality. If the language of the per

formative refers to itself, produces itself as its own 



reference, this language effect is nonetheless an 

action, an action that exceeds language and modifies 

the real. (79-80) 
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Felman and Austin specifically discuss the speech act, but 

I would suggest that the open dissembling of intrigue, the 

performance of performance, "refers to itself" in the same 

way, and in the same way is "an action that exceeds lan

guage and modifies the real." Euphemia's emphasis on the 

dissembling which is the condition of all in this play

world is more than noting a simple opposition; acting 

changes itself, so that it is and is not real. 

Alonzo is acting the part of a romantic hero, the artifice 

of his part real and not real; Euphemia enacts the acting 

of surprise and revelation. 

This condition of performance also renders Euphemia's 

position real and not real. She is accommodating herself to 

the limitations of the patriarchal economy; she trades for 

the credit of a new man's name, for a different part to 

play in a traditional theater. Yet she expands it as she 

trades, for this is not strictly an exchange between men. 

Euphemia has replaced her father with herself as merchant, 

and she bargains with and for herself. Since she is a 

character performing and referring to that performance, 

however, she does not threaten the patriarchal economy even 

as she reconstitutes it. Behn can give her audience a bar-
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tering scene in which the woman makes the better deal, and 

in which the man cannot recognize her or his own restric

tions of performance; in this way, the excess of language 

and action works to subvert the order which frames it, and 

Behn's play can participate in while it questions the 

patriarchal marketplace. 

such participation in the marketplace, for Behn or 

Euphemia, must cost. For Euphemia, it means that she is 

committed to performance, and that to achieve her goal she 

can't stop playing. An aside during this scene--a scene in 

which she controls Alonzo's, Olinda's, and her own perfor

mance--speaks to her problems of control: "I must have this 

stranger, or I must die; for whatever Face I put upon't, I 

am far gone in Love, but I must hide it" (1.3). She wishes 

to believe Alonzo's words and actions, his acting, but she 

can't. Belief can ruin her deal, emotional weakness lose 

her advantage. She appoints him to meet her "at a House at 

the Corner of st. Jerom's": a bawdy house. The link of 

business, marriage, and prostitution is complete; the 

triumvirate informs most of Behn's plays, and she uses the 

structure to play against while it limits her dramatic 

interests. 

Euphemia's veiled presence in the bawdy house touches 

off issues of mistaken identity; Olinda, who could not 

perceive the difference between Lovis and Alonzo, now lets 
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in Marcel instead of Alonzo. Alonzo, threatened, follows 

and then fights Marcel, who thinks the veiled woman to be 

his dishonored sister Hippolyta (who has been contracted to 

Alonzo). The intrigue complications here resonate: the 

lover fights the brother not on the issue of patriarchal 

exchange, but on the issue of the masquerading woman's 

identity. Neither of them "know" the veiled woman; Marcel 

only learns that it is not his sister and then leaves, 

embarrassed, while Alonzo faces Euphemia, who reveals that 

she is not (but is?) the prostitute Alonzo thinks her. 

She explains her presence in the brothel in mercantile 

terms: "Perhaps you'll like me the worse for this bold 

Venture, but when you consider my promis'd Husband is every 

day expected, you will think it but just to secure my self 

any way" (2.2). She trades to "secure her self," a self she 

is creating. She gives Alonzo his instructions: "Put your 

self into an Equipage very ridiculous, and pretend you are 

my foolish Lover arriv'd from Flanders, call your self 

Haunce van Ezel, and give my father these, as for the rest 

I'll trust your wit" (2.2). He has been cast, directed, 

given directions for costumes--but she must "trust his 

Wit," his ability to dissemble. As manager Euphemia also 

will pay her actor/lover: "I give a Credit where I give a 

Heart./ Go inquire my birth and Fortune; as for you,/ I am 

content with what I see about you" (2.2). His appearance, 
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what she sees about him, is credit enough for her exchange. 

This suggestion of a woman controlling the financial inter

est in a relationship, the woman as purchaser, will be 

explored in later Behn plays; in The Dutch Lover, Euphemia 

only alludes to the economic as well as sexual credit she 

will extend to gain "security." 

Alonzo is to play Haunce, but, in a reversal of per

formance, the role suits him; he, in his exaggerated in

constancy and knack for stumbling into other plots, is 

himself a "foolish Lover from Flanders," not only the 

imitation of such a part. When he, dressed as Haunce, meets 

Euphemia's father Don Carlos, he can't answer the hard 

questions about family and background that Don Carlos asks. 

To disguise his problem of identity, he demands the woman. 

The scene suggests a parody of both patriarchal exchange 

and performance. Even though "Haunce" is rich, Don Carlos 

decides this roistering "Dutch lover" is too dangerous to 

trade with, and he tries to back out of the exchange. Of 

course, he has lost the ability of exchange; both the 

seller and the buyer have been substituted. Behn shows the 

comedy of a trade when both commodities--virtuous woman, 

rich bridegroom--already have arranged for their sale. 

The parody of performance is that Alonzo is much more 

like Haunce than he thinks. The difference between the fool 

and the Cavalier is slighter than the Cavalier would ap-
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preciate. Alonzo is not the Hobbesian libertine-rake or the 

philosophical libertine discussed by Harold Weber 2; he 

does not control but only reacts. He reacts most strongly 

to (or is best manipulated by) Euphemia, but he also ex

presses lust for Hippolyta and Cleonte. Unless controlled 

by a stronger woman, he lives only in the moment; in a rare 

reflective soliloquy, he touches on this troubling propen

sity: "What the Devil came into my Head ..• ? nothing but 

the natural itch of talking and lying" (2.6). His link of 

nature and "talking and lying" suggests that in his intri

gue world, performance is natural, deception assured. For 

Alonzo, it's not a question of premeditated duplicity, 

although his epithet refers to the satanic side of playing 

identified by Worthen. Instead, what seems artificial 

occurs naturally, and in this way Alonzo and Haunce are 

similar. 

Haunce arrives onstage in Act III, scene 2, im

mediately after Alonzo's scene impersonating him; the 

audience sees the counterfeit before the real. Haunce 

enters, drinking, sick from the voyage, and he talks about 

his drink in the same way Alonzo talks about acting: "I 

never made love so well as when I was drunk; it improves my 

Parts, and makes me witty; that is, it makes me say any 

thing that comes next, which passes now-a-days for Wit" 

(3.2). To be drunk is to be disguised, indicating Haunce's 
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movement into game-playing, and it allows him to have what 

"passes now-a-days for wit. II The Dutch Lover is concerned 

with people who pass, who can be taken for what they are 

not. The audience of the play recognizes the signs of 

Haunce's foolishness, the increased degree of foolishness 

which separates him from Alonzo, even if he does not. His 

foolishness, however, occurs because he is not aware of his 

playing. Haunce's reactions when mistaken for Alonzo-as

Haunce are those of a sane man thrown into a masquerade. He 

fears that either he or the other characters are mad. His 

language changes to emphasize magical and devilish meta

phors: Don Carlos is the "old Conjuror," the servants 

"little Imps." Intrigue, when one is not playing, affects 

identity like madness; it shifts character, role, and 

expectations. 

Haunce has prapared his part--clothes, a speech, 

appurtenances of his part as bridegroom-to-be--but he 

doesn't get to deliver any of his lines. He's trying to 

play the scene the disguised Alonzo has already acted; the 

play has moved forward without him. He gets deeper into 

confusion until the final masquerade, when he arrives to 

wed Euphemia who has already wed Alonzo-as-Haunce; Haunce's 

despair marks his exclusion from knowledge of the perfor

mance: "Gload, let's be gone, for we shall be transmigrated 

into some strange Shapes anon, for all the House is in-
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chanted. Who am I, quoth ye? before I came you all knew me; 

and now you are all very well acquainted with me, you have 

forgot me" (5.2). The intrigue world can "transmigrate" the 

known into "some strange Shapes anon"; the unthinking actor 

can be forced into roles he does not expect. In this way 

Behn's gulling of the fool, a traditional comic trope, 

moves the patriarchally designated recipient of the woman 

aside; Euphemia's masquerade for Alonzo exceeds the conven

tional system of patriarchal exchange, reconstituting one 

limit of the economy. The "real" Dutch Lover is left out of 

the exchange, and he must be satisfied with the maid Olinda 

who marries him "in Masquerade," her sUbstitution mirroring 

the sUbstitution in her mistress' exchange. The women in 

the comic plots trade with and for themselves; the paternal 

figures do not share in the profits, and their par

ticipation is only parodic, as when Lovis "gives" Olinda to 

Haunce. The merchant finally recognizes his inability to 

distinguish identities and thus his inability to trade, as 

he cheerfully accepts his sUbstitute bride: "faith and 

troth, after a Month 'tis all one who's who" (5.2). 

In The Dutch Lover's tragicomic plots, however, the 

inability to distinguish identity is not a matter of cele

bration; if "'tis all one who's who," as Haunce says, then 

the patriarchal name means little. Descent would become 

unimportant. These are the issues in the storylines of 
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Hippolyta, dishonored sister of Marcel, and of the seeming

ly incestuous love of Silvio and Cleonte. Behn's play 

questions the need for patriarchal names but also suggests 

the destructive power of such freedom of identity. The 

dissolving of tragic into comic, comic into tragic, with 

scenes and characters, problematizes the final masquerade, 

as it gives us a conventional ending but one where disguise 

is still in place. 

Hippolyta's story is one which emphasizes patriarchal 

games; she is the method not only of exchange but of war. 

She, promised to Alonzo, has gone off with?--been stolen 

by?--the German Antonio (the intrigue name, given to an 

inappropriate character, notes the disjunction of conven

tion and identity and of role and actor). Her brother 

Marcel is incensed, and vows revenge on her and her ravish

er. However, at the same time he is attempting to ravish 

his own love, the virtuous Clarinda. The contradictions of 

these two position puzzle him, and he gives voice to his 

choice of "two Pleasures .•. Love and Revenge" in a solilo

quy: "But tyrannick Honour/ Presents the Credit of my House 

before me,/ And bids me first redeem its fading Glory" 

(2.1). Patriarchy is tyrannical and mercantile; it is the 

"Credit of his House," and that phrase suggests the busi

ness nature of reputation. Credit and glory link in Mar

cel's musings, and profit and aristocratic code begin to 
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dissolve into each other. But such dissolution is not 

guiltless, and his language shifts to religion as he notes 

his own transgression: "But stay, Oh conscience, when I 

look within,! And lay my Anger by, I find that Sin! Which I 

would punish in Antonio's Soul,! Lies nourish'd up in mine 

without Controul" (2.1). His seduction is one of. "sin," and 

it exists in both his and Antonio's interior conceptions of 

identity. Religion is not part of the masquerade, but 

business and honor are; the distinction of these figures 

suggests that this is a patriarchy of intrigue. 

Marcel casts himself as the avenger for the family; he 

"stands in" for his father, in wilshire's phrase for the 

actor's project, disguising paternal control with fraternal 

concern. performing his "brotherly duties" is important to 

his perception of role and place, demonstrated when he 

berates silvio's unconcern in this matter by bringing up 

his problematic paternity: " ..• were you that half her 

Brother,! Which my Father too doatingly believes you" 

(1.2). He alone in the opening acts wishes to keep the 

family honor clear, because he alone can profit from it. 

However, he also is aware of honor as disguise, as he too 

seeks to undermine the exchange of Clarinda, his own "true 

love." Truth clouds here, for Marcel is as much implicated 

in the plots against order as he is in the defense of it. 

The complications are more than an "occasional speech" dis-
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guising Behn's uncritical acceptance of the double stan

dard, as Rogers suggests (IIAphra" 18). Marcel is an am

biguous figure, as threatening as he is protective, aware 

of his own contradictions yet pursuing them. Indeed, he 

becomes caught up in playing out, peforming, these contra

dictions. 

His performance intersects the comic plots, and their 

disguises collide with his. Marcel's pursuit of Hippolyta 

takes him into Euphemia's and Alonzo's assignation. Marcel 

mistakes Alonzo for Hippolyta's lover, as Alonzo mistakes 

him for Euphemia's, until Hippolyta enters "drest like a 

Curtezan." All here play parts in plots they don't know; 

all identity is confused. Marcel notes his symbolic im

potence in this intrigue world: "I've lost the Power of 

striking where I ought,/ Since my misguided Hand so lately 

err'd" (2.2). Behn's play does not allow him to strike, 

because any physical exchange of power requires a sense of 

identity, place, position, and descent. 

The same confusion of identity, place and position 

occurs in Hippolyta's own attempts to empower herself. In 

her first scene alone with Antonio, she has arranged her

self in a pastoral picture: he sleeps on the ground of a 

wood, while she sits by and weeps. She sings to him, but 

the pastoral does not soothe her: liMy Grief's too great to 

be diverted this way" (3.3). She takes up his dagger and 
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tries to kill him, but cannot; here she excuses herself 

with the plaintive "For 'tis an act too horrid for a Woman" 

(3.3). She appears to have tied herself to one perception, 

one socially constructed role, and she suffers for it. When 

Antonio wakes, he seduces her out of the dagger; she sur

renders the knife while she calls him "perjur'd, false, and 

base." Her statement is correct, for as soon as he gets the 

phallic knife, he denounces her sex: "Stand off, false 

Woman, I despise thy Love/ Of which to every Man I know 

thou deal'st / An equal share" (3.3). The language and 

actions of Hippolyta's definition of self and of Antonio's 

histrionics are both conventionally misogynist. He has 

"spread [her] fame abroad," dressing her in the clothes of 

a prostitute and displaying her in bordellos. He sets the 

stage and costumes his actress, but neither one may be as 

close to the role as they seem. 

Hippolyta surprises Antonio and the audience with a 

move outside her conventional part. She announces that she 

has been acting: "Dost think I did not understand the 

Plot?/ .•• But you had set a Price too high upon me,/ No 

brisk young Man durst venture,/ I had expos'd my self at 

cheaper Rates" (3.3). She has chosen the role of prostitute 

herself, willing to sell herself and to risk the loss of 

self, in exchange for someone willing to kill Antonio. 

Hippolyta, who has seemed a patriarchal dupe, has been on 



the market for her own potential profit. Has she at any 

time been fooled by the games? 
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The answer becomes even more elusive after she escapes 

from Antonio (with the help of the drunken Haunce). She 

reappears in breeches, and her change of clothes changes 

her speech: "Methinks I am not what I was,/ My Soul too is 

all Man;/ Where dwells no Tenderness, no womanish Passions" 

(4.2). She asks a stranger (who happens to be her contract

ed husband Alonzo, although neither knows each other) to 

deliver her written challenge to Antonio; the use of the 

sword, which she could not use dressed as a woman and 

playing a woman, will come easily now that she's changed 

her appearance. She also has the seductive power of lan

guage now, the use given to men. In her man's clothes she 

tells Marcel of "her" situation, convincing him that she's 

been wronged. Once the fighting actually begins, however, 

Alonzo joins her; they fight against Antonio, whom Marcel 

helps after seeing the unequal odds. The brother who seeks 

revenge wounds not the seducer but the feminine transgres

sor; the promised husband wounds the seducer. This would 

seem to be a patriarchal revenge indeed, as honor and 

business are satisfied. 

Again, however, the easy identification is nullified. 

Antonio, seeing Hippolyta's wound, becomes solicitous and 

claims her as his wife, "by sacred Vows my Wife" (4.3). The 
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seducer/rapist is the husband, and Hippolyta suddenly 

becomes a dutiful wife. Marcel volunteers his forgiveness 

"provided this Repentance be not feign'd" (4.3). The ques

tion of feigning by this time is in the realms of intrigue; 

it is almost impossible to distinguish what is real and 

what is not, when each character and role is given equal 

time and weight. Hippolyta does not answer Marcel's, and 

the audience's, question. Throughout the play Hippolyta 

seems to be the victim of the patriarchal economy, but her 

masquerade (as she plays against Antonio's masquerade of 

villainy) makes any identification of her character dif

ficult. Her final submissive role occurs as all the charac

ters go into disguise, and so Behn offers a runaway virgin 

become wife in the most radical of terms. 

Identification of self causes conflict in The Dutch 

Lover, but so does identification of position. Such a 

problem sets up silvio and Cleonte, half-brother and sis

ter; the patriarchal connection through name does not 

affect their romantic pairing or his (coded as illicit) 

desire for her. John Loftis cites this plot in his discus

sion of Behn's eroticization of her sources. silvio wanders 

about the garden at night, half-mad with lust; he cannot 

disguise his transgressive desire, setting him against both 

Cleonte and Marcel. The maidservant Francisca asks him to 

masquerade as another's lover, but he cannot "dissemble": 
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"to act a feigned Love, and hide a real one, is what I have 

already tried in vain" (1.2). His inability to dissemble, 

to play, renders him dangerous in this intrigue world, 

adding erotic undercurrents to scenes such as Cleonte's 

carrying him in when Marcel wounds him. His "wound" bothers 

her so that in her nightclothes she follows him outdoors. 

She drapes herself over him, "puts her Hand into his Bo

som," as she tries to help him; the action drives him into 

proclaiming his love and exclaiming that he's displayed all 

the signs of a lover. Her reply is ambiguous: "Oh let me 

still remain in innocence/ Rather than sin so much to 

understand you" (2.6). Her plea shows her understanding; 

she asks that he accept her masquerade of innocence. He not 

only accepts but believes it. 

This belief in the essentials of appearance--the 

inability to read dissembling as well as to dissemble-

throws him into violence. When Francisca, attempting to 

kill his illicit love, sends him a seductive note purpor

tedly from Cleonte, silvio believes the word immediately. 

His belief causes him to rage out of control: " I now 

should hate her: but there yet remains/ Something within, 

so strangely kind to her,/ That I'm resolved to give her 

one proof more,/ Of what I have vow'd her often; yes, I'll 

kill her __ II (5.1). silvio truly is the dupe of patriarchal 

ideology; he believes that lust and violence are linked 
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together, that good women don't dissemble. When that belief 

is threatened, he takes up his dagger to kill himself and 

her; it takes Francisca's convenient confession to bring 

him to his senses. He and Cleonte then receive the only 

"appropriate" resolution. He learns that his sister is not 

his sister, that he unknowingly has been playing the part 

of Silvio; he actually is "Generous Don Roderigo," wealthy 

bastard son of a Spanish count, whom his false father has 

"designed" for Cleonte all the while. But even this happy 

ending is still a masquerade, because he marries a woman 

who may not be as innocent as he believes. Her acceptance 

of his suit is ambiguous: "Sir, I must own a Joy greater 

than is fit for a Virgin to express" (5.1). Cleonte, whom 

we've only seen in Silvio's scenes, may be more of a player 

than the innocent silvio can handle. 

As we've seen, Behn renders all the plots to be sus

ceptible to intrigue and concealment. Motivations and 

identities are hidden, shifted, and subverted, so that the 

complicated intersections of selves, positions, and desires 

may appear as resolution. The Dutch Lover ends finally in 

masquerade; the closing dance, while it celebrates the 

patriarchal structure of marriage, also celebrates such 

marriage stage-managed by women for their own ends. The 

play presents the complexities of action--trading, playing, 

accornmodating--to be inescapable. The fools are those who 
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do not profit from their acting, and those who do profit 

may not reveal themselves. Alonzo's final couplet demon

strates the partial knowledge that characterizes par

ticipants in intrigue: "The Ladies too in Blushes do con

fess./ Equal desires; which yet they'll not confess./ 

Theirs, tho less fierce, more constant will abide;/ But 

ours less current grow the more they're try'd" (5.2). He 

claims to be able to read the ladies' "blushes," but such 

dependence on appearance marks the pawn; he has been di

rected by Euphemia and Hippolyta in their own masquerades. 

The hero may congratulate himself for his knowledge, but 

he's still confused, still being led. The conventional 

comic ending can reassure the audience even as it reconsti

tutes the theatre in which they play. 

The Feign'd curtezans: Intrigue, Identity and Economy 

"Gad, a good handsome proper Fellow is as staple a Com

modity as any's in the Nation." -- Galliard in The Feign'd 

Curtezans 

Aphra Behn waits three years after The Dutch Lover's 

failure in 1673 before she ventures another play; this 

time, she tries a popular tragedy, Abdelazar. She then 

returns to comedy anonymously with The Rover, Part I and 

Sir Patient Fancy. These are the early comedies, often seen 

as less dark than those of the 80s. 3 1679 is a tran-
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sitional year for Behn, after a spate of theatrical activi

ty and before Rochester's death; The Feign'd curtezans, Or 

a Night's Intrigue belongs to this year. 

The title itself suggests the interlocking of themes 

seen in other Behn works: characters are "feign'd," the 

play occurs during a night where darkness adds to any 

disguise, and the action(s) will be an "Intrigue." Her 

advertising extends even to the word "Curtezans," for these 

characters are also part of her preoccupation. As we see in 

The Dutch Lover, to dress like a prostitute frees the 

honest (and not so honest) woman to trade for marriage, the 

masquerade allowing the "theatrical self" to become the 

"essential one" in Castle's terms. In The Feign'd Cur

tezans, it is not only the women characters who play the 

prostitutes. The male characters also buy and sell them

selves for love or business, "as staple a Commodity as 

any's in the Nation" (3.1). In the guise of intrigue, Behn 

can critique the patriarchal economy which depends on 

marriage, as she presents men who are as inscribed by their 

economic valuation as the women are. 

This view of men as trading objects is not one that 

feminist theorists such as Luce Irigaray would approve. In 

"Women In the Market," Irigaray argues that the economy 

only exchanges women, that men are always in control. Thus, 

no man can serve as a commodity: "women's bodies--through 
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their use, consumption, and circulation--provide for the 

condition making social life and culture possible" (171). 

Behn's play reconstitutes such a patriarchal economy; her 

men also are on the trading block, acting to gain credit in 

love or business for themselves. The commodification of men 

and women creates a paradoxically open market: one where 

intrigue disguises and reveals those who are for sale. As 

in The Dutch Lover, all characters may play, trade, or 

bargain; business is not restricted by the gender indicated 

by role. Behn's play-world emphasizes the difficulty in 

perceiving the actor; the bodies of women or men are veiled 

by the characters and roles they choose, the masquerade 

thus making perception of identity and gender almost impos

sible. In The Feign'd Curtezans, all characters trade under 

assumed names and positions. 

The indeterminacy of masquerade at once liberates and 

threatens; the play's prologue refers directly to the 

Popish Plot, which had connected the court to a complicated 

intrigue of its own. The prologue takes the audience, the 

"real world," to task for too much performance of their 

own, cutting into the theater's business: "The Devil take 

this cursed plotting Age,/ 'T has ruin'd all our Plots upon 

the stage;/ suspicions, New Elections, Jealousies,/ Fresh 

Informations, New Discoveries,/Do so employ the busy fear

ful Town,/Our honest Calling here is useless grown." The 
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unacknowledged artificiality of the political players des

troys the acknowledged artifice of theater, supplanting the 

(royally) legitimate actors and attempting to supplant 

legitimate royalty. Her list of complaints is a list of 

intrigue devices: suspicions, jealousies, new discoveries. 

These devices can liberate when acknowledged as part of a 

masquerade world, but when thought to represent the center, 

the self, or the truth, intrigue endangers the players and 

audience. A theatrical play dramatizes both the threat and 

positive power of intrigue; the political play, because not 

called a play, becomes threat. 

critics note the extreme complications, the prolifera

tion of plots, in The Feign'd curtezans in order to suggest 

that such complexity works against her object. Rogers, for 

instance, links the plots with over-use: "the complicated 

plot overworks Behn's favorite devices of disguise and 

mistaken identity" (21). In one sense, however, Behn's 

elaboration of plots in this play is the only way to dis

tinguish the theatrical from the real in this "Plotting 

Age"; in another sense, it masks any difference between the 

theatrical and the real. Pearson has argued that "women 

exercise power over men only in courtship or in other 

extra-marital relationships" (150), saying that the power 

of courtship is necessarily limited. In The Feign'd Cur

tezans, however, Behn dramatizes the intrigue of power, so 
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that the courtship speaks prologue-like to the marriage; 

that intrigue of power gestures to all characters as plot

ters, and to all characters as commodities in a theatrical 

market. As Behn speaks out against plots to lead into her 

play, which sees method and goal as the same, she cries 

against artificiality as she critiques the patriarchal 

market. She disguises her own project to make a better 

sale. So in this play, men are objects of exchange, goods 

to be bargained and played for; the women create the plays 

of identity to receive their purchases. 

Such a reconstituted market and theater acknowledge 

the power of the patriarchal economy which shapes and 

defines them, but they present male characters to be as 

inscribed by the system they inhabit as the female charac

ters are. In fact, like Silvio in The Dutch Lover, the 

heroes are far more likely to speak and believe in meta

phors of transcendence. The transcendence they seek, howev

er, always shifts, the roles for them and the women they 

desire changing without their knowledge or action. 

Behn works with only two primary romantic couples in 

this play. The seemingly conventional romantic pairing is 

Fillamour and Marcella. He is a sober young gentleman, who 

says, "to me there is no pleasure like Constancy" (1.1). He 

wishes to secure his love, Marcella, a virtuous woman, whom 

he had met at viterbo. Constancy is not only a pleasure 
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but a safety measure; Fillamour distrusts the "trade of 

Love" which he observes around him: "I hate playing about a 

Flame that will consume me" (1.1). The link of destruction, 

helplessness and consumption in his imagery marks Fillamour 

as one seeking to escape intrigue, plotting, commodifi

cation. 

Fillamour is unable to escape, however; Marcella has 

come to Rome disguised as a courtesan to find him. Already 

his desire for constancy has been thwarted; he finds him

self strangely drawn to this "courtesan Euphemia." Gal

liard, his roving companion, asks him to consider the many 

beauties around him: "I will shew thee such a Signiora, 

such a Beauty, another manner of piece than your so admired 

Viterboan, Donna Marcella, of whom you boast so much" 

(1.1). Fillamour connects manner with self, role with 

identity, in his reply: "And yet this rare piece is but a 

Curtezan, in coarse plain English a very Whore,--who fil

thily exposes all her Beauties to him can give her most, 

not love her best" (1.1). Fillamour's grammar of exposure 

does not apply to an intrigue world, or to a prostitute; 

her exposure, instead of revealing truth, shows yet another 

character. His confusion of character and role places him 

as naive audience member. 

Catherine Gallagher discusses the Behn presentation of 

identity, marking herself as author/whore, to clarify the 
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difference between a unified self and an assumed persona. 

Woman, in Gallagher's argument, is a self who must be whole 

in order to be traded; she suggests that it is "this ideal 

of a totalized woman ..• that Aphra Behn sacrifices to 

create a different idea of identity, one complexly depen

dent on the necessity of multiple exchanges. She who is 

able to repeat the action of self-alienation an unlimited 

number of times is she who is constantly there to regener

ate, possess, and sell a series of provisional, constructed 

identities" (28). Gallagher uses the definition of self

alienation to define the prostitute: one who must divide to 

sell, constantly dividing to constantly sell. Although 

Gallagher suggests that only women create selves through 

self-alienation (because only women trade with themselves 

as commodities), Behn's intrigue world makes such creation 

a condition of identity rather than gender. Fillamour's 

belief in a totalized ideal does not apply to characters in 

The Feign'd Curtezans. 

Marcella trades for herself, as she appears in the 

habit of a courtesan; she is keeping herself not for the 

man to whom her family has contracted her, but for Fil

lamour. Her masquerade is to buy her the man she wants 

within the patriarchal system of marriage; she does not 

wish to explode the boundaries of society but to expand her 

role in it. Even Marcella, the demure one of the two 



virgins trading for themselves, sees "Wealth and Honour" 

merely as charms, temporal entities as surface as "the 

charms of a fair young Curtezan" (2.1). These are all 

elements of the commodities of self, and her language 

changes, contradicting itself, as she changes roles and 

masks. Her seeming submission to a totalized ideal, "How

ever we may railly, certainly there's nothing so hard to 

Woman, as to expose her self to villainous Man" (2.1), is 

ironic in its move to abstraction, the roles of Woman and 

Man reduced to caricature. such reduction ultimately is 

impossible in the intrigue world, and Marcella will play 

the Man to rescue her investment. 
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In the fourth act, Marcella and her sister Cornelia's 

masquerade is close to being revealed, and this revelation 

endangers Fillamour and Galliard as well as themselves. 

Octavio, "the deformed Count contracted to Marcella," has 

learned of their disguises, and threatens anyone entering 

the house of "Euphemia" and "Silvianetta." By creating a 

new masculine guise, Marcella must expose her self to 

danger (as the serving woman Philippa expresses it); dis

guise is the exposure of the self-alienating character, and 

thus helps to "secure our selves from" the man who threat

ens their trading and play. Marcella fights at the side of 

Fillamour and Galliard, against the brother and "honorably" 

contracted lover. She battles with sword and with plot; 
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finally, she uses the phallic key to the feminine garden 

which allows for Fillamour's escape from those who know 

him. Her assumption of the masculine role questions the 

essentialist construction of a gendered player, as she 

plays the virgin, the whore, and the soldier with equal 

ease. All tools are available to her use, and she says as 

much when she speaks the part of whore with Fillamour: "0, 

you may give it what coarse name you please, but all this 

youth and Beauty ne'er was given,/ Like Gold to Misers, to 

be kept from use" (4.1). The "use" of youth and beauty is 

to buy one's desire. 

To solidify her final trade, she assumes the name of 

her brother to trap Fillamour with words; she plays the 

part of the injured patriarchal trader, whose contract for 

his property has been broken. Her brother Julio, meanwhile, 

listens to her usurpation of his role. Fillamour pleads for 

"Julio" to "credit" him with constancy, and the misap

plication of credit causes Julio to expose himself. The 

resulting disturbance allows Fillamour to protect "Julio"; 

he shields her from her brother's revenge, saying, "You 

shall not touch a single hair,--thus will I guard the 

Secret in his bosom" (5.4). The hero protects not the 

patriarchal order but the masquerader, because the indeter

minacy of knowing is privileged in this world. When pa

triarchy appears to return, its appearance is questionable; 
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legitimating the bargain she has already made --but the 

exchange has been scripted and directed by the woman. She 

has made the best trade possible in her limited market. 
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This plot links a romantic hero with a wife who intri

gues; the other couple also raises new questions about the 

role of hero. Cornelia and Galliard playa wit-couple, 

contrasting with Marcella and Fillamour as the high roman

tic couple, and their wit-play suggests that in Behn's 

marketplace of intrigue, the woman is not the only com

modity being sold. Galliard is another exaggeratedly amor

ous comic hero, a soul-brother to Alonzo in The Dutch 

Lover. As Euphemia in the earlier play stage-manages Alon

zo's resemblance to the fool, so does Cornelia present 

Galliard's roving as its own prostitution. 

Galliard enters with Fillamour, and the distinction 

between the two heroes is evident. While Fillamour ack

nowledges "this trade of Love," Galliard believes that such 

a business of sexual exchange is natural: the trade will go 

on "whilst there's difference in Sexes" (1.1). Galliard's 

mistake is that he at first believes that only women are 

conquests, markers in the marketplace of passion. The kind 

of transcendence that Fillamour seeks does not tempt him: 

"Prithee what's lawful Enjoyment, but to enjoy 'em accor

ding to the generous indulgent Law of Nature; enjoy 'em as 
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we do Meat, Drink, Air, and Light, and all the rest of her 

common Blessings?" (1.1). In his emphasis on nature and the 

natural, Galliard echoes the kind of Hobbesian libertine 

discussed by Harold Weber, who suggests that such rakes are 

"confirmed sensualist[s]" (89). Such libertines' com

bination of aggression and pleasure emphasizes the plea

sure, the indulgence. Galliard lives for the moment: "To

morrow night; Oh, 'tis an Age in Love! Desire knows no time 

but the present, 'tis now I wish, and now I would enjoy: a 

new Day ought to bring a new Desire" (1.1). The first scene 

presents him as a consumer, one who buys rather than sells. 

His encounter with cornelia, who plays the courtesan 

Silvianetta, reverses the expectations such an opening sets 

up. Cornelia has no illusions about men or the nature of 

love's transactions, especially as well-placed as she and 

Marcella are: "'slife, Sister, thou art Beautiful, and hast 

a Fortune too, which before I would layout on so shameful 

a purchase as such a Bedfellow for life as Octavio, I would 

turn errant keeping Curtezan, and buy my better Fortune" 

(2.1). Understanding and control of the market allow her to 

buy the man she wants, his sexuality as useful a commodity 

as Marcella's "Wealth and Honour." 

For Cornelia, however, the market will not allow the 

kind of browsing Galliard enjoys. For her own security, she 

must choose one major purchase, "a Bedfellow for life." She 
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wishes to trade her wit, honor, sexuality, and money for 

Galliard's wit, honor, and sexuality. Virginity is part of 

her wealth within this economy; when Marcella, bemoaning 

the expense of their roles as courtesans, suggests that 

they pawn their jewels, Cornelia replies, "When they are 

gone, what Jewel will you part with next?" (2.1). The 

pressures of sexual and economic desires make Cornelia 

increase the pace of the intrigue, but so does her wish for 

scoring: "let's walk and gain new Conquest, I love it 

dearly" (2.1). Cornelia and Galliard are alike in their 

love of conquest, but she cannot afford the Hobbesian link 

of nature and desire. She reconstitutes the marketplace as 

an exchange (albeit one in masquerade) between man and 

woman. 

The first conversation prepares the scenes of exchange 

to follow. Galliard, assuming she is the courtesan she 

appears, then jokingly assumes that her attention is pray

erful. She encourages him in his double confusion of her 

role: "pray believe I am so" (2.1). He uses the religious 

language of conventional romantic transcendence, but both 

players slip into the metaphors of business while they 

pursue the traditional tropes. Galliard asks for a kind 

look out of "Christian charity": " ... and save me the ex

pence of Prayer." Cornelia caps this with her play on his 

miserliness: "Which would be better laid out, you think, 
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upon some other Blessing" (2.1). Galliard wishes to be the 

object of her look, ready (if not eager) to purchase her 

attention(s); in so doing, he reverses the more usual 

pattern of the male buyer paying to look. The ironies of 

the trade become more apparent as he exclaims that her name 

is "all I have to live on" -- but he is supported by a 

constructed identity, a false name. This false support is 

his belief in the natural, a transcendence as problematic 

as Fillamour's belief in constancy. 

The vision of nature Galliard holds would be his 

utopia if all controls were slipped; he would have no 

marriage because it is "such a damn'd ado with the obliga

tion, that half the Pleasure's lost in Ceremony" (3.1). The 

control then goes to the purchaser in his natural world: 

"Here for a thousand Crowns I reign alone,/ Revel all day 

in Love without controul" (3.1). He pays crowns to wear his 

own; he purchases his own control while escaping others. 

Such natural desire is not possible in the patriarchal 

marketplace, however, and he must "corne to our business." 

The business of intrigue perverts nature, forcing him to 

assume a role he does not find flattering: "Pox on't, that 

one cannot love a Woman like a Man, but one must love like 

an Ass" (3.1). Cornelia is preparing to lead him into 

acting out a role whose truth modifies the real. 

They begin to bargain for pleasure, Cornelia playing 
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courtesan and Galliard playing a conventional lover. As she 

makes it clear that she is the purchaser with control, 

however, their language shifts; she says, "this is my 

first, and should it prove to be a bad bargain, I were 

undone for ever" (3.1). One "skilful in the Merchandize of 

Hearts" can afford to lose some of her credit which has 

been gained through purchase, but Cornelia needs security 

for the trade. Galliard offers her his words as credit: "I 

dare secure the Goods sound--." His words are but the 

limited bargain of a rental, as Cornelia dryly suggests: 

"And I believe will not lie long upon my hands" (3 .1). The 

mingling of sexual and economic figures gives Cornelia the 

control which Galliard would have purchased; she is looking 

him over, and finding him not such a good bargain. This 

forces him to gesture even more to his role as prostitute: 

"gad, a good handsome proper Fellow is as staple a Com

modity as any's in the Nation;--but I would be reserv'd for 

your own use. Faith, take a Sample tonight, and as you like 

it, the whole piece; and that's fair and honest dealing" 

(3.1) • 

Galliard thinks that he jokes, but he is playing the 

part for which Cornelia has cast him. Their conversation 

shifts the mercantile trope from the sale of women to the 

purchase of men. Galliard stands in for, acts, the mar

riageable man, a "staple ... commodity" on whose trade the 
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economy depends as surely as it does on the exchange of 

women. Cornelia trades for the security of his name, for 

position, as well as sex; his honor is as important as hers 

in making him a commodity. In this playful exchange of 

words, Behn reconstitutes the patriarchal economy, creating 

a system where "fair and honest dealing" favors and ex

cludes no gender. 

Galliard's new role causes him to shift his speeches 

to emphasize this reconstitution of system, and such a 

shift places him in opposition to the more conventional 

Fillamour. Fillamour discusses his limited notion of honor, 

of "fair and honest dealing": "'Tis true, I gave my promise 

to Euphemia, but that, to Women of her Trade, is easily 

absolv'd" (3.1). The conventional romantic hero speaks the 

party line, that honor is relative as it serves the needs 

of the established order. Galliard's response plays with 

the definition: "Men keep not Oaths for the sakes of the 

wise Magistrates to whom they are made, but their own 

Honour, Harry.--And is't not much a greater crime to rob a 

gallant, hospitable Man of his Niece, who has treated you 

with Confidence and Friendship, than to keep touch with a 

well-meaning Whore, my conscientious Friend?" (3.1). Gal

liard complicates the issues of honor and words with this 

response. He suggests that his own honor--which makes him a 

saleable commodity--requires fulfillment of a promise. Such 
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honor does not allow theft in the sense of patriarchal 

exchange of women, but it does allow fair trading with a 

woman who can and will deal. He juxtaposes the exchange 

which secures descent, trading with men for women, and the 

exchange of commodities, trading with women for mutual pro

fit. In Behn's intrigue world, both systems exist; the 

supremacy of patriarchal exchange is questioned, subverted, 

in a sense foiled, in favor of the exchange of "staple 

commodities." 

The latter exchange is not necessarily simpler, how

ever. Galliard is a sought-after commodity, and Cornelia is 

not the only bidder for his goods. Pearson notes the plots: 

"Behn's plays, then, often reverse conventional patterns by 

showing a man as the passive partner, fought over by two-

or even more--actively competing women. Usually one woman 

is conventionally suitable, young, wealthy, and a virgin, 

the other unsuitable, not rich, sexually experienced, a 

widow, even a courtesan" (154). Galliard is the object of 

intrigue between Cornelia and Laura Lucretia; however, 

Laura does not fit Pearson's description of the unsuc

cessful competitor. Behn's cast list reads that Laura is "a 

young Lady of Quality"; she is engaged to Cornelia's bro

ther Julio and sister to the deformed count to whom Marcel

la is contracted. Laura is as much a masquerader as Cor

nelia, the contest not so clear-cut as Pearson's d~scrip-
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tion: "the conventional Cornelia and the 'masculine I Laura 

Lucretia" (154). Cornelia is not particularly conventional; 

Marcella, the romance heroine who wins Fillamour, also 

plays the man. The intrigue for Galliard begins as a fair 

fight. 

Laura and her manservant appear first in the play, 

setting up the masquerades to follow. She has chosen a 

"handsome Cavalier" for her passion, and he has followed 

her from church; she wishes to have "this new Habitation 

which I have designed for Love, known to none but him to 

whom I've destined my heart" (1.1). She is stage-managing 

from the beginning, "designing" her affair and its setting, 

choosing her own destiny. Part of her management is to 

"tell him--anything but truth"; she initially seeks pas

sion, not security, and to achieve the moment she plays a 

part: "Be sure you conceal my Name and Quality, and ..• 

tell him I am La silvianetta, the young Roman Curtezan, or 

what you please to hide me from his knowledge" (1.1). The 

audience sees her choose the role which Cornelia has been 

playing; the complications of the plot corne as Cornelia and 

Laura compete to see who best plays the courtesan and who 

best can make Galliard play the whore too. 

Laura also takes on a masculine part. Her transfor

mation is as appropriate as Cornelia's initial choice of 

prostitute, for both characters inhabit the freedoms of 
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their roles. Laura, preparing to play the man, explains her 

past triumph as "Silvianetta": "Oft I've return'd the Vows 

he'as made to her, / And sent him pleas'd away; / When 

through the errors of the Night, and distance, / He has 

mistook me for that happy Wanton" (2.1). She profits from 

error, from darkness and distance, which also explains her 

dependence on fortune: "by which means Love, Fortune or 

Chance, may with my Industry contrive some kind Mistake" 

(2.1). The kind mistakes she seeks are random, albeit she 

takes advantage of them with her "industry," as she "mixes 

herself" among the crowds. Her mixing, her confusion of 

roles and characters, violates the theater in which she 

plays; at the same time, that luck by which she wins also 

will hurt her in the end. 

She begins to play man and prostitute so well that her 

project, and her words, become Galliard's. Wishing to deni

grate Cornelia's playing and increase her own stock, she 

(as a man) tells him that he wastes his purchase price on 

the whore: "Oh, spare that Treasure for a grateful Pur

chase;/ And buy that common Ware with trading Gold, Love is 

too rich a price!" (3.1). She echoes Fillamour's tradi

tional opposition between "honorable," patriarchally ex

changed love and that which is purchased openly; such an 

echo undercuts herself as well as Cornelia. Galliard, still 

identifying with the whore as Cornelia has cast him, privi-
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leges the open exchange: "That Love is Love, wherever 

Beauty is,/ Nor can the Name of Whore make Beauty less" 

(3.1). He speaks for himself and Cornelia/Silvianetta, as 

they both have traded for :the other. Laura's "masculine 

Part" allies her with those who do not allow the play she 

enacts. 

Behn evens up the competition in the later acts, as 

both Laura and Cornelia misplay their later appearances as 

the courtesan. Cornelia holds audience with Galliard and 

throws off her mask, explaining that she wishes to make an 

honorable purchase of him in marriage; Galliard prefers not 

to believe her change of markets, and attempts to take 

himself off. She emphasizes her purchasing power: "By all 

that's good, I am a Maid of Quality,/ Blest with a Fortune 

equal to my Birth." Galliard wishes to remain a simple 

trader to increase his profit: "I do not credit thee; or if 

I did,/ For once I wou'd dispense with Quality" (4.2). His 

disbelief stems not only from his wish for exchange but 

from Laura/Silvianetta's "kind returns"; Cornelia, playing 

herself, seems false. He accuses her of cheating at busi

ness, because she insists on her purchase and not his; when 

she wishes to buy him with cash instead of metaphors, he 

wishes to escape. Cornelia has not provided for her com

petition, her mirror-image. 

Nor has Laura provided for the confusion of Cavaliers 
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which has plagued her from the first act, when Julio (her 

actual betrothed) follows her rather than Galliard (her 

object of desire). When Laura throws off her male guise to 

play Silvianetta again, Julio stands in for Galliard; 

"through the errors of the Night, and distance," techniques 

she had used to ensnare Galliard, she allows Julio to corne 

to her, and she reveals herself to him. In darkness she 

plays out the same scene with Julio that Cornelia has 

played with Galliard; she tells him that she "passes" for a 

whore but "is indeed of Quality," and that she requires him 

for marriage and not just an hour's exchange. Julio repeats 

this to Galliard, while both Laura and Cornelia listen to 

the recitation of their confusions. They must stand back 

from the pattern they have created before either can see 

the next act. 

Laura cannot stand back, however; she lets Julio in, 

again mistaking him for Galliard, and gives him his free

dom. When she learns of her repetition of mistake, she 

tries one more time. Galliard is almost hers, when Cor

nelia, now playing a male servant of Julio's, interrupts 

before the deal is struck. The interruption is not entirely 

successful, as Galliard and Laura have Cornelia dragged 

away; but she curses them as she leaves: "May'st thou 

supply her with as feeble Art,/ As I should do, were I to 

play thy part" (5.2). She does not leave her luck to words 
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alone--she makes her part true, as she finds Julio and 

tells him of Laura's treachery. The injured patriarchal 

authorities break in and stop Galliard. Again, the seeming

ly conventional heroics serve the project of a woman recon

stituting the conventions. 

Laura, who has not understood the business underlying 

the trade, is restored to Julio; the system of patriarchal 

exchange still exists. However, Cornelia bargains again 

with Galliard. Their final conversation reveals that he has 

accepted that her deal has been made: "I hope you'll ask my 

leave first, I'm finely drawn in, i'faith" (5.4). As Laura 

has not had her leave asked, neither finally has Galliard; 

he simply has been bought and paid for. Cornelia wittily 

invokes the part she's played as she discusses her pur

chase: "I do here promise to be the most Mistress-like 

Wife,--You know, Signior, I have learnt the trade, though I 

had not stock to practise" (5.4). She has controlled the 

exchange as a duplicitous businesswoman, and Galliard 

simply submits. She changes his role in act 3, and he 

changes her tropes from business back to nature, the lan

guage with which he started. His resolve "to trust good 

Nature" suggests that their masquerades have not ended, 

that marriage will require continued accommodation of 

tropes, language, roles. 

Marcella and Cornelia reconstitute the patriarchal 
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economy in which they trade and are traded. They become the 

stage-managers, standing in for their father and brother, 

acting for themselves. Laura attempts the same thing, but 

she eventually fails because she doesn't understand the 

systems in which she deals. The exchange of women by men is 

not erased, but supplemented by the trading between men and 

women. 

In The Feign'd Curtezans, as in The Dutch Lover, 

intrigue is both method and goal of the plots. The trading, 

the duplicitous standing in for other selves and other 

positions, does not end with the final curtain. Cornelia 

and Galliard, like Euphemia and Alonzo, represent the 

unending intrigue of the patriarchal marriage contract. She 

has forced him to play the parts of her choosing, although 

her choice has been limited by the nature of the theater. 

He pronounces the new way of playing to be natural --mas

querade as the real, rather than artificial, condition of 

the self. Such uneasy association of ideas reconstitutes 

the theatrical wit-couple, as any easy identification of 

actor and position are qualified. In the intrigue-worlds 

Behn creates, power comes through performance. In her most 

famous intrigue-play and its sequel, The Rover, Parts I and 

II, that performance will be even more clearly exposed and 

anatomized. 
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Notes to Chapter 2 

1. Floriana T. Hogan and John Loftis concur on this identi

fication. 

2. Harold Weber discusses the two most prevalent kinds of 

rake-hero in The Restoration Rake Hero. Robert Jordan also 

anatomizes a category of "extravagant rake"; Behn's heroes most 

often find themselves with such a character. 

3. See discussions in Pearson and Todd. 



CHAPTER 3: 

The Merchants of Love: The Rake-Hero, The Courtesan, 

And The Witty virgin in The Rover, Part I and II 
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Of Aphra Behn's plays, The Rover arguably is the most 

well-known; the 1677 intrigue comedy is the most discussed, 

read, and revived. It was so successful in its first incarna

tion that it inspired a 1681 sequel, conveniently titled The 

Rover, Part II. Both plays are comedies set abroad, using 

intrigue and masquerade as the method and goal of the 

plot(s). Each turns on issues of mistaken identity, disguise, 

and deceit; each ends with a seeming resolution of the plots, 

an end to the masquerade. Linking the plays is Willmore, the 

rake-hero who connects plots, story, and stage business. 

Willmore has received much critical attention. He is a 

travelling and carousing rake, "extravagant" in Robert 

Jordan's technical designation, 1 a banished Cavalier who 

loves and fights his way through the women and streets of 

Naples and Madrid. Behn identifies him, in a hyperbolic 

phallic trope, as "a roving blade" (Epilogue 1); he is a 

figure of the libertine male, and often suggested to be a 

double of the Earl of Rochester or Charles II. Harold Weber's 

discussion of Restoration rakes suggests that such figures 

are interested only in pleasure rather than business. Weber 

then suggests that the interest is self- and type-consuming: 

in the eighteenth century, "such a commitment to pleasure 
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represents a luxury the libertine can no longer afford" 

(185). Willmore, as Restoration rake, stands for hedonistic 

success--a conspicuous consumer of stage attention, audience 

sympathy, and characters. 

Recent critics of the play, however, write to explain 

and expose Willmore's rakish successes in Part I. They read 

the first half of the series as a statement, if not a 

revelation, of the inequalities of fortune historically 

inherent in a woman's condition. These inequalities in Behn's 

work are most likely of "fortune," read as economic oppres

sion. Elin Diamond, in a representative 1989 article, argues 

that such a statement of inequality is Behn' s proj ect: "Aphra 

Behn concentrated on exposing the exploitation of women in 

the exchange economy" (525-26). The character of Angellica in 

Part I disrupts the neat comic symmetry which would match 

wit-couples; in her disruption, she at once represents the 

unmediated sale of women's bodies and the author's acknowl

edgement of her own work's participation in the market, her 

own sale. Angellica and her re-presentation of value become 

talismanic, much as Behn's position as woman writer makes her 

a sign of what could (and perhaps should not) be accom

plished. critics such as Janet Todd note that Angellica 

advertises her self, her wares, with an attractive portrait 

of herself hung outside her house of business, and that, as 

Behn explicitly notes, Angellica and the author share the 
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same initials. Thus, in these critics' readings, Angellica 

and her portrait are there "to draw attention to ... [the] 

construction" of a woman's worth (Todd 1), especially the 

construction of the woman writer's value in a male exchange 

economy of the theater. 

In a world where women are economically at risk, the 

rake Willmore stands in for the male economic raider. Diamond 

for instance identifies him as "the signifier for the play's 

phallic logic" (528), as much a talisman as Angellica. As 

such, the patriarchal economy insures that he cannot fail, in 

effect underwriting the market. J. Douglas Canfield's "Female 

Rebels and Patriarchal Paradigms in Some Neoclassical Works, " 

for instance, argues that even as Willmore appears to be 

socialized into marriage, he profits: the play is then "a 

rhetorical reaffirmation of hegemonic ideology" (160). 

Diamond argues further that one moment in Part I is important 

for these readings, that his essential victory is explicit 

when he carries off the sign of Angellica: "Willmore, the 

trickster rover, arrives at her door, and in the absence of 

the courtesan he cannot afford, he appropriates her in 

representation--he reaches up and steals a portrait" (Diamond 

519). Willmore, Behn' s most noted rake-hero, becomes the 

archetypal patriarchal victor, triumphing over courtesans, 

witty virgins, and perhaps even the woman writer who creates 

him. In such readings, Willmore's pleasure controls all 
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markets in the exchange economy of the play. 

These readings argue that patriarchal control is 

inevitable in a patriarchy; to use Irigaray's discussion of 

"Women in the Market" here, it is the female body, and her 

sign, that is possessed, exchanged, and sold. In fact, 

Irigaray says clearly, "The economy of exchange--of desire-

is man's business" (177). I would suggest, however, that the 

readings of Behn' s work which are based on this absolute 

equation of "man's business" and desire do not take into 

account Behn's own dramatic complications of the value of the 

sign. After all, she is writing intrigue, where what is seen 

does and does not correspond to what is hidden. Her plays 

indeed dramatize intrigues of exchange, in which people are 

bought and sold (or sell themselves). However, The Rover 

reconstitutes a theater-world in which those fathers and 

brothers, the merchants in this business, are absent or 

almost powerless; further, women are not the only objects of 

exchange. Willmore too is one of the commodities traded; his 

sexuality, wit, and position within the patriarchy are 

valuable credits sought by the women over whom he "triumphs". 

In Part I, he is as tied to his economic value and evaluation 

as the women are; he too must sell himself, first as pros

titute, then as husband. When he reappears in Part II, he and 

the prostitute La Nuche become sexual partners, trying to 

write themselves out of the economy and thus to escape their 
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use value therein. In her rewriting of the market, Behn in 

The Rover, Parts I and II uses Willmore as a seductive marker 

of commodification and of fantastic escape from it. 

Throughout the plays, Willmore's seductiveness is part 

of his value. Irigaray argues that "as commodities, women are 

thus two things at once: utilitarian objects and bearers of 

value" (175). Behn's recasting of the market emphasizes that 

duality of existence for all commodities; the rake-commodity 

bears pleasure--seduction--and status in an exchange economy 

of women. For instance, in The Rover, the impoverished rake

hero's narcissism becomes economic wisdom, emphasizing the 

desirability of the goods he has to trade. Shoshana Felman, 

in her reading of the Don Juan story through and around J. L. 

Austin's speech-act theory, points to such narcissism as an 

inherent part of seduction: "Just as seductive discourse 

exploits the capacity of language to reflect itself ••.• it 

also exploits in parallel fashion the self-referentiality of 

the interlocutor's narcissistic desire, and his (or her) 

capacity to produce in turn a reflexive, specular illusion" 

(31). Such reflection of desire as the production of illusion 

is a central project of intrigue. 

doubly reproduced. The courtesan 

In Part I Willmore is 

Angellica becomes the 

desiring figure who wishes for transcendence, but who buys 

his services as a prostitute; Hellena, meanwhile, casts him 

as merchandise, a husband to be purchased. Willmore controls 
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the illusion and thus the transaction with Angellica, but 

Hellena reflects the illusion back; in the hall of mirrors 

and masked figures which is intrigue, Hellena points to the 

illusion and its reflection, to the limits of intrigue. 

Willmore must be dramatized as prostitute in Part I, in 

which women are exchanging men; to attempt to escape such 

exchange, he must playa mountebank in Part II before he may 

appear to disappear from the hall of mirrors, from the 

theater. This illusion of escape itself, however, may be also 

the mountebank's seduction of his or her audiences. Behn uses 

seduction in the sequel to playoff the first plot; she 

revises the character-parts, so that patterns shift to reveal 

new aspects of the exchange economy. 

Yet, since this is intrigue, it is not overt critique of 

the system, nor is it utopian alternative. In her prefaces, 

Behn declares herself to be Angellica the untarnished angel, 

but she may be La Nuche, lady of the night which masks and 

empowers. Night is a traditional associate of intrigue--the 

darkness hides self and emphasizes role, the playing out of 

character. Willmore's rovings thus are aided by night. He is 

a masquerader during Carnival time, and his shifting roles 

therein are credits--stage and financial--in the bargains he 

makes. He plays a "rover," a captain, a whore, a vagabond 

actor, a magician; interestingly, all these roles seduce, 

trade, transform, and are exchanged. Although he seems to 
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control his acting, ultimately he loses such control in Part 

I. His seductions can be, and are, reflected back onto him; 

the female characters use his roving and his roles to mirror 

their own desires, needs, and limits. The patriarchal 

consumer becomes an item of consumption when the intrigue 

calls for an exchange of roles as well as an exchange of 

bodies, when his value is separated from his "utilitarian" 

sexual prowess. 

Also linking Parts I and II is Willmore's fellow 

banished cavalier, Blunt. Blunt too is a tool for feminine 

desire, although he is not desired for role or character; he 

is valued only for the money he carries, just as he values 

others only for their financial credit. As Willmore will push 

against the patriarchal limits which constrain any trader 

within the system, so Blunt will enact more farcically the 

commodification of the male in an exchange economy. He and 

willmore both travel through the plays seeking to avoid bad 

bargains; of course, Blunt cannot manipulate his reflection 

as Willmore can, and thus he cannot escape poor trades. 

However, the project for both is travel, and they try to 

write themselves out of the economics of exchange. 

Such writing out complicates the figures of the prosti

tute and the witty virgin, also roles repeated but exchanged 

between the plays. In discussing the prostitute, Catherine 

Gallagher analyzes Behn's treatment of self as property: that 
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which can be sold can be possessed, and that which is 

alienated is distant enough to be seen. The Oxford English 

Dictionary defines property as "proprietorship," as "posse

ssion, the thing which one owns," and finally as "a stage 

requisite, appurtenance, or accessory." The duplicitous 

meanings of property are important in Behn's play-worlds; the 

tropes of possession and acting become interchangeable, so 

that to act is to hold, to hold is to act. Such doubling 

informs both the male and female characters--the prostitutes, 

whether named as courtesans or not--in The Rover, Parts I and 

II. 

When discussing both plays, critics often call attention 

to the shift of the courtesan's place in the plots between I 

and II. Nancy cotton points out that contemporary theatrical 

production provides a way to see links between the female 

characters in the two plays. The leading actress Elizabeth 

Barry plays the victorious virgin Hellena in Part I and the 

victorious courtesan La Nuche in Part II: "In Rover I the 

witty maid wins out over the courtesan .... in Rover II the 

witty courtesan wins out over the maid" (Women Playwrights 

67). The character of the witty heroine is the stage property 

of Elizabeth Barry, in one sense; in another, the similarity 

between virgin and courtesan is clear. The roles are inter

changeable, traded for a moment's profit. Such transformation 

is the mark of a successful trader in a Behn intrigue comedy; 
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as in any intrigue, the actor must be able to shift costumes 

and selves in order to further his or her plots. It is not a 

question of essential self, since a belief in such transcen

dence results in a problematic loss of liquidity, and hence 

a loss of trading power. 

This link of identity and masquerade, however, can dis

turb as well as liberate; even further, The Rover II em

phasizes the problem of identity as property, which is the 

plight of the actor. Character and role are credits in the 

theatre-like world in which she or he performs; those values 

can fluctuate, depending on either audience or the roles 

against which the actor appears. As we shall see, in Behn's 

world, eventually actors sell character or role for position, 

money, or a better part. However, they cannot sell themselves 

outside the system. Any escape from the exchange economy and 

theater can only be gestured to. It cannot be played within 

the theater in which Behn works. 

The Rover: The Rake as Commodity 

"Pray tell me, sir, are not you guilty of the same 

mercenary crime?" -- Angellica Bianca in The Rover (2.2.90-

91) • 

Aphra Behn's The Rover is an adaptation of Thomas Killi

grew's closet drama Thomaso the Wanderer. Killigrew's work 

centers on a hero whose name, Thomaso, is the sign of the 
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writer; Behn in The Rover presents a scorned woman, a courte

san whose initials are A. B. Behn herself calls attention to 

the link. Reading this similarity, Catherine Gallagher has 

suggested that Behn recasts the figure of the woman writer 

not as a wit but as a whore. One critic has said of Behn's 

appropriation that "She took from Killigrew's play what she 

wanted" (Duffy 145); she takes its profitable plot and 

characters, while renaming and refiguring the story to 

emphasize her own concerns. In the male exchange economy of 

the Carolean stage, Killigrew and his work are fluid commodi

ties, and so she also appropriates his role of playwright. 2 

The Rover itself is capital made by a writer who understands 

the system well enough to manipulate it. 

This understanding and manipulation underlies Behn' sand 

her characters' project. I would suggest that Behn's assuming 

the role of whore makes a statement about the economic 

pressures of the role not only of the woman writer, but of 

any participant in a patriarchal economy. Behn exposes the 

potential for exploitation of all participants in any ex

change, and she also points to the capital which can be made 

by anyone who can trade wisely. To look at this potential 

for loss or credit, one first can examine the representatives 

of the economy--the "banished cavaliers" themselves. will

more, Blunt, and the rest of the boys present comic extremes 

of the same limitation. 
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They become the commodities sought after in The Rover, 

and such reversal of position is only the first of many. This 

reversal does cause some interpretative problems. For in

stance, Jacqueline Pearson offers an unusual reading of one 

who's often called Behn's most attractive male character: 

"Willmore is the passive center of the intrigues of the women 

rather than, as they are, an active mover .... [he's] the 

passive, ineffectual, or drunken Willmore" (153). Pearson 

somewhat overstates the place of the exchange object here, 

but Willmore does begin the play powerless. He is poor, a 

foreigner in a land which privileges masquerades, a man 

without ties. To gain power and credit, he must sell himself

-to become, as he says, a "merchant of love." 

Willmore as merchant of love sells himself two ways: as 

prostitute and husband (although, in Behn's theater-world, 

the states are difficult to differentiate). His first market 

test comes in his meeting with Angellica Bianca. She is a 

woman who uses her own methods to achieve a measure of 

control in the exchange economy; she is an expensive and 

nearly inaccessible commodity, rather a luxury item, who 

manipulates her advertising and sets her price. No man trades 

for her; in effect, she runs her own business. Such control 

is the only "security" in such an economy, where, as she 

says, "But inconstancy's the sin of all mankind, therefore 

I'm resolved that nothing but gold shall charm my heart" 
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(2.1.145-146). Bad business is thus a sin, and only money can 

make a customer charming. The idea of charm is reflective, 

once again a projection of illusion, for of course her charm 

determines the money that her services command. Angellica 

participates in seduction, here a sign of trading, to gain 

power as well as gold. 

Willmore has neither cash nor credit to enable him to 

enter Angellica's market, and he expresses his plight with 

the simple "Ah, plague of her price!" (2.1. 240). He has 

nothing with which to purchase goods or services, so he tries 

to apply traditionally patriarchal methods of force. He 

attempts to claim the theft of her portrait as his right of 

"possession," but such claims do not bring him closer to her. 

To take possession of the goods, he must seduce, negotiate, 

and thus try to redefine the terms of exchange she has esta

blished. In doing so, he also becomes an object of posses

sion. willmore redefines what charm is, so that he can enter 

the market; he thus takes on the patriarchally constructed 

role of woman as object and prostitute (the role of Angel

lica) who must reconstitute the system so that s/he may 

participate. 

His redefinition depends on his ability to shift the 

metaphors which mask the trading; such a shift is part of 

intrigue, of masquerade, for when one changes the constitu

ti ve language, one changes the role. Willmore thus urges 
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Angellica to abandon the system in which she can profit, 

using words of love and religion as a standard of exchange. 

If to her bad business violates religious tenets, in his 

metaphors business can be called religious crime. He equates 

her merchandizing of love with "sin": "for such it is whilst 

that which is love's due is meanly bartered for" (2.2.15). 

Love's accounting reclassifies the exchange economy as sin. 

Willmore, however, can't fully redefine the trading; inevita

bly, he cannot escape his own economic metaphors. He proceeds 

to "barter," and to ally himself with the system which 

controls all, calling himself and his compatriots "merchants 

of love" (2.2.43). Like Angellica, however, his only stock is 

himself--his charm. 

One of the roles that he assumes is his status as 

patriarchal representative, which is his use value. He states 

grandly, ironically hanging out a sign of his own, "Yes, I am 

poor. But I'm a gentleman./ ... Poor as I am I would not sell 

myself" (2.2.54). His role-playing is itself property, and 

his statement proclaiming his unavailabili ty--advertising 

himself as luxury--makes him twice as valuable. His gesture 

to his performance, however, undercuts the performance, as 

through his words he reveals his person as the commodity he 

has to exchange: 

See here the only sum I can command on earth; 

I know not where to eat when this is gone. 



Yet such a slave to love and beauty 

This last reserve I'll sacrifice to enjoy you. 

(2.2.62-65) 
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He might play the buyer, but his credit line is zero; as he 

plays, he calls attention to his own utilitarian charms, to 

himself as "a slave to love and beauty." His markdown 

devalues the economy on which it is based; he is poor and yet 

valuable, apparently a buyer and yet for sale. 

He accuses her of prostitution even as he signals his 

own willingness to be sold. He can be sold two ways. Angel

lica, normally a shrewd businesswoman, points to the central 

market of the exchange economy, which is the business of 

marriage: "Pray tell me, sir, are you not guilty of the same 

mercenary crime? When a lady is proposed to you for a wife, 

you never ask how fair, discreet, or virtuous she is, but 

what's her fortune" (2.2.90-93). In marriage, the man 

exchanges his patriarchal credit for the woman's money; 

whether arranged by father (figures) or the women themselves, 

the marriage-trade makes him a commodity just as the pros

titute or virtuous woman is. Angellica's insight reverses the 

understanding of the market suggested by Irigaray; the body 

of a man's credit is equivalent to a man's body, exchanged 

within the marriage-contract. Willmore as husband indeed 

would be a prostitute. 

However, Angellica also treats him like a prostitute in 
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fact, like herself. Her own words suggest a criterion: "how 

fair [he] is." Even though Angellica understands her own 

trade and the marriage business, Willmore's words and 

features affect her much as her charms affect her customers. 

She loses her own position by momentarily thinking she and 

Willmore can achieve transcendence outside trading. When he 

rejects the prevailing economy in his words "It is a bar

barous custom, which I will scorn to defend in our sex, and 

do despise in yours" (2.2.97-98), he convinces her that 

perhaps pleasure, "love's accounting" indeed, can replace the 

commodity trading by which she is valued and values others; 

she redefines the terms with "The pay I mean is but thy love 

for mine" (2.2.154). She sees the reflection of desire as he 

plays her role, as he seduces her with her own illusions; she 

allows herself to believe that the trade of love and bodies 

could be simple barter, which would bypass the hierarchy of 

economics inherent in the system. 

In Behn's intrigue-world of The Rover, however, such a 

bypass is not possible. Willmore, the rake without cash, 

trades his vows of love and his body for financial as well as 

sexual satisfaction. After their transaction, he greets his 

friends with the significant "Does not my fortune sit trium

phant on my brow?" (3.1. 93). Fortune is not only luck here; 

it is the gold, the credit, his charms can command. The stage 

direction here reads that he "Jingles gold" (3.1.115), money 
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he does not have before his sale to Angellica. Willmore's 

appropriation of Angellica's portrait in Act 2 has previewed 

his appropriation, not just of her body but of her role. The 

rake now explicitly is the prostitute. 

Like any working boy, he abandons Angellica after the 

business is conducted, with his vows of love forgotten and 

his eyes on other trades to be made. Angellica 's bawd 

Moretta articulates the poor bargain her mistress's belief in 

seduction has created: "Why did you give him five hundred 

crowns, but to set himself out for other lovers? You should 

have kept him poor if you had meant to have had any good for 

him" (4.2.145). By keeping him poor, she could have enjoyed 

him again--but she has helped him "set himself out," given 

him capital to increase his value. Her knowledge of the 

economy deserts her in this case so far that she misreads his 

sign of business, and he proves a luxury item she could ill 

afford. 

She later tries to redefine the terms of their exchange, 

again to bypass the economics of their transaction, when she 

holds a pistol to his head and charges him with betrayal. She 

now plays the male role of avenger, as she holds the gun and 

talks of honor (a patriarchal concept). She returns to his 

metaphors within the discourse of sin and crime: "Yes, 

traitor! Does thy guilty blood run shivering through thy 

veins?" (5.222-23). To Angellica, Willmore's guilt is that of 
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the oath-breaker, the criminal, and she tries to use his own 

tropes against him. Willmore, however, responds as a merchant 

of love. A salesman facing an angry customer, he offers to 

return her gold "to gain your credit" (5.306), a money-back 

guarantee to provide for future business. He does not get her 

trade this time, though; she returns to the marginal place in 

the economy which has allowed her what power she has wielded, 

to the role which has afforded her credit. When she prevents 

one of his enemies from killing him, she makes his ultimate 

status as commodity clear: 

Antonio, yesterday 

I'd not have sold my interest in his heart 

For all the sword has won and lost in battle. 

-- But now, to show my utmost of contempt, 

I give thee life. (5.348-52) 

To regain her control, she must return to the open ack~owl

edgement of business, and to her control of performance. Her 

attempts to move outside the limits of the exchange economy 

have been doomed; the system depends on the trade. Willmore 

and Angellica's transaction gives her only "interest in his 

heart," just as her transactions with other customers give 

them only interest in hers. The Rover dramatizes a market 

where the terms of trade are inescapable. 

Rogers has suggested that Willmore is at once attractive 

and destructive, "taking women's bodies as he likes" ("Aphra" 
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22). However, Angellica also has been able to take him, 

although not for as long as she would like. From being a 

commodity on the open market, he moves into the marriage 

market as well. Perhaps it would be clearer to say that he is 

chosen for that market. Hellena, the wealthy virgin, pursues 

Willmore as the husband she wishes to buy for both his 

utilitarian value and status. Behn makes this clear in the 

first scene of the first act, when Hellena and her virtuous 

sister decide to seek their own futures. 3 Hellena is desig

nated for a convent, Florinda for an aged Don Vincentio, but 

as Hellena suggests, "I 'm resolved to provide for myself this 

carnival, if there be e'er a handsome proper fellow of my 

humor above ground, though I ask first" (1. 1. 38 -40) . Although 

Florinda wants to consider herself traditionally marked--she 

chides Hellena for her wildness--she too wants to marry a 

young lover. Florinda's conventional wish to marry whom she 

pleases is a familiar plot, harking back to New Comedy, but 

even she succumbs to Hellena' s words of economic choice; 

arguing with her brother, she says, "let him consider my 

youth, beauty, and fortune, which ought not to be thrown away 

on his age and jointure" (1.1.81-82). Hellena simply is the 

more bold, "the inconstant," of the two sisters, and thus she 

needs to buy a husband to match her: "some mad companion" 

(1.1.37). Her brother Pedro, the patriarchal stand-in, does 

not appear to have any power over her choice of investment. 
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Like Angellica and Willmore, Hellena's stock is herself 

(not to mention a goodly fortune if she does not enter a 

convent). She catalogs her wares thus: "Have I not a world of 

youth? A humor gay? A beauty passable'? A vigor desirable? 

Clean limbed? Sweet breathed? And sense enough to know how 

all these ought to be employed to the best advantage?" 

(1.1.44-48). She alienates her self from her assets; 

Gallagher's description of the self as property suggests that 

Hellena must do so in order to capitalize on those assets. It 

is important dramatically that Hellena declares her object of 

purchase first, in what we assume is her own person, before 

the audience sees the choice of men; she announces her 

understanding of the patriarchal economy as she declares her 

"sense enough to know how all these ought to be employed." 

From the opening scene, Hellena is in a position to shop and 

to manipulate the market. 

Marriage in Behn's play is business and intrigue; 

Hellena goes out to seek her purchase "dressed like [a] 

gipsie" (1. 2), playing a role so that she may meet men on her 

own. Such role-playing explicitly points to her identity as 

actor. She sees Willmore as soon as she enters the masquer

ade: "I'll to him, and instead of telling him his fortune, 

try my own" (1. 2 .129-30). She tries both her luck and her 

money, as her economic metaphors suggest; she tells him that 

she "ventures," and warns him that she'd pick his pocket if 
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she didn't think "you have but very little to lose" (1.2.-

141). However, his poverty is attractive, for she seeks a 

partner she can buy rather than one who can buy her. He 

reassures her with his playing the merchant, setting himself 

up to sell: "I have a world of love in store. Would you be 

good-natured and take some on't off my hands" (1.2.155-56). 

Their intriguing in this conversation suggests the preoc

cupations of both characters and indicates Willmore's 

willingness to be bought, or perhaps more accurately, his 

willingness to be rented. 

Angellica is the first lessee, thus making Willmore late 

for his next appointment with Hellena. She meanwhile has 

chosen another masquerade, another outfit, to deal wi th 

"Robert the constant"; when he confesses within her hearing 

that he's almost drunk her memory away, she acts like a 

cavalier companion: "Had it so, good captain! [claps him on 

the back]" (3.1.140). She is her own "champion," as he calls 

her, and she still wants the (now slightly shopworn) goods. 

In an aside, she notes his role-playing as one of his 

credits: "Now if I should be hanged I can't be angry with 

him, he dissembles so heartily" (3.1.150-51). Dissembling is 

valuable in an intrigue world, as Hellena recognizes. She 

plays off his own role when she takes off her vizard: "See if 

I have not as desperate a lying look as you can have for the 

heart of you" (3.1.200-01). Hellena uses the same tactics of 
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business management that Willmore has done; she plots, she 

shifts the prevailing conversational metaphors to redefine 

terms of trade, and she masquerades. 

Even Hellena cannot plan for all Willmore's shapeshift

ing, however. He becomes "disguised," the hero playing the 

drunken fool as we've seen in The Dutch Lover, and when 

drunk, he is unable to plot or to read others' behavior. His 

inability to carry out plot tangles Behn's narratives: he 

(mis)takes Florinda for Hellena in one midnight assignation, 

causing Belvile to think the virtuous Florinda has chosen 

another love; he almost kills Antonio, who then claims that 

Belvile is the attacker. Willmore's "disguise" threatens all 

the secondary plots, not to mention his business relationship 

with Angellica. It takes Hellena, now dressed for the male 

role she has played earlier, to replot the intrigues that 

Willmore has confused. 

She first takes care of her own business, which is to 

pull apart Willmore and Angellica. She retells her own 

encounter with Willmore as a third-person story, the tale of 

her employer and the roving captain. Willmore is recalled to 

his early business as he recognizes one of her disguises; 

when Angellica asks Hellena to look him in the face, he then 

claims to have "found out the plot" (4.2.328). However, he 

takes her for the gipsy she has played first, and he names 

her thus: a wild animal, a random force. Such a character is 
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the only kind of woman that he admits could marry him: "it 

should be some kind young sinner: one that has generosity 

enough to give a favor handsomely to one that can ask it dis

creetly, one that has wit enough to manage an intrigue of 

love" (4.2.375-78). Hellena has the wit; he just does not 

have the discretion which would allow him to credit free 

samples. 

Hellena 's wit allows her to choose her investment in the 

limited market that Behn dramatizes, and she refuses to allow 

him to dictate the terms of trade. When they strike their 

final bargain, after all the other Cavaliers have paired off, 

his words do not make it clear whether he offers himself for 

a night or a lifetime: "Egad, child, I was e'en in despair of 

seeing thee again: my friends are all provided for within, 

each man his kind woman" (5.397-99). The Cavaliers and 

courtesans have contracted for a night, but witty virgins 

must insist on a longer term. In a theatre-world where a 

woman as well as a man must "provide" for her or his self, 

the possibility of lifetime provision must be considered 

along with the other offers. In fact, Hellena insists on a 

longterm contract. She cannot buy the rake/prostitute's 

terms, in which he offers only vows of love and pleasure as 

his security. Language, that tool of masquerade, is not 

enough. Hellena sees marriage as the only security for a 

woman's trade. 
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When Willmore lists the delights of a rental--the food, 

the linen, the exchange itself--she replies, "'Tis but 

getting my consent, and the business is soon done. Let but 

old gaffer Hymen and his priest say amen to't and I dare lay 

my mother's daughter by as proper a fellow as your father's 

son, without fear or blushing" (5.437-40). She speaks prose, 

not the blank verse which implicated Angellica in his 

romantic illusion, and she does not accept the metaphors of 

free love, the bargain which Angellica has tried to strike. 

Willmore, however, continues to attempt the manipulation 

of trade, in the way he has succeeded with Angelllica. He 

again uses his technique of denigrating the merchandizing of 

love in an attempt to lower the price (in this case, the time 

limit) of purchase: 

Hold, hold, no bug words, child ... Hymen and 

priest wait still upon portion and jointure; love 

and beauty have their own ceremonies. Marriage is 

as certain a bane to love as lending money is to 

friendship. I'll neither ask nor give a vow, though 

I could be content to turn gipsy and become a left

handed bridegroom to have the pleasure of making a 

maid a mother, if you durst venture. 'Tis upse gipsy 

that, and if I miss, I'll lose my labor. (5.441-52) 

Although he chooses the words of love, freedom, and pleasure, 

he cannot escape his economic metaphors or his ultimate 
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limitation in the market; he asks her to "venture" without 

credit, her only payment his labor. Hellena realizes, 

however, that in any such barter the labor will not be his: 

"And if you do not lose, what shall I get? A cradle full of 

noise and mischief, with a pack of repentance at my back? Can 

you teach me to weave incle to pass my time with? 'Tis upse 

gipsy that, too" (5.453-56). The straight trade of bodies 

cannot be equal, for she carries the burden of childbirth; in 

addition, such a trade would reduce her to the market value 

of woman as object, in Irigaray's words "that of being a 

product of man's 'labor'" (175). Hellena sees Willmore as the 

object of her desire, not only for his sexuality but for his 

patriarchal status which insures her own character. 

As they bargain and banter, however, she must guard 

against the dangerous interchangeability of the roles they've 

played. Willmore wishes to assume her mask of "gipsy," but 

that freedom of role-playing, which has allowed Hellena to 

choose, is also what would allow Willmore to exploit her. Her 

restraints within the market suggest that his free love is 

clearly anything but free. 

He plays off her own avowal of economic limitation, her 

own awareness of the supporting role in which he would cast 

her (that weaving braid is her only job opportunity), to 

suggest the pleasure and merit of his potential exploitation: 

"I can teach thee to tie a true love's knot better" (5.457). 
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Hellena sees the implications of restraint connected to sex 

and rejects his offer: "So can my dog" (5.458). Her offer is 

and must be non-negotiable. Willmore then agrees to exchange 

his patriarchal security (and his self) for her money (and 

her self). His reward is even greater than he thought; when 

Hellena's brother tries to dissuade her from the marriage, 

she makes her full investment clear: "Why, I have considered 

the matter, brother, and find the three hundred thousand 

crowns my uncle left me, and you cannot keep from me, will be 

better laid out in love than in religion, and turn to as good 

an account" (5.520-25). willmore as husband is a commodity to 

be bought and from which she can profit, and Hellena is 

willing to invest all in his stock, which is his self. 

Pedro's reluctant rubberstamp of her investment does not 

carry any real power; he "cannot keep" her own purchasing 

power from her. 

The Rover thus not only works in "exposing the exploita

tion of women in the exchange economy" (Diamond 525-26), but 

also in exposing the potential exploitation of all partici

pants in the market. Although critics may suggest that 

Willmore "wins" both Angellica and Hellena, he sells himself 

to do so; he must commit "the same mercenary crime" he claims 

to despise. His victories of seduction become the victories 

of the good sale. The capital on which he and Hellena build 

shows the strengths and limitations of their patriarchal 
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marketplace. Angellica's setback comes when she ignores the 

limitations of the market, when she tries to move outside the 

theater. 

Willmore sells himself; his charm is his stock. His 

comic double, Blunt, unfortunately has a much less appealing 

set of wares. He is only attractive for his money, not for 

the pleasure he offers--he is a would-be merchant of love. 

His willingness to sell himself reflects his unawareness of 

character and of role. Blunt deserves the charges of pas

sivity that K. M. Rogers gives to willmore; he takes on the 

characters that others assign him rather than the ones he 

chooses, and his eagerness to be changed leads to his own 

losses of money and character. 

Blunt buys into the linkage of love and friendship to 

money within the opening scenes, where he first clarifies his 

willingness to bargain. He begins with a conventionally 

misogynist and implicitly Puritan denigration of women and 

money: "When did you ever hear of an honest woman that took 

a man's money? .... But I thank my stars I had more grace 

than to forfeit my estates by cavaliering" (1. 2.43-44). Blunt 

has less grace than the cavaliers; in place of Willmore's 

aristocratic and rakish virtue (if that's the right word), 

Blunt values money, just as a merchant does. However, he also 

wishes to be what he is not, to reverse his own value. This 

makes him an easy mark. Lucetta, a roving confidence artist, 
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sees Blunt as the fool, one whose eagerness to change 

character and retain wealth makes him an ideal target for a 

scam. 

Blunt's subplot, then, reflects a distorted view of both 

the rake's role and his attendant commodification. Lucetta 

sees his foolishness clearly, but she addresses him as a 

cavalier. Her recognizing his "quality" thus leads him to 

recognize hers: "Why, she's a person of quality.... ' Ads

heartlikins, dost think such creatures are to be bought? Or 

are we provided for such a purchase?" (2.1.51-53). She has 

cast him in the romantic role, or so it would seem, because 

it appears that money is not to be exchanged; he tries to 

claim an economy of love that exists without bargaining, much 

like the one to which Angellica Bianca aspires. However, his 

own words blur any vision of an equal trade, as he explains 

the gains he has made: "Give her, quoth ye? Why, she present

ed me with this bracelet for the toy of a diamond I used to 

wear. No, gentlemen, Ned Blunt is not everybody. She expects 

me again tonight" (2.1.54-56). Blunt casts the relationship 

as one in which he gets the better bargain: a fine bracelet 

for a small diamond, a substantial profit on a tiny in

vestment. Part of his profit is economic, but she also 

improves his role, making his character more important: "Ned 

Blunt is not everybody," not just another fool to be tricked. 

She presents to him a mirror in which he is reflected to be 
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more attractive than his money; just as his words deem her "a 

person of quality," so does her apparent quality raise him. 

Blunt confuses the masquerade with the actor. Lucetta 

appears to be a fine lady; her costume thus represents 

herself, as Blunt sees it. Her costume also reflects on him, 

so that h~ sees himself as his own stock in merchandizing 

love. When Belvile tries to clarify Lucetta's position, and 

thus Blunt's, Ned still talks of the exteriors of value: "A 

whore? Yes, with such clothes, such jewels, such a house, 

such furniture, and so attended! A whore!" (2.1.72-73). His 

question turns into an exclamation of disbelief. For him, 

quality is visible, highly polished, and finally blinding. He 

sees himself, in her reflection, as a highly priced 

rake/gigolo, in effect playing Willmore: "There are things 

about this Essex calf that shall take with the ladies, beyond 

all your wit and parts. This shape and size, gentlemen, are 

not to be despised; my waist, too, tolerably long, with other 

inviting signs that shall be nameless" (2.1.85-89). Blunt now 

sees his face and figure as his fortune, the " inviting signs" 

of his willingness to sell. His gesture is to the body, 

rather than a costume or part, his "only stock himself," as 

Willmore has said; he too, like willmore, is on the market. 

Unlike Willmore, however, the other characters and the 

audience see Blunt for the fool he must play. His masquerade 

only confuses himself. He misreads the signs and words of 
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others, so that he becomes an accessory to his own duping. 

When Lucetta gets him to her house, her language betrays the 

play's preoccupation: "But now love is all the business of my 

soul" (3.2.3-4). It· s business for Blunt as well, as he 

attempts to be more cavalier, to be more appealing for the 

sale. His language falls into the same metaphors of con

fusion: Lucetta is marriageable yet a whore; he is a poten

tial husband, yet a potential buyer, yet a potential pur

chase. One speech shows the blurring of distinctions in 

Blunt's discourse: "this one night's enjoyment with her will 

be worth all the days I ever passed in Essex. Would she go 

with me into England, though to say truth, there's plenty of 

whores already. Put a box on 'ern, they are such mercenary 

prodigal whores that the want such a one as this, that's free 

and generous, to give 'ern good examples" (3.2.23 -2 8). "Worth" 

is a floating signifier here, applying to both Lucetta and 

Blunt. She is both whore and purchaser in Blunt's confused 

economy, just as he too plays both roles. His inability to 

distinguish in the masquerade makes him vulnerable to tricks 

and ridicule. 

Blunt's question is always, as he says as he is tricked, 

"What dost thou take me for?" (3.3.8). Undressed, in the 

dark, he is a pathetic figure; his own definitions of value 

are taken, his own methods of judgement are destroyed, and he 

falls into the stage trap he has set for himself. As he 
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slowly realizes the trick, he says, "Sure I'm enchanted!" 

(3.3.23), the call of Behn's fools like Haunce van Ezel. He 

is "taken"; his clothes, his money, his self are stripped 

from him. What's left is a man out of place, trying to reread 

the signs: "Oh, I'm a cursed puppy! 'Tis plain, fool was writ 

upon my forehead! She perceived it; saw the Essex calf there. 

For what allurements could there be in this countenance, 

which I can endure because I'm acquainted with it •... I am a 

dull believing English country fop" (3.4.7-14). He reac

quaints himself with his own theatrical role, referring to 

his own theatre of action. In Naples he is doomed to "be

lieve" the masquerade, even of himself. In England, or his 

version of home, he might not be tricked so badly, because 

the value of his squirearchical self is more clearly set: "I 

have a bill of exchange at home would have saved my credit" 

(3.4.20). In this masquerade world, however, he must play the 

fool. 

He can't help playing his part, even when he knows what 

it is. He seems to realize his own inability to perceive 

masquerade, his blurred vision confusing costume with self; 

yet that doesn't change his actions. Willmore enters the 

masquerade-world as a player and treats all he meets as such; 

Blunt, on the other hand, tries to essentialize, to distin

guish between "honest" women and those of less "quality." 

This attempt at judgement must fail, since his words and 
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definitions are muddled. The language runs together: "A fine 

ladylike whore to cheat me thus •.•• Oh, how I'll use all 

womankind hereafter!" (4.4.9-14). The folly of Blunt's role 

is in that "use." Where Willmore bargains, Blunt wishes to 

exploit; however, when he is exploited, he cries vengeance. 

The fool's anger causes him to call even the virtuous 

Florinda a "dissembling" witch; his idea of dissembling, 

however, is not the master-trope of the rest of the players. 

He makes his part clear again when he rages at the woman he 

misreads, "Is he ass to be cajoled again, think ye?" (4.5.-

82). Ned Blunt wishes to play the rake-hero, the Cavalier, 

but he cannot masquerade. He indeed is the ass to be cajoled 

again and again and again, because he does not have the 

powers of performance he needs to succeed. He can see the 

theater in which he acts, but he cannot step out of his 

blocking. 

Willmore by bargaining and selling can win; Blunt can do 

no more than survive. He ends as a figure in a masquerade he 

doesn't understand, wearing "a Spanish habit, looking very 

ridiculously." His clothes do mark his foolishness, and all 

the players conspire to keep him in his place and to maintain 

his illusions; even the romantic hero Belvile tells him, 

"Methinks 'tis well, and makes thee look e' en cavalier" 

(5.556) .4 Blunt cannot see himself, and those around him 

distort his reflection so that he may maintain his place. The 
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mistakes he makes don't affect him, and he finally can 

restate his project during the final scene of masquerade: 

" 'Adsheartlikins, would 'twere lawful to pull off their false 

faces, that I might see if my doxy were not amongst 'em" 

(5.565-66). Blunt wishes to pull off "false faces," to wrest 

off the masks of those who act around him. The violence of 

his metaphor corresponds to the violence he has assumed in 

trying to take another's place as he helps Willmore pull down 

Angellica; however, his language also holds the violence of 

frustration, since he cannot sell himself in the market. 

Blunt cannot produce the specular illusion of the seducer, so 

he cannot create himself as the wares to be purchased. Unable 

to buy, he also isn't worth being bought. 

Angellica and Blunt thus become an odd couple within the 

patriarchal theater, because both serve to show off the more 

skilled actors and traders Hellena and Willmore. Both are 

figures of surplus, as Angellica consumes excess sexual 

energy and Blunt consumes the leavings of the rake-hero's 

role. Their production of illusion, however, is limited; they 

eventually convince only themselves. Angellica can replace 

herself within a limited position of authority, of course, 

and she has a better part to play; Blunt remains the fool. 

Behn's comic reconstitution thus values the whore above the 

fool, since Angellica acts with everyone else while Blunt is 

merely acted upon and around. Willmore as rake hero bargains 
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to sweeten his own exploitation in the marriage market; Blunt 

as rake fool simply is exploited. 

In The Rover, the limits of patriarchal economy and 

theater are finally reinforced. As Behn writes her world, she 

reconstitutes the position of the players but does not 

rewrite the rules of play. Her reconstitution of economy and 

theater provides a clearer understanding of the rake-hero's 

status as commodity and the fool's desire to be one; she also 

presents female characters who trade as openly and with as 

much power as the male players. Such reconstitution is also 

a project· of Behn's sequel, The Rover, Part II. However, 

where the first play establishes the limits of their systems, 

the sequel will seem to attempt to break them. Such attempts 

will not succeed. 

The Rover, Part II: Playing to and for Commodities 

"Love still, like Death, does to one Center tend" 

-- Willmore in The Rover Part II 

If The Rover has established the limits of a patriarchal 

theater and economy, then The Rover Part II pushes against 

and on such limits. Willmore's sale of himself in the 

marriage market in The Rover marks the inevitability of 

selling one's body in such a system of exchange; Hellena uses 

her knowledge of trading to bargain for her own benefit; 

Angellica loses when she tries to move outside the economic 
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definitions of role and market. After what might seem to be 

reaffirmation of the underlying patriarchal structure, as 

Behn reconstitutes but does not question the market, the 1681 

Rover II delves deeper into the problematics of the intrigue 

world. Behn heightens the audience's knowledge of the links 

between the first work and the sequel, but each link is then 

twisted and broken. She plays with the plots and the struc

tures of intrigue, the geometry of characters en tableaux; 

the familiar comedy thus is estranged and made frightening. 

Part of such estrangement comes with the paradox of 

masquerade. Costume and role obscure the body, providing 

radically unsettling signs not tied to a perceptible signifi

er. Castle's work on masquerade emphasizes the problem as 

well as the reinscription of identity with costume: II [It] was 

inevitably freighted with disturbing symbolic potential. It 

bespoke the possibility of astonishing transfigurations, and 

of a world perennially open to reconstitution II (55). While 

The Rover suggests that such transfiguration can give 

economic and plotting power to a player, The Rover, Part II 

emphasizes the alienation which accompanies it. Intrigue's 

power to decenter identity, and its complications of inter

pretation, mark The Rover II. The play's ending gestures to 

some of the treacherous as well as liberating possibilities 

that corne with masquerade and transfiguration. 

The historical circumstances discussed in her Prologue 
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clarify some of Behn's preoccupations in this sequel. As when 

she wrote The Feign'd Curtezans, she writes after the politi

cal repercussions of the Popish Plot and the Exclusion 

Crisis, when to a royalist, politics and statecraft "tho by 

different ways the Fever seize,/ In all 'tis one and the same 

Mad Disease" (Prologue). In a time of plotting fever, the 

stage--and a writer of intrigue--seemingly are supplanted. 

When they break the boundaries of the theater, intrigue and 

masquerade render any understanding of established political 

order difficult; or at least for Behn, they have threatened 

the royalist stability (itself only twenty years old) which 

has enabled the stage to represent the unstable world of 

intrigue. 

Behn then dedicates the prologue to "the Almighty 

Rabble" who usurp the professionals' place. Her trenchant (if 

conventional) gibe at the Whiggish plotters, along with her 

fulsome dedicatory epistle to the Duke of York, might suggest 

that The Rover II upholds all the conservative Cavalier 

virtues. In fact, as Markley notes in his important article 

on her Tory comedies of 1681 and 1682, she wants to emphasize 

the "polemical nature of comedy" (12); in her dedication to 

The city Heiress, in which she talks about the "rabble" she 

addresses in The Rover II's prologue, she says she will teach 

Tory values by "plain Demonstration." Such "Demonstration," 

however, is perhaps not quite as plain as she announced. 
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The Rover II complicates the issues of masquerade, self, 

and commodification that inform the first play. If The Rover 

shows how women may trade as easily as men in an economy 

which makes all participants commodities, its sequel asks if 

trading for selves, and its corresponding intrigue, might be 

abolished. The question itself is a radical one, but Behn's 

answer is not; the possibility of escape becomes less likely, 

as she rehearses the methods of entrapment wi thin theater and 

economy. Those complications of plotting veil both an 

anarchic impulse to escape the oppressive economy and the 

boundaries which check such escape. 

Such veiling has created critical disagreement about the 

shift of Behn I s purpose and tone between the two plays. 

Kavenik, interestingly, sees the sequel as a softer, harmless 

farce; the effect of the "mad Disease" of the intervening 

years between the first play and the sequel is that lithe 

Willmore of Rover II .•. pose[s] no threat to social order ...• 

the reign of anarchy is pastil (189).5 Others see the proli

feration of plots and characters as emphasis of the themes 

raised in the first play. Such emphasis itself leads to 

strikingly different readings. Rogers, who has seen Willmore 

as a destructive figure, argues that such a retreat from 

anarchy brings patriarchal force back with a vengeance: 

"Willmore is even more exploitative of women here than he was 

in part 1 .••. when she [La Nuche] hands herself and her money 
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over to Willmore, although she must realize that he will use 

and discard her, her self-destructive decision is presented 

as womanly and right" (22). Pearson, on the other hand, 

continues her positive view of the role of the prostitutes in 

both plays: they are "romantic subversives, exposing by their 

frank emotion the hypocritical and mercenary nature of 

'respectable' society" (165). For both Rogers and Pearson, 

The Rover II develops, if not over-extends, the nature of the 

first play. 

I would suggest that such development and over-extension 

in the sequel is itself thematic, pointing to the constitu

tive nature of plot and intrigue. Pearson's definition of 

prostitute as "romantic subversive" is a fine place to start, 

especially considering Willmore with La Nuche; when Willmore 

exploits others, it is the prostitute's exploitation of trick 

as well as self. Willmore's and La Nuche's attempt to break 

away from such exploitation, however, is not glamorous; it is 

"romantic" only if one feels that a poverty-filled life 

following the drum carries that description. Nor does the 

ending ensure the success of their proposed experiment; 

rather, it gestures to a possibility outside the theater, 

outside the economy, which cannot be seen and is undercut by 

what has been dramatized. It is perhaps the final example of 

masquerade in the two plays of intrigue: Willmore and La 

Nuche end by playing "free" lovers, but they are still 
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inscribed within the structures which have defined them. 

The Rover begins with its most confined characters, 

Hellena and Florinda, preparing to break out of their roles. 

In the sequel, the men are the ones preparing to make the 

break; they are the play's initial focus. Unlike the first 

play, however, no traditional hero such as Belvile exists to 

counterpoint the rake hero and fool (those closely aligned 

figures Willmore and Blunt, the male characters who reappear 

alone in the sequel). Here, all major male characters are 

involved with and defined by intrigue, and their places in 

the complicated plotting of relationships confines them, as 

the women have been confined in the first play. Such con

striction is evident in two of the play's most prominent 

triangles, in which Willmore competes against the same rakish 

rival, Beaumond; he plays against Beaumond to win La Nuche, 

and he is the object of desire for Beaumond's witty fiancee 

Ariadne. Willmore now jousts with a rival who also deals in 

wit and masquerade, and such competition forces him to be 

much cleverer, even more skilled as an actor, than he has 

been in The Rover. 

Such competition also means that he must change identi

ties, or even more startling, shift shapes. Willmore's 

performance of the mountebank places him wi thin the nar

rative: one who diverts, challenges, and fools wits and gulls 

alike. 6 His tricks work against not only his rival Beaumond 
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but also his traditional foil Blunt and the sequel's new 

buffoon Sir Nicholas Fetherfool. As Willmore and Beaumond 

fight for supremacy within the rakish triangles, so do Blunt 

and Fetherfool compete for ways to change their own identi

ties, to move out of their conventional roles; they too seek 

to manipulate, masquerade, be what they are not. Their 

inability to change in one sense marks the prisonhouse of the 

theater, but Willmore's own reliance on the tools of his 

performing talents--scripting, self-direction and recasting-

complicates his eventual movement towards escape. It seems as 

much a prison for the master as it is for the fool, just as 

in The Rover the patriarchal economy constrains both man and 

woman. Masquerade, or its performance, is detachment, 

separating an actor's identity from the sign which might 

reveal it. Has Willmore, through his bargain with La Nuche, 

established a new way to create the self? Or, do the limits 

of the patriarchal theater still inform the way the charac

ters construct and play their roles? It seems that the 

language of intrigue may not allow the characters to escape 

the words, plots, and signs by which they "identify" themsel

ves. 

These questions trouble any reading of Willmore, who 

(more clearly than in The Rover itself) is the main charac

ter. Paradox marks his appearance from the beginning of the 

play; his contradictions of identity and performance confuse 
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his identification. He arrives penniless, out of campaign, 

and worse (in his terms), still constant to the whore La 

Nuche who has bled him of the money Hellena left him. He 

speaks in the heightened tropes, the attempts to rewrite the 

language of control, that he last used with Angellica when he 

bargained for a reduction in price: "Oh Fortune! Cursed blind 

mistaken Fortune! eternal Friend to Fools! Fortune, that 

takes the noble Rate from Man, to place it on her Idol 

Interest" (1.1). He complains about the dual nature of 

fortune, as fate and as credit, which has sustained him in 

the first play. His lines can be read as both a protest 

against the fetishizing of monetary value and as implication 

in such fetishizing; Willmore expresses his disgust at the 

economy in economic metaphor. The word takes on yet another 

meaning here; Fortune is also La Nuche, the figure of the 

night who has redistributed his particular stock of economic 

and sexual credit. 

If the patriarchal economy is invoked from Willmore's 

first lament, so too is emphasis on the theater in which he 

plays. He speaks the language of the Rover--the words of the 

inconstant, insatiable rake--but his language reveals a kind 

of constancy to La Nuche. Her own seemingly inaccessible self 

marks the inaccessibility of any actor in an intrigue, for 

there may not, probably will not, be a match between body and 

the masquerades which conceal and reveal it: "for she's a 
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Devil, tho her form be Angel" (1.1). Denatured of the reli

gious implications Harold Weber finds in such expressions of 

Jacobean misogyny, Willmore's trope marks the problem of 

reading intrigue; the reversals between the present body and 

absent character or characters finally point only to each 

other. Willmore then explicitly marks such a reversal, as he 

complains of the two-months' soldiering away from the object 

of his desire: "That Absence makes me think of her so much" 

(1.1). Such a complaint, of course, is the cliche of hearts 

growing fonder, but his expression also underscores the 

tensions of acting. 

without her self or her bodYI willmore is desperate, and 

his desperation reveals itself in his attempt to give La 

Nuche another identity: Hellena. He wishes to sUbstitute for 

a previous sUbstitution: "Give me a Woman, Ned, a fine young 

amorous Wanton, who would allay this Fire that makes me rave 

thus, and thou shouldst find me no longer particular, but 

cold as Winter-Nights to this La Nuche: Yet since I lost my 

little charming Gipsey, nothing has gone so near my heart 

since" (1.1). The reversals within this complicated sentence 

mark the tension between presence and absence, when his 

avowal of lack of particularity only reinforces it. He first 

mentions Woman in the abstract, which leads him back to the 

absent La Nuche, which then leads him back to Hellena. Such 

sUbstitution leads the audience back to the framing world of 
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the theater and the first production of The Rover; Mrs. 

Barry, who first played Hellena, now plays La Nuche. will

more's sUbstitution of La Nuche echoes the re-placement of 

the roles of virgin/wife and prostitute onstage. 

willmore too wishes to re-place an identity outside the 

financial and social limits which constrain a penniless 

captain. The economy he seeks to change is the same which has 

given him Fortune (or fortune). He echoes his old Rover 

lines, perhaps ironically, as he asks Beaumond "how the price 

of Pleasure goes." Beaumond' s reply marks the stasis inherent 

in the systems which define them: "at the old Rates still; he 

gives most is happiest, some few there are for Love!" (1.1). 

Willmore's body (his "Heart and Sword") are his only stock 

for trading, as he has claimed before, and he sounds again 

the familiar note: "Damn it, I hate a Whore that asks me 

Mony" (1.1). The tools of an actor like Willmore are his body 

and his props; he seeks to move outside the masquerade while 

still using the tools which allow him to succeed within it. 

Success here is different than in The Rover; he desires 

to penetrate the mystery of identity, to connect the detach

ment of character and role which is intrigue; he wishes to 

recognize both in one identity. Such a project is implicated, 

however, in the methods of viewing and misviewing the signs 

of intrigue. Willmore's scene at church, where he at once is 

La Nuche's audience and critic while Ariadne and the boys 
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watch his act, presents a tableau of such (mis)interpreta

tion. Each character plays, watches, and critiques, and the 

simultaneous detachment and engagement dizzy and confuse each 

player. Willmore's commentary reveals the interplay between 

recognition and gaze: "she saw he [Fetherfool] was a Cully 

fit for Game--who would not be a Rascal to be rich, a Dog, an 

Ass, a beaten, harden'd Coward--by Heaven, I will possess 

this gay Insensible, to make me hate her--most extremely 

curse her" (1.1). He speaks to himself and to the audience, 

who also sees and wishes to recognize, but the paradoxes of 

identif ication continue to bleed together. He moves from 

discussing the possession of the "Insensible" form of the 

actor, to break through the role to the body beneath, to 

railing; both discussion and passion take on animal and 

outcast characteristics. The problematic status of a trans

cendent identity--if one can perceive unity when one already 

is always doubled, if such unity indeed exists--charges his 

attack on and to La Nuche within the same speech: " ... with 

what Face canst thou be devout, or ask any thing from thence 

[Heaven], who hast made so leud a use of what it has already 

lavish'd on thee?" (1.1). His language, emphasizing the 

"Face" which cannot be read, denies the transcendent even as 

it appeals to the transcendent for authority. 

La Nuche's reply explicitly reinscribes herself as 

actress, against the possession which would make her an 
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animal. She rejects any authority of transcendence as she 

rejects his limitations: "You would have a Mistress like a 

Squirrel in a Cage, always in Action" (1.1). La Nuche's 

refusal emphasizes her wish to choose her own roles, but that 

illusion of choice still is a cage. She talks of her charac

ter as if it is detached, slipping between audience and per

former: " Well, Captain, I have known the time when La Nuche 

was such a Wit, such a Humour, such a Shape, and such a Voice 

(tho to say truth I sing but scurvily) 'twas Comedy to see 

and hear me" (1.1). Willmore seems to pursue only an ex

terior, she suggests, as she runs through those exterior 

masks and tools she has used. Her reflexive wit may refer to 

Mrs. Barry's previous incarnation as" Hellena as well, and in 

doing so it associates identity with performances past and 

present. 

Willmore charges that fetishizing vision as the way to 

read performance and masquerade renders impossible a sense of 

a contained self: "At first you lik'd me too, you saw me gay, 

no marks of Poverty dwelt in my Face or Dress, and then I was 

the dearest loveliest Man--all this was to my outside; Death, 

You made love to my Breeches, caress' d my Garniture and 

Feather" (1.1). She sees and has seen only the decorations of 

the role, rather than the actor himself; worse, she privi

leges the social role over the actor: ,,-- , Sheart, I have 

known a Woman doat on Quality, tho he has stunk thro all his 
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Perfumes; one who never went all to Bed with her, but left 

his Teeth, an Eye, false Back and Breast, sometimes his 

Palate too upon her Toilet, whilst her fair Arms hug'd the 

dismembered Carcase, and swore him all Perfection, because of 

Quality" (1.1). The violent description of this Monster of 

Quality sets up Willmore's own shape-shifting as he plays the 

mountebank, the "operator" who will manipulate the "Lady 

Monsters." He paradoxically emphasizes his intimate connec

tion with the detachment (which recalls dismemberment) of 

acting, even as he rej ects it in another. The argument 

between La Nuche and Willmore, played out in church, renders 

ironic the attempts to escape theater and masquerade; both 

implicate themselves further as they seek to deny that 

performance which constitutes them. 

The complications of intrigue, and both characters' 

engagement in them, suggest that Willmore and La Nuche may 

not be able to escape the systems which define them. They not 

only both participate in intrigue, but they also must work 

with their past histories of commodification. La Nuche's role 

as courtesan is of course an issue, since Willmore tries to 

convince her of her profession's unnaturalness. However, in 

her alienation of identity (to use Gallagher's definition of 

the prostitute's ability to make property of self), she is 

like him. . or he is like her. The arguments about the 

business of love corne from two whores whose acting makes them 
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marketable. When La Nuche charges, "I have known you as 

confidently put your hands into your Pockets for Money in a 

Morning, as if the Devil had been your Banker, when you knew 

you put 'em off at Night as empty as your Gloves," he 

replies, "And it may be found Money there too" (1.1). This 

exchange collapses the distance between performing and 

whoring, as if acting alone can procure money. It also is 

difficult to tell who is the trick and who the prostitute; 

her knowledge suggests that she has paid him as much as he 

has paid her. Willmore and La Nuche are similar, as her gibe 

indicates: "would it turn to account think ye, Captain, to 

trick and dress, to receive all would enter? faith, Captain, 

try the trade" (1.1). Of course Willmore has tried and 

succeeded at "the trade" of bodies as commodities; he has 

managed "to trick and dress," to masquerade for profit. Such 

past success carries over, further implicating him in the 

systems he wishes to leave. 

In fact, he uses masquerade for profit soon after his 

opening arguments with La Nuche; he becomes a "mountebank," 

an "operator," a magician who is larger than life (if not 

larger than theater). The tonics he hawks, like "Coward's 

Comfort" or the "amorous Pouder" which restores and attracts, 

are extrinsic applications which would give "Quality" (2.1); 

they are tonics of masquerade, where one changes character by 

changing one's exterior. His own acting of the mountebank is 
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an extrinsic application of a different "Quality." When he 

plays that role, he places himself as the master direc

tor/playwright/leading man onstage. 

His deceptions as a matter of course will take in Blunt 

and Fetherfool, two characters who wish for extrinsic solu

tions to their intrinsic foolishness, but even more distur

bing is his deception of La Nuche. In character, he "reads" 

her fortune; such reading, however, is bloody-minded scrip

ting of a tragedy, of inescapable (loss of) Fortune: "I must 

confess you're ruin'd if you yield, and yet not all your 

Pride, not all your Vows, your Wit, your Resolution, or your 

cunning, can hinder him from conquering absolutely: your 

stars are fixt, and Fate irrevocable" (3.1). The list of her 

qualities is the list of her acting talents, and he claims 

that the fluidity of her masquerade identity, the tension 

between presence and absence off which she plays, cannot save 

her from the harsh limits of the patriarchal theater. She is 

"ruin'd" as a whore if she falls in love; she is "ruin'd" as 

a woman if she allows the man to gain the sexual advantage. 

Willmore's reading is challenged, however, as she asserts her 

own power of playing: "No, --I will controul my stars and 

Inclinations; and tho I love him more than Power or Interest, 

I will be Mistress of my fixt Resolves--One Question more-

Does this same Captain, this wild happy Man love me?" (3.1). 

Her alternate script suggests that one can "fix" one's 
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character, and that hers would be as "Mistress" of her role. 

Her final question about "the same Captain" would fix him as 

Wit, paradoxically as the Rover who cannot be "fixt," but she 

speaks to a Captain who is not "the same," who has chosen a 

more powerful role. 

The player subsumes the lover in Willmore's reply to La 

Nuche I s question: "I do not--find--it here--only a pos

sibility incourag'd by your Love" (3.1). Meaning is difficult 

to determine in his halting words. He does not . . . what? 

find his own fixed identity? Can he speak for "the same 

captain" when he is playing a magician, infinitely mutable? 

An essential statement seems to be impossible, entangled as 

they both are in their intrigue. Seeing the entanglement, La 

Nuche replies, "Damn your false art" (3.1); in this most 

problematic of scenes, the "false art" of theatrically 

constructed identity suggests that such construction does not 

provide stability. Although identity is fluid and thus 

powerful within a masquerade, ever shifting with interpreter 

and scene, masquerade itself is impossible to escape. What is 

left is "the possibility incourag I d by [her] Love," the 

possibility of rewriting roles to accommodate new vision. 

When Willmore reappears as himself in Act 3, however, he 

does not manage such a rewrite. He and La Nuche replay their 

arguments of a "faithless Tongue," recognition of a perfor

mance tool which also marks the inability to believe a fellow 
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masquerader. The tableau created is of two characters trapped 

into acting together; each tries to leave the scene, but each 

is held by the other. Although power shifts from moment to 

moment within the scene, they cannot escape. They are frozen 

into their roles of Rover and Whore. Such a third-act tableau 

sets up the fourth act, which sees the "return" of the Rover 

of the first play. Willmore seeks out other women, most 

notably Ariadne, as he carouses through the night; scenes 

shift without scene change, the couples shift as the intri

gues complicate each other, and finally Willmore's own 

comment reflexively sets up the act's project: "They take me 

for some other, this was lucky" (4.1). 

The farcical confusions of identity become more and more 

radical, as fluidity becomes chaos. La Nuche's own reading of 

her partners and herself shifts in this scene, as she debates 

the value of performance and costume to determine "quality" 

and self. Her own formulations, such as "Damn all dissembling 

now, it is too late" (4.1), can be read as paradox; "dissem

bling" may be "too late" to work in this situtation, but it 

also seems "too late," too established, to be eliminated. She 

posits that "Love" may be an absolute, a center in a perfor

mance-world without any other "fixt" meaning, but that 

argument itself is immediately substituted by her wish to "be 

wise, be rich" (4.1). "Interest" and intrigue may be as 

tyrannous as love, which seeks to destroy her own creation of 
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identity. All alternatives seem to enslave and inscribe the 

roles that the characters play. 

Such enslavement, which is the negative power of perfor

mance, at first seems to be resolved at the beginning of Act 

V, when the stage directions note: "[ La Nuche on her Couch in 

an Undress, Willmore at her Feet, on his Knees, all unbrac'd: 

his Hat, Sword, & on the table, at which she is dressing her 

Head] ." The two appear to have retreated beyond stage and 

intrigue to a place, a "center", where their parts can be 

discarded. "Undress," "unbrac'd": they no longer are armed 

for the battle which economy and theater force. The audience 

sees them vulnerable because apparently unmasked, in the 

state which Behn privileges in her poem "The Golden Age"--but 

such vulnerability in The Rover II is already, if not always, 

contaminated. La Nuche is "dressing her Head," putting on the 

intrigue as she puts on the signs of her character. The stage 

directions do not present La Nuche and Willmore within their 

freedom as lovers; ~he stage demands that they still play 

their parts. In fact, the character of Willmore himself in 

this play is a repeat performance for Behn's successful stage 

commodity, selling identity again onstage. The inability to 

escape the frame, even in this scene which at first suggests 

such escape, influences any reading of the scenes which 

follow; the final act's "escape" also is enclosed by its 

frame, making the final freedom a gesture out to what could 
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not be shown and perhaps could not be imagined. 

Willmore's language changes as he sets up his new 

bargain with La Nuche. He is no longer the Rover; when La 

Nuche explains that she gladly will sleep with him but also 

will sleep with Beaumond for her profit, he cannot agree. He 

moves into blank verse, seeking to "possess," to find a 

center: "Damn the base trash: I'll have thee poor, and mine; 

/ 'Tis nobler far, to starve with him thou lov'st, / Than gay 

without, and pining all within" (5.1). Here he still speaks 

in patriarchal terms of ownership, but his restatement of his 

offer is more explicit and far more radical: "Child, for me, 

I carryall about me, and that by Heaven is thine: I'll 

settle all upon thee, but my Sword, and that will buy us 

Bread. I've two led horses, too, one thou shalt manage, and 

follow me thro Dangers" (5.1). This is not profit but exis

tence; they will leave the theater, the masquerade, to go 

into "Dangers"--the dangers of escape. 

She finally accepts his offer: "now I am yours, and 0' er 

the habitable World will follow you, and live and starve by 

turns, as Fortune pleases" (5.2). Her language uses the trope 

of Fortune, the controlling image in willmore's speech, to 

suggest the elimination of one of its connotations: its 

profit, its engagement in the patriarchal economy. Willmore 

responds, "give me thy Hand, no Poverty shall part us. 

[Kisses her] so now here's a Bargain made without the 
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formal Foppery of Marriage" (5.2). They might seem to have 

abandoned masquerade and the signs of an intrigue-world, as 

they seal their "Bargain" with their bodies and leave behind 

the "Foppery" of costume and mask. However, to reach this 

bargain, they have had to return to that masquerade which has 

enslaved them. Willmore again is playing the mountebank, to 

bedevil the fools and thieves and to wrap up a few subplots. 

In fact, night (which serves masquerade) brings them toge

ther. In the darkness, they do not recognize each other; they 

come together by accident, after choosing others. Willmore 

and La Nuche are still constructed by their participation in 

masquerade. Their seeming escape from the roles which define 

them may be only a gesture; Behn cannot write their escape in 

the economy and theater which control them and her. 

Willmore's final speech evokes the problematics of such 

apparent escape. In his comment on Ariadne's surrender to a 

rather different "Fortune," he says, " You have a hankering 

for Marriage still, but I am for Love and Gallantry. So tho 

by several ways we gain our End,/ Love still, like Death, 

does to one center tend" (5.2). He yokes together a contra

dictory set of goals, "Love and Gallantry"; the first 

suggests the escape he and La Nuche plan, but "Gallantry" 

sounds remarkably like the Rover of old, an echo of role and 

its associations which he may not be able to leave behind. 

His connection of love and death "to one Center tend[ing]" 
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reiterates the idea that only through the body can one escape 

masquerade, doubleness and detachment--but the wholeness is 

illusory, a tendency rather than an established fact. His 

trope does not reach a resolution, a "fixt" center. Thus, he 

only speaks toward such a tidy ending. 

The multiplicity of "Fortune" which rules this play 

finally seems to reinforce the patriarchal economy and 

theater which its characters seek to escape. Indeed, Willmore 

and La Nuche are not the only characters who desire new roles 

in a new economy of desire. The rake Beaumond and the witty 

virgin Ariadne also desire their own definitions of character 

and role, their own escape from the parts they have been 

given. His father and her mother have arranged their mar

riage; the two are both young, attractive, witty 

seemingly a perfect theatrical match. Although both theater 

and economy would place them together, the characters wish to 

choose and intrigue for themselves. Beaumond wants the 

economic distance and control of a relationship wi th La 

Nuche; Ariadne wants a "Friend at any Price that I could love 

and trust" (2.2), and more specifically she wants to buy 

Willmore, as Hellena does in The Rover. Neither will be able 

to accomplish the goals they set. 

The scenes between Willmore and Ariadne parody the 

scenes between Willmore and Hellena; arguments are rehashed, 

language is reused, and poses are restruck. Ariadne is the 
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aggressor; she pursues him, changing . attitude and mask to 

match him. Their talk also matches the discussions of 

marriage and business that have characterized Willmore and 

Hellena. He is not willing to buy or be sold, wanting to 

avoid words like "Value and a Rate": "Name not those Words, 

they grate my Ears like Jointure, that dull conjugal Cant 

that frights the generous Lover" (2.1). He is talking of "Bug 

words" again, as he did with Hellena; language has the power 

to set the parameters of a relationship, and it can mask the 

realities of the body. Willmore continues: 

Rate--Death, let the old Dotards talk of Rates, and pay 

it t'atone for the Defects of Impotence. Let the sly 

stateman, who j il ts the Commonweal th with his grave 

Politicks, pay for the sin, that he may doat in secret; 

let the brisk fool inch out his scanted sense with a 

large Purse more eloquent than he: but tell me not of 

Rates, who bring a Heart, Youth, vigor, and a Tongue to 

sing the Praise of every single Pleasure thou shalt give 

me. (2.1) 

The similarities of restatement are fairly clear; what is 

different is Willmore's tone and construction. Here he does 

not seem just to deflect Ariadne's topic, but to develop an 

opposition for his views; for the first time, he speaks 

politically, ironically, with his linking of "Dotards, " 

"Fools," and Roundheads as those only who must resort to 
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business. He instead offers the body as security; in the 

context of this second play, however, his offer belongs to La 

Nuche more than to Ariadne. 

The business of love, which may be marriage or prostitu

tion (the distinction finally is a false one for Willmore, as 

it is for Behn) , obscures the body, introducing intrigue into 

the simplest exchange. He wishes to claim that women have 

created such juxtaposition of the financial and natural, and 

his list of such "Jargon, or Gibberish" moves from the 

business to masquerade: "Value, Rate, Present, Interest, 

Settlement, Advantage, Price, Mainetenance, and the Devil and 

all Fopperies, which in plain Terms signify ready Money" 

(2.1). Such cataloging of business language is characteristic 

of the old Rover, but Willmore here also grapples with what 

the language "signifies" in "plain Terms," without the 

intrigue which disguises a central meaning. However, he too 

is implicated in the intrigue; is business "Foppery," an 

accessory of affectation, or is it inextricable in a patriar

chal economy? He follows his list, which suggests he wishes 

to break from the frame, with an old metaphor which rein

scribes him within it: "an honest well-meaning Merchant of 

Love finds no Credit amongst ye, without his Bill of Lading" 

(2.1). He still plays "the Merchant of Love", but the 

possibility of honesty and "well-meaning" is only that--

something outside the systems which constitute him. His 
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alliance with the courtesan rather than the witty virgin, 

however, allows him to move closer to those boundaries. 

Not only Willmore's context but the witty virgin herself 

have changed. Ariadne plays along, as Hellena did, but she is 

not as clear about her own goals. She swings between rejec

tion and courtship of marriage as advantage, but she can't 

decide how she will provide for herself: "No Faith, Sir, 

Maids of my Quality expect better Jointures than a Buff-Coat, 

Scarf and Feather; such Portions as mine are better ornaments 

in a Family than a Captain and his Commission" (4.1). She 

reduces Willmore to his parts, but these parts are exterior, 

part of the masquerade which is social discourse. Hellena has 

used the rules of the economy and theater; Ariadne is caught 

up in the intrigue which surrounds both. 

Her entrapment within theater and economy extends to the 

rakish Beaumond as well. Both, like Willmore and La Nuche, 

are witty, aware of the frames which organize identity; 

unlike the other couple, however, they cannot even appear to 

escape the authority of the theatrical and patriarchal match. 

Masquerade for them finally is business, mirroring their own 

desires, and this limited mercantile vision dooms them to 

each other. They are the foils for WIllmore and La Nuche's 

attempt to escape, as they reenact the struggle and its final 

impossibility. Such theatrical inevitability plays out most 

clearly in their Act 2 mirror scene. 
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Ariadne and Beaumond reflect the problematics of acting 

in this scene. Indeed, they reflect against each other, and 

these reflections mark the boundaries of the economy and 

theatre against which they rail. They act for each other and 

for the audience; the disjunctions between their acts, their 

personalities, appear even sharper because they play within 

Ariadne's chamber, before the mirror, as they dress and 

undress. Costume and body, masquerade and role: the play's 

preoccupations are restated here. 

Ariadne desires to know, as does Beaumond. They desire 

to know the Other, to escape the selves they see reflected in 

each other. Both players seek to intrigue, to achieve their 

own goals through manipulation of role, but this will not be 

possible. Ariadne plots to know the rake-figure who by 

opposition defines Beaumond the husband. She makes the 

comparison clear, in terms of "quality" and "address": "I'd 

have a Lover rough as Seas in Storms, upon Occasion; I hate 

your dull temperate Lover, 'tis such a husbandly quality, 

like Beaumond's addresses to me, whom neither Joy nor Anger 

puts in motion; or if it do, 'tis visibly forced" (2.2). Her 

evaluation is clear: Beaumond's acting is noticeable, 

"visibly forced," and thus less skillful than Willmore's. 

such a distinction raises a crucial question: does masquer

ade, which is the physical glorification of pretense, rely on 

the whole-hearted belief in pretense? For Ariadne, it would 
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seem so; she desires one who will play better, as she plans 

a trip to "the Conjurer", "the Cunning Man," who can tell her 

fortune with Willmore (since it's willmore disguised, of 

course). In fact, she explicitly values the ability to play 

together, to play with and against him: "Let him be the 

Devil, I'll try his Skill, and to that end will put on a Suit 

of my Cousin Endymion •... we'll fit ourselves and away--Go 

haste whilst I dress" (2.2). She wishes to "try his skill" at 

deception, at masquerade, and to do that she too must play-

a man, as so often Behn heroines do. 

Before she can don that costume, however, the one whose 

skill she really must try is Beaumond; both must "fit [their] 

sel ves," thus recreating role to suit the paradox of the body 

within masquerade. Their mirror scene ironically denies the 

freedoms to which Willmore and La Nuche will gesture in Act 

5. Ariadne, "undressing before the Glass," would seem to 

return to the body, to an unmediated self, but such return is 

impossible. She is playing and reading her self in front of 

the glass; such reflection and estrangement presents private 

acting, for an audience of one. Beaumond too reinforces such 

alienation, as the stage direction notes: "Enter Beaumond 

tricking himself, and looks on himself" (2.2). He and Ariadne 

are seeing the roles they play when they look at the glass, 

and when they look at each other. They mirror each other's 

desires and the entrapment within those desires. 
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Desire and denial, performance and self-reflection, 

inform this scene. Beaumond plays the lover for Ariadne when 

he wants La Nuche; Ariadne plays the lover for Beaumond when 

she wants Willmore. The audience can see the mirroring of 

action and can hear the echoes of each speech; both charac

ters emphasize the figures of acting and of deception. Just 

as they reflect their selves when they juxtapose mirror and 

partner, they reflect each other's deceptions and roles.~ 

preoccupation with costume connects itself to role in 

Beaumond I s and Ariadne's commentary. He swaggers in, singing, 

and cocks his hat, which provokes Ariadne to note the paradox 

of his role and performance: "So, here's the saucy freedom of 

a Husband Lover" (2.2). He's playing two seemingly anti

thetical roles, husband and lover, and the reflection of each 

defines and confuses the other. After she mentions his 

oppositions, he articulates the further problem of costume 

and role: "Damn this English Dog of a Perriwig-maker, what an 

ungainly Air it gives the Face, and for a Wedding Perriwig 

too --how dost thou like it, Ariadne?[Uneasy]" (2.2). He 

blames the wig for the look of the body, the "Air it gives 

the Face"; to complicate his concerns further, the wig 

defines the role he least wishes to play. It is the confla

tion of role, body and costume which troubles him and 

Ariadne. They will not be able to escape these central 

limitations of performance--and their inability to escape 
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underscores the problems inherent in willmore's and La 

Nuche's gestures outside the patriarchal theater. 

The limitations and definitions of performance organize 

their argument; while Beaumond and Ariadne ostensibly 

disagree about the nature of business and love, their real 

disagreements come from the script and the performance 

choices made. Beaumond claims that he will not play the lover 

when it is inappropriate: "Thy Mother and my Uncle have 

agreed the Matter, and would it not look very sillily in me 

now to whine a tedious Tale of Love in your Ear, when the 

business is at an end? 'tis like saying a Grace when a Man 

should give Thanks." The appropriate response plays off the 

silly in his remark, as he suggests that his mercantile 

business as a husband precludes the stage business of a 

lover. Ariadne's reply chides him for misreading the script, 

and thus missing his cue: "Why did you not begin sooner 

then?" The question connects back to Willmore's and La 

Nuche's acting, they too lovers before the play begins; Behn 

does not show the beginning of love, or perhaps more ac

curately the assumption of role, within The Rover II. 

These players, the witty virgin and the rake who will be 

husband, are acting with the limitations of the theater but 

without their own ability to script. Beaumond complains of 

this forced improvisation: "Faith, Ariadne • I know 

nothing of the Design in hand; had I had civil warning, thou 
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shouldst have had as pretty smart Speeches from me, as any 

Coxcomb Lover of 'ern all could have made thee." Ariadne's 

rejoinder marks their likeness in youth and desire: "I shall 

never marry like a Jew in my own Tribe" (2.2). The scene 

establishes that they are the same "Tribe," and that the law 

of the market applies to them both; the theatrical logic 

demands that they remain yoked together. 

The exchange which makes Ariadne's being sold into 

marriage explicit also marks the sale of Beaumond, his 

inability to maneuver in an economy which supposedly he would 

control. After a long volley in which they name and evaluate 

the roles they could play, Ariadne seems to switch topics 

(and perhaps audience): "Death, who wou' d marry, who wou' d be 

chaffer'd thus, and sold to Slavery? I'd rather buy a Friend 

at any Price that I could love and trust." Behn's central 

theme of love as business repeats itself as Ariadne asks to 

become the buyer rather than the comrnodi ty; she is not 

rej ecting the system but her place wi thin it. Beaumond ' s 

reply places him as one as much tied to his economic valua

tion as she is: "Ay, could we but drive on such a Bargain" 

(2.2). Both wish to be the purchaser; both, playing out parts 

they have not chosen, are comrnodi ties to be traded. Even 

their participation in masquerade ironically serves to place 

them further within the economy and theater which exploits 

them. 
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Exploitation defines their characters, as Ariadne's 

delineation of the differences between husband and lover 

suggests. She critiques Beaumond's performance thus: "Oh how 

you talk and loo!{ in her [La Nuche' s] Presence! but when with 

me ••. How it's, cuz--then slap, on goes the Beaver, which 

being cock'd, you bear up briskly, with the second Part to 

the same Tune -- Harkye, sir, let me advise you to pack up 

your Trumpery and be gone" (2.2). She burlesques the sexual 

undercurrents in his performance, but these are just ges

tures, not the revelations of body beneath costume and role. 

He does not want her, but his character must perform as if he 

did; she does not want him, but her character must be jealous 

of his extra-curricular affairs. Thus, the ending of their 

scene must follow a formal course, whether or not (almost 

assuredly not) it presents the characters they've wished to 

play within the intrigue. 

As Ariadne says, "I must dissemble, or he'll stay all 

day to make his peace again." Both must dissemble, because 

each sees semblance rather than self. Beaumond' swords, 

speaking first to Ariadne and then to the audience, play out 

the two stereotypical responses of the rakish lover and the 

misogynist: "They [other women] are my Mirth, the business of 

my loose and wanton Hours; but thou art my Devotion, the 

grave, the solemn Pleasure of my Soul--Pox, would I were 

handsomly rid of thee too [Aside]" (2.2). Taking up the tired 
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metaphors of love and business again, he tries to perform 

freedoms he cannot act. La Nuche unites "Mirth" and "busi

ness," but Ariadne is "the grave;" she as wife, as buyer, 

kills his playing of the lover. Finally, they must carryon 

the intrigue; he leaves pretending to believe her jealousy, 

while she pretends to resent his attentions elsewhere. The 

perfect theatrical match is itself typecasting, a grave in 

which their alternative roles finally will be buried. 

Intrigue, which seems to liberate those acting selves 

bound by roles not chosen but given by convention, itself 

pushes Ariadne and Beaumond together in the end. Beaumond, 

still pursuing La Nuche, meets a lady in the dark, whom he 

assumes to be the courtesan waiting for Willmore; Ariadne, 

however, has taken her fortune ("a casket of Jewels") into 

her own control and is running to meet Willmore, the rake she 

herself has chosen. When Beaumond "sees" her, he embraces 

intrigue and its possibilities once more: "Hah, a Woman! 

Perhaps the same he [Willmore] looks for--I'll counterfeit 

his Voice and try my Chance--Fortune may set us even" (5.2). 

without knowing who each other is, the two go off together; 

Beaumond's inscription within masquerade, as he changes voice 

and self and responds to a name not his own, forces them back 

into the acting and business relationship they have sought to 

escape. Masquerade thus leads to Ariadne's and Beaumond's 

marriage, fulfilling the tyranny of a patriarchal theater's 
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script. 

Their marriage vows are performance, as their final 

exchange suggests. It is the end of night within the play, 

which also should mark the end of intrigue and masquerade, 

but Beaumond' s qualifications within his final speech present 

a union based on masquerade: " 'T is morning, let's horne, 

Ariadne, and try, if possible, to love so well to be content 

to marry; if we find that Amendment in our Hearts, to say we 

dare believe and trust each other, then let it be a Match" 

(5.3). They are playing with the illusion of choice, but that 

free choice is based on what is said, not necessarily felt; 

they are to "try, if possible," to attempt to "say we dare 

believe and trust." The emphasis is mine; they are to perform 

their union, to play "amendment in our Hearts." Ariadne's 

rejoinder reiterates the irony of their performance, as she 

says, "with all my Heart." They use the conventional language 

they've already rejected, pointing to the masquerade which 

continues. 

Ariadne and Beaumond play out the conventional roles 

even as they attempt to escape them; the liberating forces of 

the night have nevertheless revealed their forced performan

ces, their inescapable typecasting as the ones who will be 

married. Even Willmore and La Nuche, the characters who seem 

to escape, are still inscribed within the theater, still 

confined on the stage, still valued by the patriarchal system 
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of credits. Thus, Behn's desire to move outside the limits in 

her play-world which constrain all her actors (both male and 

female) only places her and her characters closer to the 

exits. None of them can leave. 

Behn's two plays about the Rover reveal the commodifica

tion, and the resulting difficulty of measuring role, self, 

or identity, inherent in the patriarchal theater and market

place. Such commodification does not apply only to the women 

who are openly considered exchange objects; the patriarchy 

also constrains men, who must play within the system just as 

the women do. Intrigue offers ways to manipulate power, as 

Behn shows us in The Rover; yet intrigue is self-referential, 

unable to escape the theater and marketplace in which it 

plays, as she then shows us in The Rover, Part II. As we will 

see in the next chapter, she will rewrite the possibilities 

and limitations of intrigue as she transforms the town comedy 

as well. She will play it again. 
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Notes to Chapter 3 

1. Robert Jordan discusses the extravagant rake as one 

who is exuberant, life-Ioving--one whose very excess makes him 

lovable. 

2. There are further interesting intrigue connections 

between Thomas Killigrew and Aphra Behn. He was the spymaster 

who sent Behn to Holland to renew her liaison with William 

scott (and who left her to languish without payment). As 

Chamberlain, he also aided Behn in her entrance into playwri

ting. See Goreau and Duffy for discussions of the Kil

ligrew/Behn connection. Indeed, one way to read Behn's 

appropriation of Killegrew's work is to see it as her taking 

payment. 

3. In John Barton's 1986 RSC production, in which he 

integrated parts of Killigrew's Thomaso with The Rover, he 

moved this crucial scene back in order that the rovers' 

entrance would be first. Jessica Munns in a Restoration 

article has pointed to the reassertion of patriarchal control 

in such rearrangement of the script. 

4. Other quartos A and B give the phrase as "en cava

lier"; the French pun adds yet another level of humorous 

masquerade to the picture of Blunt as fashion plate. The 

country squire is being compared to the stereotypical Cavalier 

idea of elegance, a Frenchman. 
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5. Kavenik's reading assumes that The Rover is indeed 

radical, but a critic like Richard Bevis argues that the first 

play is fantasy: "the playas a whole is set in the Cloud

cuckoo-land of European carnival comedy. If any Restoration 

drama merits Lamb's epithet 'the Utopia of gallantry,' it is 

The Rover" (91). I am amused at the idea of utopia which must 

be in force in such a reading. 

6. The link to Volpone as mountebank might be fruitful to 

pursue; such a connection at the least gives willmore an 

authority and a threat different from the exuberant rake's. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

The Powers Of Convention: 

Behn's Town Comedies 

Aphra Behn has been best known (when known at all) for 

her intrigue comedies, set in a mannered, foreign world such 

as her (fictional) Naples or Madrid, where issues of control 

and exchange of identity play out against a clearly 

theatricalized backdrop of masquerade. with such built-in 

distance between audience and action, her plays could present 

witty virgins masquerading as prostitutes (as in The Feign'd 

Curtezans) or Cavaliers leasing themselves as prostitutes (as 

in The Rover); her critique of the patriarchal economy, in 

which all participants of each sex are commodified, is more 

palatable when coded so recognizably as European, as 

intrigue, as Other. 

Behn also writes several plays about London society in 

which she extends her interest in the masquerades which 

constitute those distant revelries. critics often compare her 

town comedies unfavorably to those standards of 1670s wit

comedy, the plays of Wycherley and Etherege. 1 For one thing, 

she does not work wi thin the style of the acknowledged 

masters; she incorporates the same elements of farce and 

intrigue which characterize her other plays. Since she does 

not work within critics' most hallowed tradition of 

"Restoration comedy," then, she is placed below the men who 
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constitute our dramatis personae of their theater. 

I would suggest, however, that Behn's town-comedies (now 

enjoying a resurgence of popularity among critics) should be 

evaluated as extensions of her interest in intrigue and 

masquerade. She continues to work with central issues of 

identity: how it is constructed, how it is deconstructed, how 

it is owned and exchanged. The stage on which she works is 

now a more familiar one of London townhouses and slums, of 

English political and social references, but she still is 

exposing those who script, play, and transfer the social 

roles--those who hold the power of directing the plots, and 

those who must submit to that power. 

As Behn moves her stage from European carni val to 

English misrule, she also moves into more clearly defined 

critiques of political and social power. Her status as a 

"radical royalist," to cite Robert Markley's application of 

Christopher Hill's term (2), intensifies what would be 

conventional use of the Puritan citizen or alderman as the 

obstacles in the plots. In her reworking, these figures of 

the emerging bourgeoisie already represent institutional 

authority; they control money, estates, and the bodies of the 

beautiful young women they marry. Her shifting emphasis is 

clear, since in the intrigue comedies such obstacles do not 

appear. In her intrigue plays, their function--to represent 

the oppression primarily caused by aristocratic patriarchy--
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is ei ther displaced upon a brother or uncle, or omitted 

entirely. The town comedies thus grapple more openly with the 

(apparent) sources of repression and power: not only gender, 

but class. 

Part of the cast change from intrigue to town also 

concerns the female protagonists; they are no longer only the 

witty virgins like Hellena or Cornelia who control their own 

sale and purchase in marriage, or prostitutes like La Nuche 

who present and thus control their own bodies as property. 

Instead, they are married women. These London wives are tied 

to the Whig citizens, those older men who cannot appreciate 

or understand their performances. These women do not seem as 

free to create their identity as do the intrigue-heroines, 

those who control their own exchange. The heroines of the 

town comedies' task is to continue to control exchange of 

bodies and selves, when the patriarchal exchange itself would 

preclude their control. 

Such a shift in issues of control affects the figure of 

the rake as well. No longer is he the displaced Cavalier like 

Willmore, distanced from the political intrigue which has 

given him a name and a purpose; no longer is he the wandering 

rake, separated from his family, his patriarchal identity. 

Robert Markley, in his reading of Behn's "Tory comedies" of 

the early 1680s, has seen the royalist rake of intrigue and 

town as one and the same, a figure of potential equality: 
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"Seduction by the royalist rake represents woman's entry into 

a utopia of fulfilled desire and symbolic empowerment as an 

'equal.' This is why Behn's rake-heroes must be unmarried, 

exiles, sequestered, or otherwise disinherited royalists: 

paradoxically, they must stand outside of the economy of 

patriarchal inheritance and they must have the inherent power 

to bestow upon women a consensual freedom" (31). Such a 

stance outside the economy and system does characterize the 

rake of intrigue, as I have suggested in earlier chapters; he 

is outside the country, which would be the system of 

patriarchal and political succession that would satisfy the 

royalist supporter. However, it does not describe accurately 

the town rake. 

The rake of Behn's town comedies is a victim of emergent 

bourgeois patriarchal hierarchy and the whims of its figures 

who control institutional power. Like the female protagonists 

of Behn' s major town comedies, the rake--Wittmore, Wilding or 

Sir Charles, Gayman--has been moved out of power. The 

patriarchy has excluded those who would seem to be its own 

representatives, but these younger sons, or heirs subject to 

the whims of uncles, or even impoverished landowners, play 

the parts assigned to them in the patriarchal theater. 

If the intrigue hero and heroine share their com

modification, the town hero and heroine share their apparent 

powerlessness, cut off from the sources of plots, story and 
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self. Their project then most often becomes a shared goal: 

how can masquerade and intrigue subvert an economy and 

theater which has placed them in the background? How can they 

write and stage their own identities as controllers of (even 

limited) power? Each town comedy offers a slightly different 

answer to this question, as each character works out her or 

his solution. 

These character types are important to analyze in their 

difference from each other as we move from play to play, but 

it is also useful to look at the figure of the fool as well. 

In intrigue comedies like The Dutch Lover or The Feign'd Cur

tezans, the fool is clearly marked and denigrated for his 

inabiity to adapt to exile and to maneuver within the theater 

and economy in which he finds himself; Blunt in The Rover, 

Parts I and II may emphasize Willmore's weaknesses as well as 

serve as foil for his strengths, but finally he stands for 

one who must play the fool. The intrigue comedy denies any 

freedom of movement for the idiot; he always sees masquerade 

as enchantment or devil's work, never as a space to create 

oneself. Such rigid typecasting does not hold true always for 

the town comedies. A character like Sir Credulous Easy in Sir 

Patient Fancy can find himself masquerading as a doctor-

with some skill--in the play's later acts, using intrigue for 

his own pleasure and benefit. If indeed the inescapability of 

role holds true for anyone, it would be the Puritan fathers 
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themselves, who take on the characteristics of intrigue fools 

in their inability to play or read others' plays. As Behn 

continues to write, however, even this exception does not 

seem entirely accurate. All her characters are embroiled in 

a world where masquerade is the norm. 

Before I enter the London of Behn's town-comedies, I 

must mention that not all of her plays set in London can be 

fitted neatly into this category. An early and less suc

cessful piece like the 1676 Sir Timothy TawdreYi or The Town 

Fop still plays with the split plots of tragicomedy, and with 

the darker moments of a foreign world like The Forced Mar

riage of 1670. Because of these lingering plots and charac

ters of another genre, Sir Timothy Tawdrey can't be called 

one of her central town-plays. Nevertheless, the mediation 

between an older genre and her new interests are clear: Behn 

places her characters squarely in the town. 

The characters themselves in sir Timothy Tawdrey do not 

receive the full effects of Behn's town critique. The treat

ment of the figure of the patriarch is one example. Lord 

Plotwell is a tyrannical trustee, arranging marriages for 

money and his own interest; he wishes to break the pre

existing love-contract of his ward Bellmour to Celinda so 

that the younger rake may marry his daughter Diana, and he 

explicitly tells Bellmour who is in control: "sirrah, you are 

my Slave--at least your whole Estate is at my mercy--and 
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besides, I'll charge you with an Action of 5000 pounds for 

your ten Years Maintenance" (2.4). The trustee's power to 

ruin lives extends to the younger brother and sister as well, 

since when he disinherits Bellmour, he disinherits them too. 

Such a description of patriarchal abuse seems to suggest that 

Lord Plotwell could be aligned with Behn's later creations 

such as sir Patient Fancy, Sir cautious Fulbank or Sir Feeble 

Fainwou'd, but here this abuse is superficial; he moves from 

an emphasis on "plot" to an emphasis on "well"-meaning 

action, and the resolution does not challenge his power. The 

critique is neither gender-based nor overtly political in the 

ways Behn later exploits (nor all that critical). 

The heroines of the play may seem like the kind of 

heroines seen in Behn's other intrigue plays: marriageable 

virgins who are being victimized by lovers and fathers, who 

must reinvent themselves to gain any sort of power. Celinda, 

who seems rej ected by the hero Bellmour, goes into boy's 

disguise; interestingly, however, she does so to seek honor

able death, choosing duelling as an unusual feminine method 

of suicide. Boys' clothes give her a limited sense of power, 

but she still cannot achieve her desire; both her choices of 

man and death elude her, until patriarchal machinations give 

her Bellmour back. Diana even more clearly uses her father's 

power to achieve her goal (at least temporarily), which is 

possession of Bellmour. When Friendlove's shift into another 
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identity tricks her into accepting him, the sUbstitution of 

lover finally does not seem to bother her overmuch: "Though 

I'm again defeated, yet this last proves least offensive" 

(5.4). Both major heroines of sir Timothy Tawdrey finally 

allow others--specifically, patriarchal representatives--to 

script their scenes and their selves. 

On the other hand, the male rake-heroes also seem 

neither particularly rakish nor heroic. They do not seem like 

the rake-heroes I have identified with Behn' s intrigue plays, 

but instead call up the heroes of her even more mixed work-

Frederick in The Amorous Prince, for instance. They are 

locked into patriarchy, even if it victimizes them. Bellmour, 

for instance, also falls victim to Lord Plotwell's rewriting 

of his contract, and his response upholds the patrilineal 

honor; as representative and protector of his younger brother 

Charles and his sister, he must sacrifice happiness and self

determination to serve the family. such performance, however, 

lasts only for the moment of the wedding ceremony to Diana; 

resolving not to consummate the marriage, he reels off to a 

brothel, where he proceeds to lose the fortune his mar

riage/prostitution has given him. Even his restoration to his 

place seems arbitrary; Plotwell must bestow upon Bellmour his 

freedom (his money), reinscribing the patriarchal right even 

as he gives the heir what rights accrue. Bellmour does not 

question Plotwell's right to so torture him, and when he is 
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restored, he kneels to Plotwell: "Thus low, I thank you for 

your Goodness, Sir" (5.4). capriciousness becomes "Goodness" 

here: his gesture reinforces a power-structure which has been 

revealed to be unreasonable. 

Friendlove, who might seem appropriately rakish since he 

plots and assumes other sel ves, appears as a secondary 

figure. He spends almost as much time as Bellmour in blank

verse lamentations against the vagaries of fate and women; he 

spends more time, however, drawing sword against Sir Timothy, 

or Celinda in boy's dress, or Bellmour himself. Friendlove 

too is inscribed and constrained by a tragicomic role, that 

of the friend and rejected lover. Sir Timothy Tawdrey finally 

presents two love plots conventionally and conveniently tied 

up by the will of the father-figure. 

However, in this early play the fop and the secondary 

female characters do point to the themes of Behn' s more 

familiar town comedies. The citizen/wouldbe gentleman Sir 

Timothy Tawdrey, the "Town Fop" himself, is a center of comic 

attention; indeed, he opens the play with his concerns and 

his project. He's a typical roistering squire, a spiritual 

relative of Blunt or Fetherfool, but crucially, he's clearly 

set in a town role. sir Timothy is rich, spoiled, politically 

incorrect, stupid--and he, rather than Plotwell, serves as 

the focus of Behn's patriarchal critique: as Rogers describes 

the character, "The fop Sir Timothy, who prides himself on 
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his sophistication, prefers whoring to marriage and ineptly 

schemes to exploit women. He intends to neglect his wife 

while spending her fortune, but he is in abject submission to 

his domineering mistress Betty Flauntit" (19). Despite this 

basically accurate description, Sir Timothy does hold 

economic and political power, and he tries to manipulate even 

further the systems which strengthen him. His own misap

propriation of the rakehell's role, however, sets up his 

downfall. 

Sir Timothy wishes to capture the market in the play's 

women. He is keeping Betty Flauntit, a whore (definitely NOT 

a courtesan), and he seeks to gain Celinda in marriage. He 

clearly thinks of these female characters as ways of achiev

ing capital, which he may control and exchange for his own 

benefit, and that benefit comes from money and its ability to 

change scene and identity: 

But ready Money, ye Rogues! What Charms it has! Makes 

the waiters fly, Boys, and the Master with Cap in Hand-

excuse what's amiss, Gentlemen--Your Worship shall 

command the best--and the Rest--How brashly the Box and 

Dice dance, and the Ready Money submits to the lucky 

Gamester, and the Gay Wench consults with every Beauty 

to make her self agreeable to the Man with ready Money! 

(1.1) 

This statement, in fact, explains not only his motivation but 
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also the behavior of most of the characters in the "high" 

plot--such as Bellmour's succumbing to family pressure and 

Diana's manipulation of her father. Sir Timothy early on 

articulates the economic pressures of Behn's Town, in which 

money establishes connections. 

However, he also receives abuse commensurate with his 

swinishness; he's attacked by Celinda's nurse, he's marked as 

coward by his avoidance of several duels, and he's clearly 

bested by both Betty and Celinda. The Nurse, a comic stock 

type, can read the fool (and the poverty) behind his clothes 

and manner, and her critique devastates his posturing: "Thou 

art so sorry a Creature, thou wilt endure any thing for the 

lucre of her Fortune; 'tis that thou hast a Passion for: not 

that thou carest for Money, but to sacrifice to thy Leudness, 

to purchase a Mistress, to purchase the Reputation of as 

errant a Fool as ever arriv'd at the Honour of Keeping; to 

purchase a little Grandeur, as you call it" ( 1. 2). This 

"Grandeur" is the costume, the self defined by the role the 

actor chooses, and it influences not only Sir Timothy's but 

Betty's identity as well. She and he engage in a running 

battle over how dress is a sign of self. 

Betty distinguishes her self by the clothes he buys her; 

they have the same system of identification, the way of 

London society. Sir Timothy presents such a system as he 

chides Friendlove for a naive comment about cleanliness and 
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prettiness being enough for a mistress: "I vow to Fortune, 

Ned, thou must come to London, and be a Ii ttle manag' d; 

'slife, Man, shouldst thou talk so loud in good Company, thou 

wouldst be counted a strange Fellow. Pretty--and drest with 

love--a fine Figure, by Fortune No, Ned, the painted 

Chariot gives a Lustre to every ordinary Face, and makes a 

Woman look like Quality" (1.1). Betty Flauntit and her 

compatriot Mrs. Driver set themselves apart from the common 

prostitutes (those who are not "kept") by their clothes and 

manners. such a hierarchy is not subverted in this play. Sir 

Timothy is clearly a town fop, one who gains power through 

his very place. He is in fact a fool about town. 

As a town fool with money, he can marry well. Phillis, 

Bellmour's apparently disinherited sister, tricks Sir Timothy 

into marrying her, as she seeks her own security within this 

rigidly patriarchal world. Lord Plotwell recognizes him as a 

worthy husband, or at least worthy enough, and so he is 

pulled into the circle of marriages and money at the end of 

the play, as Lord Plotwell notes: "since my Niece has done 

amiss, 'tis too late to mend it--and that you may not repent, 

I'll take care her Fortune shall be suitable to the Jointure 

you'll make her" (5.4). Both Phillis and Sir Timothy are tied 

together by "Fortune" and "Jointure," those crucial elements 

of town marriage; such value, based on ability to make a 

settlement, points to a new order. Such new order does not 
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replace the old exploitation of women; the fool here uses 

marriage as economic, not personal gain. In the final lines 

of the play, Sir Timothy tells Betty that their relationship 

hasn't changed, that in fact he has succeeded in the mar

riage-project of capturing all commodities in the town

market: "go home and expect me, thou'lt have me all to thy 

self within this Day or two: Since Marriage but a Larger 

Licence is / For every Fop of Mode to keep a Miss" ( 5 . 4). The 

fool Sir Timothy dramatizes both the patriarchal control of 

London society and Behn's fairly limited critique of it in 

this play. 

Her great town-comedies take on the same issues in a 

more complicated way. Behn reconstitutes the town-comedy with 

elements of masquerade, of the shaping of identity and its 

promise to undermine the sign-systems which constrain the 

participants in theater and economy. In the intrigue plays 

Behn has explored the purchases of marriage (from both the 

male and female perspective); in her London plays, she 

explores the "Larger License" of getting and keeping 

power, sex, money, and perhaps even love. In a world where 

the masquerade goes on every day, where one tries to "pu

rchase a little Grandeur" as one tries out socially con

structed roles and one's adaptations of those roles, the ele

ments of intrigue are difficult to negotiate. Behn's Big 

Three--Sir Patient Fancy, The city Heiress, and The Lucky 
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Chance--theatricalize three quite different negotiations of 

these problems. 

Sir Patient Fancy: The Redistribution of Power 

"I am old excellent at Signs;--I vow this will be rare." 

--Sir Credulous Easy in Sir Patient Fancy 

Aphra Behn sets up her first of these negotiations in 

her 1678 farce Sir Patient Fancy. Rose Zimbardo has sug

gested that Behn's plays of the 1670s are satiric, constrain

ed by the expectation of the marketplace: "she assumes the 

conventional, literary satirist's stance, saying that figures 

in the drama are not meant to be models of imitation" 

(139).2 As in the intrigue plays, many of the players in Sir 

Patient Fancy are fools, or perhaps more important, appear to 

be fools when we first meet them: Sir Credulous Easy another 

town-and-country fop, Lady Knowell a pretentious "stock 

learned lady of seventeenth century drama" (Rogers "Aphra" 

20), Sir Patient himself a hypochondriac of humours taken 

loosely from Moliere's Le Malade Imaginaire. The witty 

virgins Isabella and Lucretia could be lifted from one of 

Behn's intrigue plays; indeed, their banter begins the play, 

much as Hellena and Florinda's concerns begin The Rover (the 

play written just before Sir Patient Fancy). Isabella's and 

Lucretia's lovers Lodwick and Leander at first seem drawn 

from any other town play of the 70s. Such conventional types 
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appear onstage, however, only to be undermined. Neither the 

fools nor the young lovers may be what they appear. 

Behn is working with character types of both town farce 

and intrigue to rewrite theatrical expectations. Sir Credu

lous claims, early in the play, to be "old excellent at 

Signs" (1.1), a statement which seems ludicrous if not 

impossible. However, he does turn out to be a better reader 

and player than the conventional type of town fool would 

indicate, and this shifting of expectation--an expansion, not 

a replacement, of the type--marks Behn's project in this 

play. It is her audience which thinks it too is "old excel

lent" at reading and interpreting the places of these 

characters, and such expectation may not be fulfilled. 

The London of Sir Patient Fancy is an enclosed, almost 

claustrophobic one, taking place within the neighborhood of 

the two houses of Lady Knowell and Sir Patient; the gardens, 

the streets, the public and private spaces, all lead into and 

out of each other. This emphasis on recursion, the folding in 

upon itself of space, leads into the characters and plot as 

well. Tricksters and those tricked, both designations which 

shift within act and scene, inhabit and define this world. 

Fools may become competent intriguers; wits may not be able 

to script their own scenes. To identify or type a character 

is to make oneself vulnerable, to allow oneself to be 

tricked. Town becomes a setting, or more accurately a set, as 
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foreign and as dangerous in its way as the Naples of The 

Rover. 

It is most dangerous for those who do not recognize such 

constant masquerade, even without (apparent) masks; Behn's 

audience lines up with the play's fools if it does not see 

the problematics of authoring and thus of authority in such 

a radically undetermined world. Sir Patient Fancy throughout 

is the one character who remains a dupe, a toy of those who 

can script their scenes and roles, and it is crucial for 

Behn's critique that he is the puritan, the alderman, the 

Whiggish cit. He allows his belief in the essential transcen

dence of his religion and his sexual and economic politics to 

blind him to the shifting nature of the truth(s) which inform 

this world. 

Sir Patient is a fool with and for authority, one who 

assumes that he can control his world through the righteous

ness of his religion, politics, and patriarchal position. He 

does not question his right(s), and he assumes that others 

fear, respect and/or love him, according to their relation

ships to him; thus he cannot imagine that others do not speak 

plainly. Janet Todd has argued that for Behn plain speaking, 

itself a kind of transcendence, is the ethical and political 

safeguard in a world where treason and betrayal is possible 

(if not probable): 

In an age of political plots and lies, of love used for 
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secret gain and power, it became utterly important to 

speak as openly as one could, understanding but not 

exaggerating the masks and subterfuges of language. Behn 

enjoyed linguistic artifice and rhetoric and the playing 

of roles they allowed on and off the stage, but the 

enormous and frightening power of created fictions in 

politics made her at the same time very wary of the 

impositions and reprehensible manipulations of language. 

(72-73 ) 

Such wariness is clear in sir Patient Fancy, but I would 

suggest Behn presents a farce in which "masks and subter

fuges" are the condition of place and of the characters' 

struggle against conventional constructions of repression. 

Speaking openly cannot be done on a stage where such perfor

mance would implicate male as well as female characters in a 

system which denies them power to script or act. with his 

collection of repressive ideologies, Sir Patient denies even 

the possibility of such freedom to his fellow players, and 

such denial inevitably on this stage marks him as the fool. 

The Puritan and Whiggish father must be the dupe when Behn 

reconstitutes types of behavior within these newly estranged 

conventions. 

convention recently has seemed to be the crucial point 

from which to approach Behn's comic critiques of town. For 

example, Susan Carlson's 1991 study of British comic theater 
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and its treatment of and by women emphasizes Behn's "subver

sive but dependent relationship with the comic status quo" 

(128) i she sees the subversion in the plays' emphasis on 

difference, the middle acts' reversal of expectation, and 

their portraits of sexually desiring women. I would argue 

that Behn's subversion comes not from her emphasis on 

difference but her insistence on similarities: of oppression 

regardless of gender, and of strategies to combat this 

restriction of character and role. Yet, as Carlson suggests, 

Behn and her characters move throughout the conventional 

world to generate her resistance, manipulating expectations 

about character and role built into social hierarchies (and 

thus into her audience) to reverse their reactions. 

The conventions which inform social and stage expecta

tions present and undermine themselves as we see the rela

tionship of Sir Patient, Lady Fancy, and Wittmore play out. 

The Fancys, the "legitimate" couple, are discussed before 

they arrive in Act IIi Leander (rightly) notes the conven

tional pairing of older cit and beautiful young woman as an 

invitation to cuckoldry. When Lady Fancy begins Act II, she 

enters with her lover Wittmorei this dramatically establishes 

the liaison to be privileged, a theatrical convention of wit 

and wife which is reinforced and yet undercut. The ostensible 

rake-hero wi ttmore does not direct the actions of this 

trickster pair. It is Lady Fancy who rejects the pleasures of 
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the moment to insist on planning and scripting: "no, let us 

employ this little time we have in consulting how we may be 

often happy, and securely so: Oh, how I languish for the dear 

opportunity!" (2.1). She plays the languishing, pining woman 

for Wittmore, but it is an ironic moment, as her next words 

are "But to our Business" (2.1). She is writing the roles for 

herself and her lover, as well as for her husband. Such 

control over performance extends to the body itself, which, 

although often the sign of stability in masquerade, here is 

duplici tous: "What Miracles cannot your Eyes and Tongue 

perform!" (2.1). These tools of the actor allow Lady Fancy to 

set and act her own roles, and thus to escape the oppressive 

religion and economy which would restrict her. 

Wittmore plays well with her, taking her lead but not 

overstepping her authority. He is not a director or even a 

particularly enthusiastic actor: "now must I dissemble, 

profess, and lye most confoundedly" (2.1). What is "most 

confounded" for this apparent rake is that he does not act 

comfortably and he cannot "invent." He only takes direction. 

He cannot easily shift between roles and characters; when (in 

a moment of male bonding) Lodwick and Leander try to make him 

make love to Isabella, he stammers, lies badly, and in short 

acts the fool. 

To act a fool: this description fits wittmore perhaps 

more closely than it should, since he so often plays the fool 
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without as well as with design. His halting, badly improvised 

dialogue when he's forced to extemporize makes him a liabi

lity when Lady Fancy needs him, but it also connects to one 

of the parts he's asked to play--that of a foolish suitor of 

Isabella. Yet Lady Fancy directs him to use his own awkward

ness, to play the sui tor badly, as she marks again her 

control of the script and her fellow actor and conspirator: 

"But take heed, dear wi ttmore, whilst you only design to 

feign a courtship, you do it not in good earnest 

Prithee do not put on thy best Looks, nor speak thy softest 

Language; for if thou dost, thou canst not fail to undo her" 

(2.1). Her words mask her own recognition of his limited 

talents, for although he does have "best Looks," he cannot 

control his "Language" well unless he is in "good earnest." 

Her caution signals both his problems of acting and her 

knowledge that to act is to play against oneself, to script 

and revise one's own performance. 

wittmore's lack of acting talent is apt to "undo" Lady 

Fancy, so that she not only must write her plots but also 

must scramble to make up for her leading man's fumbling. As 

he says, "Look ye, I am a damn'd dull Fellow at Invention, 

I'll therefore leave you to contrive matters by your selves" 

(4.1); he can read a situation and grasp the part he's given, 

but he cannot "contrive" or "invent." These skills are 

crucial in a world where convention cannot be trusted, where 
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power and meaning in any given scene can shift with a word or 

gesture; his lack of skill hinders Lady Fancy's plots while 

it advances others. When wi ttmore misses his cue for a 

midnight assignation, she makes love to Lodwick instead; she 

does not recognize the actor in the dark, and such misrecog

nition is a potentially fatal mistake. It is one of the 

play's ironies that Lodwick is a far better plotter and 

partner in deception than Wittmore is, and thus she exits 

safely. 

When Lady Fancy finally does manage to get Wittmore into 

her private stage--the bedroom--Sir Patient's untimely 

appearance causes Wittmore to become hysterically clumsy, 

which in turn forces her to script ever more feverishly. She 

makes up the story about the death watch when wi ttmore ' s 

alarm watch goes off; she hides him under her bed, then under 

her skirts, a stage-picture which represents their relation

ship. As he repeats, "What shall I do?" (4.4), the question 

marks his reliance on Lady Fancy. wit does not define this 

seemingly rakish character in the way Fancy defines her. 

Lady Fancy employs her skill at discerning and playing 

similarity to succeed in her goals; such success, although 

dearly bought with her theatrical work, is finally approved. 

The play--through her character, who is one of its central 

trickster/playwrights--makes clear that it participates in a 

conventional link of gaming,love, and intrigue: "At Games of 
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Love Husbands to cheat is fair, / 'Tis the Gallant we play 

with on the square ll (2.2). As she speaks this couplet, she 

identifies "Husband" as the enemy; he is obstacle, restric

tion, unnatural connection. Such a stance on marriage does 

not mean that men are immediately implicated" or wholly 

condemned in the abuses of what primarily is an economic 

institution. After all, Behn is also one of the tricksters, 

and she still traffics in the conventions of marriage 

herself: Lodwick is to marry Isabella, Leander to marry 

Lucretia. Such staged marriages preserve economic interest, 

Behn's as well as the characters, and placate the fathers who 

enforce convention. 

Lady Fancy alone, who has chosen and controlled her 

"gallant," escapes the theater's order; she leaves with the 

money Sir Patient has set aside for her, "depart[ing] in 

peace" with her lover. She is not punished for her tricks; in 

fact, Sir Patient thanks her for his reformation, for now he 

has been corrected of those Whiggish Puritan traits which 

have oppressed his family. Lady Fancy wins all, including 

Wittmore, who is clearly one of the prizes in the game. Behn 

uses him, the wit/fool who is nevertheless sexually valua

ble 3, both to mark the escaping heroine's triumph and to 

set against the other male characters. 

Wittmore's sexual attractiveness places him higher than 

Sir Credulous Easy in the play's evaluations of younger men, 
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as the casting reflects; after all, Betterton played wittmore 

while James Nokes played Sir Credulous. Such casting would 

have to play a large part in demarcating the lines between 

wi ts and fools, because the text of the play presents a 

crucial opportunity for Sir Credulous to act as an able 

conspirator himself. Behn plays with the conventional role of 

fool that she has assigned to him; it becomes much more 

fluid, much more of a role than a self, as she presses him 

into service as part of her critique of Sir Patient. 

Act I rather misleadingly presents Sir Credulous as the 

play's target of scorn. The description in the cast list--"a 

foolish Devonshire knight, design'd to marry Lucretia"--seems 

to mark him as just another town-and-country fop, and his 

first entrance, in riding clothes and complaining about the 

death of his favorite mare, appears to bear out such a 

conventional reading. He babbles, misreads character, 

professes cowardice, and displays himself to no advantage, 

all the typical attributes of a 70s fool; yet, he also has 

the telling line or two to point to his performance. For 

example, when Lodwick, setting him up for the same kind of 

false love-making that wittmore later will perform, gives him 

his role, Sir Credulous says, "Is that all? Zoz, I'm the best 

in Christendom at your out-of-the-way bus'nesses" (1.1). The 

audience assumes that this is the same vainglory and mistaken 

belief in one's own powers of interpretation that leads Sir 
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Patient to exclaim, "Nay, Sir, I'll warrant I'll read a Man 

as well as the best, I have studied it" (2.1). Yet Sir 

Credulous will be able to leave his role of fool when 

required. 

The change of roles is dramatized physically; Lodwick 

releases Sir Credulous from the basket in which he has been 

imprisoned, the location of a fool, so that he may act a 

physician. Lodwick's words direct him (as Lady Fancy has 

directed Wittmore): "That's not material, so you can but 

banter well, be very grave, and put on a starch'd Countenance 

... talking very much, and meaning just nothing; be full of 

Words without any connection, sense or conclusion" (5.1). 

This would not seem to be out of Sir Credulous' "line" (to 

use Peter Holland's definition of Restoration actors' 

specialties), but it raises an interesting question about the 

figure of the witty rake. Can the tricked become the trick

ster as easily as the trickster can become the tricked? If 

the collision of scripts and expectations allows radical 

shifts between actor, character, and role, then a fool can 

become a player within an instant, as Sir Credulous does. 

Of course Sir Credulous is also an unusual fool in that 

he is learned in "Logick and Rhetorick, whereby I became 

excellent at Repartee" (2.1). He has trouble discerning where 

his skills are appropriate--another echo of wittmore--but 

Lucretia notes the blurring of distinction between wit and 
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fool: "I find, Sir, you can talk to purpose when you begin 

once" (2.1). Her words are partially sarcastic, but only 

partially, because the fool can and does surprise the wit. 

Such a complication of the audience's and the other charac

ters' initial misreading occurs when Sir Credulous is able to 

chat companionably with Lady Knowell. She too seems the 

conventional foolish older woman, the lady of unnatural 

learning, but such a description is revealed to be only a 

role she has chosen. She, lilce Sir Credulous, does have 

learning and wit. 

Linking Lady Knowell and Sir Credulous marks the shifts 

in status common to town life. He is in fact moving up in the 

social and theatrical hierarchy: "As I hope to breathe, 'twas 

a saying of my Grandmother's, who use'd to tell me, Sir, that 

bought wit was best. I have brought Money to Town for a small 

purchase of that kind; for, Sir, I would fain set up for a 

Country wit" (2. 1). The woman and the country knight both can 

"purchase" wit, a commodity which makes them successful in 

town. In such a world where knowledge and identity may be 

exchanged, any transparent link between self and role is 

clouded. Sir Credulous, in an impenetrable joke, claims to 

Lady Knowell, "if I were as some Men are, I should not be as 

I am" (5.1). Such a statement is comically vague, but it 

reinforces the difficulty of finding out if anyone is as 

they are. Who are the fools and who are the wits? 
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The problematics of reading such an alliance--of seeming 

wits and apparent fools, in constant play with each other-

make the critic and audience's job more difficult, since they 

too are likely to misidentify character with the role he 

plays most. such misidentification can lead to interesting 

pronouncements, such as Jacqueline Pearson's comment that 

Behn's treatment of her female characters is "not whole

heartedly feminist" (164); Pearson cites Lady Knowell as one 

of Behn's objects of derision. Again, it might be useful to 

see Lady Knowell in connection with Sir Credulous; neither 

may be what they seem. If the male fools and wits in Behn's 

theater-like world cannot be readily typed, the female 

characters are not likely to be more easily identified. Lady 

Fancy is an obvious winner in the play, scripting her own 

victory; Lady Knowell also stands in for Behn as a triumphant 

writer of her own (and others') roles. 

The cast list notes that Lady Knowell is "an affected 

learned Woman, Mother to Lodwick and Lucretia," and such 

emphasis on both "affectation" and motherhood is significant. 

Throughout the first four acts we see Lady Knowell play the 

part of an older woman desperate for the attentions of 

Leander, the rakish boy next door; she has pursued, flat

tered, and attempted to seduce the man her daughter Lucretia 

has chosen. Her performance is persuasive, her views un

natural and peculiarly misogynist: "Oh, how I hate the imper-
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tinence of Women, who for the generality have no other 

knowledge than that of dressing; I am uneasy with the 

unthinking Creatures II (1. 1). In the context of her pursuit of 

Leander, this speech, apropos of nothing else in the scene, 

comes off like another way to identify her as a fool--she 

seems to emphasize her own humour, her own affectation. 

However, she is also emphasizing intellect: in one sense, 

plotting or scripting. This second emphasis complicates the 

idea of masquerade as simply "dressing," as costume alone. 

Lady Knowell herself does "know well" how to succeed in a 

world so theatrically constituted. She too worlcs against the 

patriarch, embodied in Sir Patient; she too uses intrigue 

methods to accomplish her goals. 

Act V sets up this revelation of goal and method. She 

works with Sir Patient to arrange the financial aspects of 

her marriage with Leander; because she is rich (even though 

he despises her), Sir Patient vows to give his son even more 

money: "Well, Madam, the satisfaction I take in this Al

liance, has made me resolve to give him immediately my 

Writings of all my Land in Berkshire, five hundred Pounds a 

year, Madam" (5.1). This notice is one of the assurances for 

which Lady Knowell works; she is contriving to increase 

Leander's money, but not for herself. When her daughter 

Lucretia enters, weeping like a heroine of tragicomedy and 

speaking of sin and suicide if she doesn't get Leander, Lady 
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Knowell replies, "Rise, Fool" (5.1). The witty heroine and 

the foolish mother change places here, because Lady Knowell 

has been plotting against Sir Patient and testing Leander's 

love at the same time: "I saw with pleasure, Sir, your 

reclination from my Addresses. -- I have proved both your 

Passions . . . But no more, keep still that mask of Love we 

first put on, till you have gain'd the Writings; for I have 

no Joy beyond cheating that filthy Uncle of thine" (5.1). It 

is joy in masquerade and in plotting that drives her; the 

masquerade of the matriarch who can read and script is 

directed against the patriarch who cannot. She reconstitutes 

the idea of the mother: no longer a woman who desires what 

she cannot have, but a woman who manipulates desires and 

convention to achieve power in a world defined by money and 

patriarchal values. Lucretia's praise-- "May you still be 

admir'd as you deserve!"--acknowledges the discrepancy 

between her mother's performance and scripting ability. such 

an encomium is unlikely to be directed at a traditionally 

baited "learned lady." 

Lady Knowell is the guiding force behind one of the 

other central masquerades of Act V: the doctors' visit to Sir 

Patient. Lodwick appears to be directing and scripting the 

diversion, which gives him time to marry Isabella (and 

Leander time to marry Lucretia), but Lodwick gives credit to 

the original writer: "My Mother, knowing of a Consultation of 
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Physicians which your Father has this day appointed to meet 

at his House, has bribed Monsieur Turboone his French Doctor 

in Pension, to admit of a Doctor or two of her recommending, 

who shall amuse him with discourse until we get ourselves 

married" (5.1). She provides the idea, the money, and the 

first steps of the intrigue; another combination of fool and 

wit, Sir credulous and Lodwick, plays her script. The opening 

lines of the Prologue, spoken by Wittmore, apply to Lady 

Knowell (and to Behn): "We write not now, as th' antient 

Poets writ, / For your Applause of Nature, Sense and Wit; / 

But, like good Tradesmen, what's in fashion vent, / And cozen 

you, to give ye all content." Intrigue, "cozening" those who 

cannot read the play, uses its knowledge and subversion of 

"fashion" to satisfy desire and thus to "give content." Lady 

Knowell arranges her daughter's life and gives herself the 

pleasure of besting Sir Patient twice. However, she does not 

push herself and her scripting forward, since it is her son 

Lodwick who publicizes her work and acknowledges her author

ity. She also does not discuss her intrigues in the final 

scene, where she hangs back, watching the action and only 

engaging with Sir Credulous (again, the fool who may not be 

so foolish after all). Her response--and Behn's--comes in the 

Epilogue, spoken by the actress who has played Lady Knowell. 

The Epilogue explicitly calls for a new audience, for 

new conventions to allow for the reconstitution of players 
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and writers. The words are spoken to the audience, "[Looking 

about]," and they refer to Behn's own history: "I here and 

there o'erheard a Coxcomb cry, / Ah Rot is--'tis a Woman's 

Comedy." The audience within the play has learned the value 

of the women's plots; the audience for the play needs to 

accept the same valuation. Behn links her call clearly to 

convention: "We still have passive Valour, and can show, / 

Would Custom give us leave, the active too, / since we no 

Provocations want from you." Behn has shown "active" playing 

in a world where she may set "Custom"; her rewriting of 

London comedy, she claims, is both a break from convention 

and a new inscription of custom. She has moved away from 

"Method, and Rule" to "unlabour'd farce," the later adjective 

an ironic reference to the maternal character's machinations. 

In so writing the new customs, however, she also claims to 

"artfully. . copy" members of the audience itself. Her 

project has been to reconstitute the town to allow for her 

own work, and the Epilogue argues that since her art has 

succeeded, the reconstitution has succeeded in life as well. 

Sir Patient Fancy is one of Behn's most hopeful plays, 

in which women eventually gain control of the conventions set 

up by men. She presents female characters who write the 

plots, just as she has done. Although Lady Fancy and Lady 

Knowell do not leave the patriarchal theater, they have 

achieved a form of security through their mastery of intri-
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gue: its performance, scripting, and interpretation. As Aphra 

Behn continues to write, however, such successful manipula

tion of convention becomes more difficult to script. The next 

play I will consider, her 1682 city Heiress, marks a rever

sal; like The Rover, Part II, it presents a world where such 

control as Lady Fancy's or Lady Knowell's is problematic. 

The city Heiress: The Resumption of Power 

"Your tolerable Face and Shape is an Estate in the 

city, and a better Bank than your six per Cent. at any time." 

--Wilding in The City Heiress; or, Sir Timothy Treat-all 

In 1682, four years and many plots (political and 

theatrical) after Sir Patient Fancy, Aphra Behn wrote The city 

Heiress; or, Sir Timothy Treat-all. The play is not only one 

of her town comedies but also one of her "Tory" plays, as 

critics from Montague Summers to Robert Markley have pointed 

out; it follows The Roundheadsj or, The Good Old Cause and 

precedes her epilogue to Romulus and Hersilia, the royalist 

enthusiasm of which earns her a warrant for her arrest. It 

will be four years until she produces another play. Thus, The 

city Heiress ends one part of her writing career, that which 

places her firmly as a Tory dramatist. As such, it is tempting 

to read it as the CUlmination of her political as well as 

sexual reconstitution of the theater and economy. 

The play does set the royalist characters--most notably 
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perhaps Tom Wilding, but also Sir Anthony and Sir Charles 

Meriwill--against the Shaftesbury stand-in, Sir Timothy Treat

all. Wilding, the Tory rake, is faced with a direct threat of 

disinheritance in the first scene, and he maneuvers against 

Sir Timothy as a political and sexual rival; Sir Anthony 

Meriwill, "an old Tory Knight of Devonshire" as the cast list 

has it, and of the same generation as Sir Timothy, presents a 

dramatic opposition to the figure of the middle-aged, if not 

old, man. Just as Sir Patient represents the Whiggish patriar

chal oppressor against whom all characters work in the play 

which bears his name, so does Sir Timothy. 4 However, the 

plots do not tie together so neatly in The city Heiress; a 

surplus of comic energy spills over from the plots in which 

the young men, Wilding and Sir Charles, attempt to connect 

with the female characters. 

The figure of the rake becomes even more political and 

problematic in The city Heiress, as the play reworks one of 

Behn's central topics: identity and its construction. critics 

have questioned the nature of Behn's approach to this idea: is 

it comic or satiric, utopian or dystopian? For instance, 

Robert Markley, in his recent essay on Behn's Tory comedies, 

sees Behn's project here as one which extends the creative 

possibilities seen in Sir Patient Fancy: "While the play sets 

up Behn's usual interlocking political and sexual economies 

that identify the Whigs with hypocrisy, greed, and nearly im-
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potent lust and the Tories with loyalty, high spirits, sexual 

desirability, and a devil-may-care impecuniousness, its tone 

is comic rather than bitingly satiric" (32). Rose Zimbardo's 

Mirror To Nature, on the other hand, discusses The City 

Heiress as a satire which places itself between the 1670s and 

80s: It, "in its dependence upon external referents in the 

immediacy of its setting, indicates a strong movement toward 

the actual; it is not, however, imitation or simulation of the 

actual" (157). Both of these critics address the questions of 

style and expectation important in such generic concerns, 

defined by the play's attitude toward both its characters and 

the actual events to which it alludes. 

I would argue that The city Heiress is a play which makes 

generic identification, like other distinctions of identity, 

difficult; it is not about the powers but the problems of 

dissimulation, of intrigue, and of commodification. As we've 

seen, such concerns inform most of Behn's plays, but threats 

to the monarchy, what Christopher Hill has called Charles II's 

"crisis of 1678-81" (231), add pressure to her darkening 

vision of the possibilities of change. Like 1681's The Rover, 

Part II, The city Heiress critiques the methods of success in 

which Behn has trafficked; unlike the characters who are 

literally out of place in the 1681 play, the London types 

treated here make this play's look at its rakes and city women 

more threatening. Such threats come from the target of 
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bourgeois patriarchal power, the Whig politician Sir Timothy, 

from the competition of Sir Charles and Tom Wilding, and from 

the figuring of the seemingly powerful women in the play. Each 

case shows a different aspect of the difficulty of negotiating 

for power in a theater and economy where such power is given 

to those who knowingly suppress information, repress others' 

pleasure, and oppress all but themselves. 

Sir Timothy Treat-all is the center of such power, and he 

opens the action with a display of misplaced patriarchal 

aggression. The first scene begins with sir Timothy's en

trance, "follow'd by Tom Wilding bare, Sir Charles Meriwill, 

Foppington, and Footman with a Cloke. II The stage picture gives 

us the visual evidence: Sir Timothy controls all the younger 

men, making them play against him. He rejects their language, 

their talent for wit: "Trouble me no more: for I am resolv'd, 

deaf and obdurate, d'ye see, and so forth II (1.1). His resolve 

is to disinherit his nephew Tom wilding, who no longer is a 

"sober, civil Youth II but a Tory wit; Sir Timothy thus abuses 

the patriarchal provisions of lineage, and he does so because 

he sees all things as exchange items. When Sir Charles 

remonstrates with him, he says, "Nay, never huff, sir; for I 

have six thousand Pound a Year, and value no Man" (1.1). He 

values money over individuals, cash over character, and such 

devaluing of aristocratic commodities makes him dangerous. 

These aristocratic commodities are coded as "Nature." 
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"Nature" for Sir Timothy is not fixed, not tied to a body 

or a traditional order; nature is defined, then, as what helps 

Sir Timothy. He is prepared to marry again and thus disinherit 

wilding "Most religiously," but when wilding then vows to 

cuckold the old man, his response is, "How! Cuckold his own 

natural uncle!" (1.1). Religion and nature are separate in his 

formulation, but what is seen here as hypocritical is part of 

his Puritan and Whig identification. Vow-breaking, which 

violates the aristocratic and patriarchal order, makes 

political and economic sense for him. With such attitudes, he 

becomes the figure against which Wilding plots, whom the 

audience is invited to critique. 

What is troubling here is the ambiguity attached to the 

idea of "dissembling," of plotting. Janet Todd suggests a 

tricky distinction, that Behn asks her heroes and heroines to 

"entertain, seduce, beguile, even cheat in a sophisticated 

mode . . . but not dissemble" (72). Wilding seems to endorse 

such distinction, as he bursts out at the news of his disin

heritance, "Damn him, I've lost all Patience, and can dissem

ble no longer, though I lose all" (1.1). He openly defies his 

uncle, claiming that he nO't>l can break natural codes of 

behavior with impunity, also claiming that he will use his 

uncle's floating definition of nature to his own advantage: 

"Why he deny' d but now the having any share in me; and 

therefore 'tis lawful. I am to live by my wits, you say, and 
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your old rich good-nature'd Cuckold is as sure a Revenue to a 

handsome young Cadet, as a thousand Pound a Year. Your 

tolerable Face and Shape is an Estate in the City, and a 

better Bank than your six per cent. at any time" (1.1). "Face 

and Shape" apparently require a return to the body, but that 

return does not mean necessarily a return to an idealized 

aristocratic nature. The body here is commodified, and 

Wilding's superiority comes from his acceptance of this and of 

his knowledge of his own exchange value. Throughout the play, 

wilding matches himself against Sir Timothy in "cheating in a 

sophisticated mode." The nephew and uncle, their relationship 

itself a construction of patriarchal lineage, battle to see 

who will control the unnatural forces which constitute their 

world. 

Cheating affects self-presentation, to be indeed dissem

bling and dissimulation; Wilding speaks of his revulsion, but 

he too embraces these tactics. For the gentleman as well as 

the alderman, what is "natural" is the construction of 

economic and sexual hierarchy. So, to (re)gain control of 

money and identity, Wilding attacks Sir Timothy on political 

and sexual fronts: the areas which the figure of Whig patriar

chy seeks to abuse. Taking advantage of Sir Timothy's City 

hospitality, he plans a double deceit; he sends in his 

mistress Diana to play the city heiress Charlot, thus manipu

lating his uncle's appetites for sex and a legitimate heir (of 
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that "natural" body), and he himself appears as a Polish 

ambassador, coming to offer his uncle the crown of Poland. 

Before setting his plan in motion, however, he tries to 

persuade Sir Timothy to give him his rights freely. 

Yet even this persuasion is feigned, as Wilding acts the 

remorseful penitent so that he may control "the writings," the 

symbol of economic and legitimate power: "I have, 'tis true, 

been wicked; but I shall now turn from my evil ways, establish 

my self in the religious City, and enter into the Association. 

There want but these same Writings, Sir, and your good 

Character of me" (3.1). As Willmore plays off religious 

language in his seductions, so too does Wilding, but in either 

case, when he appears to renounce "wicked [ness] , " it is to 

play a "good Character." Ironically, Sir Timothy is not 

seduced by Wilding's "good Character"; he's too busy looking 

at Diana/"Charlot," preparing his own intrigue, to sanction 

Wilding's masquerade. The nephew then explodes, condemning the 

other's masquerade but voicing his own complicity in such 

construction of power: "A Plague upon your Dissimulation, that 

never failing Badge of all your Party, there's always mischief 

at the bottom on't; I know ye alIi and Fortune be the word. 

When next I see you, Uncle, it shall cost you dearer" (3.1). 

"Mischief" is any power which uses masquerade--whether that of 

a pious Whig or a town rake--to achieve its ends. Sir Timo

thy's masquerade does not hide his venality, and since the 
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uncle holds the economic and patriarchal "writings," Behn's 

London gives the nephew no choice. "Fortune be the word," 

indeed. 

Sir Timothy attempts to advertise himself as a desirable 

commodi ty to both the "heiress" and the "ambassador." He 

claims that his sexual and political potency reveal themselves 

in his body, as he explains to "Charlot": "or else, Madam, 

with this not disagreeable Face and Shape of mine, six 

thousand Pound a year, and other virtues and Commodities that 

shall be nameless, I see no reason why I should not beget an 

Heir of my own Body, had I the helping hand of a certain 

victorious Person in the World, that shall be nameless [Bowing 

and Smirking]" (3 .1). The words "Face and Shape" echo his 

nephew's acknowledgement of commodification, but Sir Timothy 

repeats "what shall be nameless," an ironically apt descrip

tion of his own "Virtues and Commodities." He is only an 

uncle, controlling money and "name" by proxy; he wishes to buy 

legitimacy through his sexual and political purchases. Thus, 

he is for "Elective" monarchies, "where every Man may hope to 

take his Turn" (3 .1). Self-interest is his own profit, and 

thus he hopes to exclude his nephew: "he deserves not the Name 

of a Patriot, who does not for the publick Good, defy all Laws 

and Religion" (3.1). "Publick" is of course private in Sir 

Timothy's hypocritical twisting of definition. 

While the uncle simultaneously uses and denies the power 
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of socially constructed "nature," the nephew dramatizes the 

same duplicitous process. Wilding and the town-fops attack the 

Treat-all house at night, planning to steal the "writing" and 

thus Sir Timothy's power of definition. The exchange between 

Wilding and Foppington sets up their own reworking of terms: 

wild. 'Tis well; and hark ye, my Friends, I'll prescribe 

ye no bounds, nor Moderation; for I have consider'd, if 

we modestly take nothing but the Writings, 'twill be easy 

to suspect the Thief. 

Fop. Right; and since 'tis the securing our Necks, 'tis 

lawful Prize (5.1). 

Wilding's refusal to prescribe "bounds," Foppington's consid

eration of "lawful" gain: both speakers reveal themselves 

living in Sir Timothy's world, as they mimic his use of 

"Publick" to mean private. Their force--a strength of perfor

mance in body and role--overpowers the false hierarchy 

constructed by the Whig patriarchal stand-in. wilding uses the 

same villainous(?) ambiguity of definition and self to restore 

what Behn, as well as (presumably) her audience, considers as 

the right; however, such self-restoration is implicated in the 

devalued standards of the play-world she has set up. 

Sir Timothy, after all, does lose; he marries "Char

lot" /Diana, a "cheerful witty Girl" but not the heiress he has 

sought, and he is forced to reconcile with his nephew. Wilding 

shows the proper way to manage this power, as he proposes a 
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New (Old) World Order: "I'll propose fairly now; if you'll be 

generous and pardon all, I'll render your Estate back during 

Life, and put the Writings in Sir Anthony Meriwill's and Sir 

Charles his Hands" (5.5). Sir Timothy still gets the fair 

allocation of patriarchal power; the gentlemen's robbery does 

not leave him destitute, but his autonomy is curtailed by the 

presence of Sirs Anthony and Charles, both examples of what 

Behn represents as "natural" power. The tension within the 

duplicitous definitions of "nature" remains. 

Sir Timothy's final speech marks his own recognition of 

his new position as not natural but constructed, not inherent

ly right but coded so by those now in power: "Hum, I'd as good 

quietly agree to't, as lose my Credit by making a Noise.-

Well, Tom, I pardon all, and will be Friends [Gives him his 

hand]" (5.5). Such a response reinforces Sir Timothy's per

sistent definitions, his socially constructed self; he does 

not wish to "lose [his] Credit," to forfeit the money which 

will keep him. Sir Timothy becomes one of the kept, echoing 

Wilding's own role-playing in Act 1. He masquerades as a re

spectable Whig, as a respectable figure of patriarchy, but in 

fact he has been stripped of all force. He has lost "the 

Writings," which have allowed him to create his figure of Whig 

patriarchy, and he must act the part Sir Charles (chancellor 

of the exchequer) writes for him: "Live peacably, and do not 

trouble your decrepid Age with Business of State. Let all 
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things in their own due Order move" (5.5). Behn' s heroic rakes 

suggest that they control the natural order against Sir 

Timothy' s world of private interest, yet they rewrite what 

appears to be "nature" so that it serves their own. 

The power of convention becoming the power of nature: 

Behn reformulates this theme even more darkly in the competi

tion between Wilding and Sir Charles. In the opening and 

closing scenes of The city Heiress, both young men-about-town 

perform on an equal footing as they are united against Sir 

Timothy; however, for the bulk of the play, they also compete 

against each other for Lady Galliard's attention(s). Wilding 

demonstrates his mastery of the Cavalier rakehell persona, 

while Sir Charles, under the gaze and direction of his uncle 

Sir Anthony, must struggle to acquire such a "natural" 

identity. Masquerade and dissimulation are integral to both 

characters' success, but in this plot these qualities ironi

cally are supposed to be celebrations of nature. That too is 

a construction of value. Value also may shift, depending on 

the appraiser. The play complicates the relationship between 

worth and social value by emphasizing who is constructing 

whom. The rake-hero's superiority may be coded as organic, as 

inbred worth, but finally it is a fluid social valuation. 

The paradox seems evident; artifice serves to value the 

natural. Like Robert Markley in an unpublished essay about 

Behn, I would point to Behn's poem "The Golden Age" as a way 
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to structure my interpretation. Markley cites the poem as 

Behn's statement of natural law, against the mystifications 

and disguises which allow convention to overcome individual 

interest and pleasure. I would add, however, that the poem is 

a pastoral, a form which re-presents the natural world in a 

highly artificial form; thus, Behn's view of nature is always 

constructed, organized, and thus marked by intrigue. 

Wilding the trickster and Sir Charles the desiring lover 

demonstrate the inextricable nature of convention in this 

theater. Markley's discussion of the Tory hero and his 

intertwining of object and subject is meant only for wilding: 

The dramatizing of feminine desire dialectically rein

scribes masculine sexuality as both dangerous and 

desirable. Her Tory heroes ... become their plays' 

dominant sex symbols: both the objects of desire and the 

infinitely desiring males. Their dual sexuality is 

presented by Behn as the product of their natural 

exuberance, a manifestation of their inherent, literally 

in-born gentlemanly good nature. 

Sir Charles is left out of Markley's discussion of the hero, 

yet he too has an "inherently" privileged body which desires 

and creates desires; he too is a "natural" gentleman. What he 

must learn to play, then, is the convention of the apparently 

"dangerous and desirable" lover. 

Wilding, the model of natural sex appeal, and Sir 
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Anthony, the aging rake passing on his experience, combine to 

teach Sir Charles the conventions which will succeed in this 

world. Wilding unintentionally identifies both the rivalry and 

Sir Charles' problem as he describes his own passion for Lady 

Galliard: "There is at present some ill understanding between 

us; some damn'd Honourable Fop lays siege to her, which has 

made me ill received; and I, having a new Intrigue, return her 

cold Disdain, but now and then she crosses my Heart too 

violently to resist her" (1.1). The rake-figure describes his 

relation in terms of "understanding'! and violence, yoking 

together the polarities of passion. Sir Charles is an "Honour

able Fop," and thus "damn'd"; his conventions are not the 

conventions approved in Behn's play world. 

Sir Anthony, the onstage representation of audience, 

marks the same problem of convention when he first watches Sir 

Charles speak to the lady: "Ah, Pox, that was stark naught! he 

begins like a Fore-man o'th' Shop, to his Master's daughter.

... The Devil take him, my Nephew's quite spoil'd! Why, what 

a Pox has he to do with Honour now?" (1.1). The repetition of 

"Honour" in Sir Anthony's strictures wittily reverses the 

traditional link of "Honour" and aristocracy; in this formula

tion, only a clerk or shopboy, speaking to a woman who's 

(marginally) better-born, would use the language of love and 

honor. And where would a clerk learn this language? The 

theater. Sir Anthony points to this construction, and re-
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construction, of convention when he critiques Sir Charles' 

performance: "After your whining Prologue, Sir, who the Devil 

would have expected such a Farce?" (1.1). Sir Charles gets his 

stage audience's approval only when he draws his sword on 

Wilding, thus infusing the violence of the rake into his 

politesse, or whining. Sir Anthony must rewrite Sir Charles' 

part, pushing him into the rakehell persona. I would suggest 

such revision does not bring him closer to nature, as Markley 

argues: "Sir Charles, like the woman he desires, learns to 

reject the conventions of honorable love for unmediated 

passion. For much of the play, he is the victim of his own 

mystifications of desire; his courtship of Lady Galliard 

is constructed by Behn to make his romantic sentiments seem so 

much hash" (36). Instead of finding "unmediated passion," 

however, the potential rake must learn to play his part. Sir 

Charles rehearses the "Whining" work he's already done: "I've 

try'd all ways to win upon her Heart, Presented, writ, watcht, 

fought, pray'd, kneel'd, and wept" (1.1). Sir Charles has 

mixed chivalrous and Puritan behavior--double associations of 

"pray'd, kneel'd, and wept"--and such mixture has been a poor 

performance choice, giving him the role of "Honourable Fop." 

Sir Anthony clarifies the appropriate and conventional 

behavior: 

You shou'd have huft and bluster'd at her door, 

Been very impudent and saucy, Sir, 
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Leud, ruffling, mad; courted at all hours and seasons; 

Let her not rest, nor eat, nor sleep, nor visit. 

Believe me, Charles, Women love Importunity. (1.1) 

Wilding's rough behavior is approved, but it is also a 

conventional choice. Sir Anthony does not say that Charles 

should act naturally, but that he should "huff and bluster," 

should play the part of a "Leud, ruffling, mad" hero. This is 

the dangerous hero for whom in this theater women supposedly 

sigh. 

Sir Charles must transform from a romantic hero into the 

Tory rake. Lady Galliard notes that his very appropriateness, 

as lover or husband/commodity, makes him less desirable: "Some 

small Exception to his whining Humour; but I think my chiefest 

dislike is, because my Relations wish it a Match between us. 

It is not hate to him, but natural contradiction" (2.2). She 

perhaps does not appreciate his "Humour, " \vhich is his 

"Honour," because Behn ironically aligns it so closely with a 

cit's misreading and misplaying. The association she most 

distrusts is the idea of marriage as business arrangement. In 

this, she might remind the audience of Behn's intrigue 

heroines, who wish to choose their own arrangements, but Lady 

Galliard is different; she wishes to avoid business altogeth

er. She has been married and now, as a widow, enjoys substan

tial independence. Sir Charles and his "Honourable" love 

represent the return of patriarchal control. 
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To succeed in gaining Lady Galliard, then, Sir Charles 

must avoid those two very unattractive readings of character 

and role. Although he doesn't wish to escape his encoding as 

potential husband, he can change his performance of the 

conventional role of lover. Sir Anthony's directing thus 

appears clear in the later acts, as Sir Charles displays the 

difference between his two roles. When the two Meriwills 

appear in Lady Galliard's dressing room, Sir Anthony sets the 

new character he's scripted for his nephew: "So, I have 

tutor'd the young Rogue, I hope he'll learn in time"; 

"[putting him forward]. . . Look how he stands now, being a mad 

young Rascal!--Gad, he would wait on your Ladyship ... For 

he I s a brisk Lover, Madam, when he once begins" (2.3). Sir 

Anthony's job is to get him to "begin". Sir Charles stubbornly 

remains chivalrous and thus ironically "puritanical" in Sir 

Anthony's and Lady Galliard's eyes, driving Sir Anthony to 

distraction: "oh damn it, beg Pardon! the Rogue's quite out 

of's part" (2.3). The repetition of "Rogue" and "Rascal" 

underscore the witty undercutting of those traditional terms, 

for Sir Charles is a "Rogue" because he is neither being nor 

playing one. 

The scene, set as Lady Galliard "dresses" and plays her 

part well, works through further undercutting of the ideas of 

roguery and convention. These ideas play against each other. 

Sir Charles speaks the words of an honorable lover; Sir 
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Anthony rages against the perceived Puritan nature of the 

words, threatening to disinherit him--to remove what Tory 

sanction he has--even as he strives to forward his nephew's 

cause with the lady; Lady Galliard disposes jewels and 

"Essence," which is artifice, around herself. As Sir Charles 

continues to "beg," to "whine," Sir Anthony explodes in a 

statement which makes clear the complication of actor, 

character and role: "Look in that Glass, Sir, and admire that 

sneaking Coxcomb's Countenance of yours: a pox on him, he's 

past Grace, lost, gone" (2.3). "The Coxcomb's Countenance" 

both is and is not Sir Charles; the mirror shows him the image 

of his role-playing through his audience's eyes. He is not 

playing the Tory rake. Sir Anthony even threatens to put 

Wilding in Sir Charles' place as rightful heir; the patriar

chal succession here reaches a point where its construction of 

"natural" likeness is made explicit. 

Sir Charles does alter his performance as he increases 

his intake of alcohol, however; once "disguised," he can play 

the right rogue. In public, he positions himself against Sir 

Timothy's Whig and Puritan authority: "Hark ye, leave that 

cozening, canting, sanctify'd Sneer of yours, and drink ye me 

like a sober loyal Magistrate, all those Healths you are 

behind, from his sacred Majesty, whom God long preserve, with 

the rest of the Royal Family, even down to this wicked Widow, 

whom Heaven soon convert from her leud designs on my body" 
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(3.1). Playing the Tory hero links debauchery with the 

"sacred," and flips his relationship with Lady Galliard, so 

that it is she who has the idea of "villanous [sic] Matrimo

ny." His statement restores him his place in the Cavalier 

hierarchy, as Sir Anthony grins, "A rare Boy! he shall have 

all my Estate" (3.1). The Whig Sir Timothy may say, "This is 

mere Tyranny," but the tyranny is theatrical; playing the 

Cavalier is approved, by the play's characters and by Behn. 

To succeed in this theater-like world, public performance 

must be matched or modified by private; to show his mastery of 

his new role and to reinforce the play's association of Tory 

rakishness and potent sexuality, Sir Charles replays the 

dressing room scene he did so badly in Act II. This time he 

drunkenly erupts into Lady Galliard's room (as she has just 

given herself to Wilding and regretted it), in the dark almost 

striking down his own travelling audience Sir Anthony. The 

contraries of nature and convention playoff each other as Sir 

Charles says of his rival, "And if I find him here, [searches 

about] I shall very civilly and accidentally, as it were, 

being in perfect friendship with him--pray, mark that--run him 

through the Lungs" (4.2). His claim of violence to the man 

transfers then to the woman: "why I am obstinately bent to 

ravish thee, thou hypocritical Widow, make thee mine by force, 

that so I have no obligation to thee, and consequently use 

thee scurvily with a good conscience" (4.2). He moves into the 
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role completely, revealing its assumptions as he plays the 

rake who manipulates "obligation ll and "conscience" for his own 

ends. As he plays, Sir Anthony increases the money he plans to 

give him. Sir Charles's performance certainly becomes value 

for money. 

Sir Charles does not stop thinking of Lady Galliard as 

"business," however; he still plans to marry her. He is 

redefining the approach to marriage as he goes: "Nay, Gad, an 

you be for the nearest way to the Wood, the sober discreet way 

of loving, I am sorry for ye, look ye" (4.2). He has replayed 

his love so that it is no longer "sober and discreet," which 

has been coded as undesirable, even while he pursues an 

unCavalier emphasis on the business of marriage. It is not the 

"unmediated passion ll Markley cites, but a persona which allows 

for business and pleasure: "Well, well, I'll be content with 

Performance then to night, and trust you for your Promise till 

to-morrow" ( 4.2). He makes a new link between the Cavalier 

terms of "Performance" and "Promise," so that his act now 

omits the whining for a redefinition of honor. His trickery 

will win him Lady Galliard, heart and money, in the end; Behn 

has allowed him to be reclaimed by "Performance," by rein

scription into the correct (Tory) conventions. 

Wilding, of course, represents a "natural" player, one 

who intrigues even when he is being honest; Markley notes this 

as "natural exuberance." Yet, although Wilding is Lady 
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Galliard's choice, she notes his own distancing of actor and 

character: "Your very Faults, how gross soe'er to me, / Have 

something pleasing in 'em. To me you're all/That Man can 

praise, or Woman can desire; / All Charm without, and all 

Desert within" (4.1). Is Wilding a multiplicity of surfaces? 

The women characters do recognize him, but it is a sexual 

recognition: as Diana expresses it, "Ha, Wilding! Love can 

discover thee through all Disguise" (3.1). He perhaps is 

recognized because he mirrors others' desire. Because of his 

own mutability, the audience can see him best when he is 

reflected by Charlot, Diana, and Lady Galliard. 

Charlot the city-Heiress and Diana, Wilding's kept mis

tress and actress in his scheme against Sir Timothy, recognize 

Wilding's mutability, and they choose to play out masquerades 

of their own. Charlot is the closest to an intrigue heroine 

this play offers, and like Hellena in the Rover, she under

stands Wilding's inconstancy and means to playa better game 

than he. When he sees her disguised at sir Timothy's, he looks 

at her carefully only to misread: "Hah, what pretty Creature's 

this, that has so much of Charlot in her Face? But sure she 

durst not venture; 'tis not her Dress nor Mien" (3.1). This 

replicates Willmore's misreading, and it sets up a loss at 

gaming. She indeed does venture to possess him, and manages to 

hold on, albeit not surrendering prettily: "I have thee, and 

I'll die grasping thee; Thou art my own, no Power shall take 
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thee from me" (5.5). Charlot is the intrigue virgin who sets 

and pays her own price for a husband. Diana also shifts for 

herself, and that shift is explicitly economic; she rewrites 

Wilding's intrigue script to allow her marriage with Sir Timo

thy, thus securing her own place. The connection of rake and 

whore is interesting, because again the "natural" rake 

implicates himself in business. Wilding and Diana scheme to 

profit in a patriarchal economy which seems to exclude a 

nephew or a whore. They manage to rework those conventions, 

and thus she achieves limited power. 

For Lady Galliard, Wilding is not an ally but a threat. 

She ironically does not have the freedom to maneuver that the 

other female characters do, because her widowhood already 

gives her a modicum of security. The movement from exclusion 

to inclusion that Diana makes, the disposition of goods that 

Charlot makes: their victories rework conventions of business 

practice. Lady Galliard is threatened in two ways; she must 

choose between Sir Charles, who even when playing the rake 

means marriage and her loss of power, and Wilding, who 

represents an even more dangerous force than a return to 

patriarchal definition. Wilding mirrors her own uncontrollable 

desire, in a world where a woman must control her roles, her 

characters. Behn's construction of the patriarchal theater 

points to the shifts a woman must make against threats which 

seek to limit her roles. 
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She begins as a wealthy widow, in control of fortune and 

self; both suitors represent a lessening of that control. In 

addition, she cannot accept a lover's momentary performance as 

representing the performance of a lifetime. Her first words to 

wilding mark her own insecurity of interpretation and place: 

"And see how now you're changed" (1.1). The same shifting of 

identity which gives Wilding and, eventually, Sir Charles 

ability to manipulate makes them difficult lovers, for they 

threaten her hardwon independence. Her strategy is to maintain 

her character through her public value: "Have you forgot my 

Fortune, and my Youth, My Quality, and Fame?" (1.1). These are 

not only the traits of an internalized masculine honor, as 

Robert Markley suggests, but also the ways she marks her role. 

If she has "Fortune," "Youth," and "Quality," the conventions 

of a patriachal economy would presume she is for sale; her 

"Fame" keeps her that credit which she does not plan to use. 

Behn clearly outlines the contradiction of Lady Gall

iard's position. If Lady Galliard allows a lover into her 

life, her "fame" and thus her control is quite likely compro

mised; on the other hand, what good will such control be if 

she must live alone? She is drawn to Wilding but daren't trust 

him; she doesn't want Sir Charles, but he perhaps can be 

directed. These impossible choices suggest that the apparently 

powerful Lady Galliard is even further outside the bases of 

power than the prostitutes in Behn's intrigue plays proper. 
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Willmore may cause La Nuche to leave her economic trading, her 

position of control, but the characters in The Rover, Part II 

gesture toward an escape from the strictures of theater and 

economy. Lady Galliard, however, does not play in a distant, 

staged world. She is trapped in a London of convention, one 

Behn's audience would know only too well. 

Lady Galliard's problems coalesce around belief and 

deception, expressed through "tongues." Whom can she trust 

with her character and her role, her value? Wilding's rakish

ness makes him untrustworthy, as she notes: "Ha, do I not know 

that railing Tongue of yours?" (3.1). He appears to realize 

that this element of control restrains desire which would 

break through: "But we both love, and who shall blab the 

Secret? [In a soft tone" (3.1). But even as he speaks the 

party line about woman's indiscretion and man's fidelity, he 

plays her false; he is plotting with Charlot and Diana even as 

he speaks of "Modesty and Silence / For virtue's but a Name 

Kept free from Scandal." His voice signals that intrigue, as 

Lady Galliard points out: "Oh, why were all the Charms of 

speaking given to that false Tongue that makes no better use 

of 'ern?" Wilding has charm which confuses; HE, rather than the 

woman, is the duplicitous, slippery, unknowable object of 

desire. 

Lady Galliard and Wilding explore the possibility of 

subjectivity within the roles they play, but reality is 
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explained cynically, in less than flattering language. He 

expects his false words to be, read truly, but he speaks the 

brutali ty behind the pretence of his own role of lover: "being 

sensible you have not Discretion enough to manage your own 

Affairs your self, you resolve like other Widows, with all 

you're worth to buy a Governour, commonly call'd a Husband. I 

took ye to be wiser; but if that be your Design I shall do my 

best to serve you--though to deal freely with you" (4.1). 

"Discretion" is clearly power and knowledge; it is the ability 

to conceal and to shift meaning. 

Such freedom to construct, which depends on discretion, 

only applies to the male in this liaison. Lady Galliard knows 

better than to trust such a shape-shifter: "Trouble not your 

self, Sir, to make Excuses; I'm not so fond of the Offer to 

take you at your Word" (4.1). His word is duplicity, and thus 

he is no economic bargain either: "Marry you! A Rakeshame, who 

have not Esteem enough for the Sex to believe your Mother 

honest--without Money or credit, without Land either in 

present or prospect; and half a dozen hungry Vices, like so 

many bauling Brats at your Back, perpetually craving, and more 

chargeable to keep than twice the number of Children" (4.1). 

The trope points to her own vulnerability in motherhood and 

childbirth, without a man who can be valued or placed. Of 

course, she rails in anger at what she (rightly) thinks is his 

infidelity, and of course, she returns to Behn's privileging 
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of desire over "Vice". Wilding falsely, yet truly says, "All 

the desires of mutual Love are virtuous" (4.1). Mutual desire 

gets them to bed; once there, Lady Galliard finds that love is 

indeed not mutual in this case. 

She is betrayed by her reading of performance and her 

interpretation of depth beneath wilding's rakehell persona. 

Her rage after her surrender seems odd at first; why should 

she be upset after satisfying her desires? Wilding certainly 

seems confused: "Why, what's the harm in what we two have 

done?" (4.2). The harm lies in Lady Galliard's misdirection of 

"discretion:" not discovery, but the ability to shift and 

conceal. She learns this negative value after sex with 

Wilding. He becomes the icon of falsehood, ironically a mirror 

of his own tropes about her: 

Ah, what Malicious God, 

Sworn enemy to feeble Womankind, 

Taught thee the Art of Conquest with thy Tongue? 

Thy false eluding Eyes were surely made 

Of starts that rule our Sex's destiny: 

And all thy Charms were by Inchantment wrought, 

That first undo the heedless Gazers on, 

Then shew their natural Deformity. (4.2) 

Those rakehell virtues are "Inchantment," "deluding," and, (a 

savage indictment in a play which privileges the idea of the 

natural), a "natural Deformity." Convention twists what should 
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be honest and free exchange into economic and individual 

threat. Wilding's attempt to retake the love, and her rejec

tion, show such threat clearly. He plays her false again, 

vowing to kill himself if he does not get what he wants, and 

since in one sense she still wants her idea of him, she almost 

succumbs again. She is stopped only by the "new" sir Charles's 

drunk and disorderly arrival. Thus, she escapes one form of 

control only to fall into another. The conventions deployed by 

Wilding sway her; Sir Charles then adapts the persona in order 

to manipulate convention and further restrict her role. She 

will become his wife--and lose autonomy--because of the 

variety of patriarchal conventions wielded against her. 

Behn's city Heiress thus questions what indeed is handed 

down to its characters. Who are the controlling figures, and 

what gives them this control? Men legitimate and subvert the 

natural. By the end of the play, Wilding takes the titular 

City Heiress; the other heiress, the widow who has inherited 

the patriarchal problems solved by Wilding and Sir Charles, 

takes her family's choice. The language she uses to accept Sir 

Charles speaks of defeat: "your unwearied love has vanquished 

me" (5.5). Sir Charles has taken on the persona of her lover, 

and with "one last look more" at the uncontrollable object of 

desire, she goes to the figure who has learned the conventions 

of the rakehell to please her. This ending suggests that what 

appears to be the natural is always constructed, always 
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hierarchical, and thus, for women, it cannot be escaped simply 

with manipulation of convention. 

Such an ending reverses the hope enacted in Sir Patient 

Fancy, where Lady Fancy can get money and lover by her skill 

at intrigue and where Lady Knowell can rewrite conventional 

expectations about apparently foolish mothers. Where Behn's 

earlier town-comedy concentrates its critique on fools, 

according victory to those who can perform better, The City

Heiress focuses on the reinscription of power through conven

tion. The cheerful theatrical anarchy of the earlier play then 

becomes a satire which exposes the limits of that theatricali

ty. The Restoration theater is still controlled by men; the 

new kind of audience she calls for in the Epilogue to Sir 

Patient Fancy has not appeared. After Behn's ten years in the 

theater, she still is not allowed to write without male

defined conventions. In her last great town-comedy, she will 

take up this issue again, but when she does, she offers a new 

alternative to the scripted limitations of convention and 

performance: magic. 



The Lucky Chance: The Power of Magic 

"No, I am for things possible and natural" 
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-- Gayman, The Lucky Chance 

The 1687 The Lucky Chance; or, An Alderman's Bargain 

is Aphra Behn's last town comedy, and its tone falls 

somewhere between the comic lightness of Sir Patient Fancy 

and the satiric darkness of The City Heiress. In it we see 

her return to earlier forms and themes: mixed plots near 

tragicomedy, and open avowal of intrigue. Indeed, her 

combative preface to the play names it specifically "a 

comedy of intrigue." At the same time, it is definitely a 

play about London: the City, the Town, and even the stews 

of Alsatia. Behn's new combination of town and intrigue 

plots, further innovation in what Frances Kavenik calls a 

"fletcherian mode" (178), opens up possibilities for 

revision of her central themes. 5 Also, she is returning to 

playwriting after her (possibly) politically motivated 

absence from the stage after the furor over her prologue to 

Romulus and Hersilia, during which four years she has 

worked on romances, translations, and poetry; those writing 

experiences mark anew her own carnival approach to the 

form, The Lucky Chance replays her concerns with identity, 

gender, nature and convention with a new twist--magic. 

This script struggles between what is natural, what is 

constructed, and what appears to be supernatural. Elements 
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of fantasy--ghosts, devils, carnival dances at midnight-

playoff the dark realities of patrilineal victimization of 

men and women, and of poverty and crime. Fantasy and magic 

become the tool of the disenfranchised, specifically of 

women; in one of the two central plots Julia, Lady Fulbank, 

writes her own scenarios and casts her own love in them. 

Julia, like other Behn heroines, figures a type of the 

female playwright. In the renowned preface to The Lucky 

Chance, Behn explicitly connects her own use of masquerade 

to the plight of any woman "writer" struggling to control 

her own constraints in economy and theater: "All I ask, is 

the Priviledge for my Masculine Part the Poet in me, (if 

any such you will allow me) to tread in those successful 

Paths my Predecessors have so long thriv'd in" (Preface). I 

read this now famous request as Behn's acknowledgement of 

the construction of gender through the pressures of 

convention. She plays "the Poet," which is a breeches part; 

however, this performance does not affect the actor's body 

or her femininity. Performance introduces magic and 

disguise into the seemingly conventional correspondence 

between role and gender. Such performance is the project of 

The Lucky Chance. 

Catherine Gallagher has suggested one way to read 

Behn's disguise: "she introduced to the world of English 

letters a new-fangled whore. This persona has many 
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functions in Behn's works: it titillates, scandalizes, 

arouses pity, and indicates the vicissitudes of authorship 

and identity in general" (24). As Behn plays the whore, her 

gestures to the role would negate the equation of role and 

self. She is the unknowable, the presence of the actor 

emphasizing the absence of a central self and thus 

emphasizing the actor's ability to be bought and sold. 

Gallagher's important reading opens up many areas of 

discussion for Behn studies and The Lucky Chance, but in 

the end I argue that Behn, and her alter ego Julia, do not 

play the courtesan. They instead are attempting to script a 

new set of roles, to introduce intrigue as a strategy 

impossible to separate from convention. Building on her 

earlier reconstitution of patriarchal economy in works such 

as The Rover, in which men and women are objects of 

exchange, she gives us a theater-world in which the men and 

women must intrigue to survive and to identify their 

selves. Gayman and Julia, Bellmour and Leticia--the lovers 

of the Lucky Chance--cannot meet openly in a town where a 

"natural" union is most unnatural. These characters must 

pass in their conventional roles even as they deny that 

imposed behavior. 

within the patriarchal economy and theater, identity 

is perforce alienated. Gallagher reads Julia's problematics 

of self in this way: it "assumes not only the fracturing 
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and multiplication of the self as a condition and result of 

exchange, but also the creation of a second order of 

reality: a reality of representations through which the 

characters simultaneously alienate and protect their 

identities" (34). I would suggest that Behn's theater 

presents only fractured and multiplied selves, for the men 

as well as the women, because they all are continually 

being sold. Money, and the support of oppressive bourgeois 

and aristocratic conventions with which it is associated, 

define the real; magic and disguise, themselves 

constructions, ironically pull us away from the social 

constructions of economy and theater. Emphasizing this 

reversal of expectation, intrigue then constitutes nature. 

When Gayman, musing on his two competing interpretations of 

the "devil" appearing in his Alsatia room, decides, "I am 

for all things possible and natural," he in fact declares 

for intrigue. 

Intrigue normally works against an established order, 

what for Behn would be a patriarchal citizen's construction 

of relationship. Thus each couple--Julia and Gayman, 

Leticia and Bellmour--must work against an old man, 

unnaturally connected to youth and beauty, unnaturally 

constructing lineage and inheritance as nature. 6 We see 

Sir Feeble Fainwou'd and Sir cautious Fulbank together, a 

seemingly pathetic team whose position in the bourgeois 
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City makes them obstacles for the disguise and magic 

practiced by the vulnerable lovers. But is it merely a 

question of position, or is it agency as well? Like Sir 

Timothy Treat-all in The city Heiress, Sir Feeble and Sir 

cautious wish to break contract, to rip asunder the terms 

of the aristocratic economy, to masquerade to enforce 

control. To gain Leticia, Sir Feeble has intrigued by 

forging letters from the Hague which report Bellmour's 

death, buying Bellmour's pardon to hold against him, and 

using the lies characteristic of his position to impress 

upon Leticia her economic necessity of marrying him; to 

keep Julia, Sir cautious has contributed to Gayman's 

bankruptcy. Although they ostensibly oppose intrigue, the 

Puritan fathers make use of it for their own goals, much 

more radically than does Sir Timothy in The City Heiress. 

There is no real social order or center without intrigue, 

and thus, the appearance of magic is tolerated, even 

privileged. 

Like her intrigue comedies, The Lucky Chance suggests 

that night and masquerade rewrite the misconnections of 

day, that night is indeed clearer than day. The opening 

scene is morning, one whose brightness shows unnatural 

conventions, the constructions of masquerade, and their 

workings on the disinherited and exiled: Bellmour and 

Gayman. Bellmour and Gayman are disguised against the 
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surveillance of the citizen father-figures who have taken 

their place, in essence usurped their roles: Bellmour as a 

dead man, cloaked against the day; Gayman as Mr Waste-all, 

a most uncharitable name for his own loyalty in love. They 

in turn survey the false happiness of Leticia and Sir 

Feeble's wedding day, as she prepares to marry the man who 

has forced Bellmour into his first mask. Truths diffused 

through irony are evident from the beginning, as Bellmour 

complains to Gayman, "Whither is Honour, Truth, and 

Friendship fled?" Gayman's voice may seem an echo of other 

characters, but it crucially sets up these concerns of the 

play: "Why, there ne'er was such a Virtue, 'Tis all a 

Poet's Dream" (1.1). Behn's young lovers, like Behn 

herself, are poets who must dream up ways to succeed, even 

when the romance concerns of "Honour, Truth, and 

Friendship" exist only in the pastoral "Golden Age." 

Sir Feeble--a cit husband, dangerous because he might 

not be so "feeble" in his usurpation of the marriage bed-

stands between Bellmour and Leticia. Their story returns to 

the high plot of tragicomedy and to the excesses of early 

Behn intrigue like The Forced Marriage, but Behn treats it 

like a comic plot. Bellmour must change characters and play 

other roles before he can be reunited with his love and his 

"true" name. Gallagher's reading reads that ultimate 

reunion as proof of his centered self, as she looks at 
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similarity and difference: "the denial of the true, 

identity insuring, difference (that between duelers and 

murderers) necessitates false differences, disguises and 

theatrical representations .... The comedy is this series 

of disguises and spectacles, but its end is to render them 

unnecessary by the reunion of Bellmour with his proper 

identity and his proper wife" (31). After reviewing the 

play, however, it is unclear that even Bellmour is ever 

sure of his self. The opening scene gestures to his 

inability to find a "proper" role. His task is to find a 

theatrical match. 

Bellmour is indeed no one at the beginning of the 

play. He's a returning exile, a dueller/murderer (the 

distinction artificial, built on inescapable convention), a 

husband who has not exchanged conventional vows and who is 

about to be superseded by a conventionally bad second 

choice. Bellmour has only the role of the tragicomic hero 

left, which we see from his opening, vaguely Shakespearean 

cliche: "Sure, 'tis the day that gleams in yonder East" 

(1.1). He speaks blank verse, giving a brief exposition of 

his (lack of) place and indicating what sort of world we've 

entered: one governed "By rigid Laws, which put no 

difference/ 'Twixt fairly killing in my own defence,/ And 

Murders bred by drunken Arguments,/ Whores, or the mean 

Revenges of a Coward" (1.1). There is no "difference" in a 
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world where convention itself is masquerade. Where cliche 

marks role and "rigid Laws" oppress all, one frankly cannot 

afford a centered self. 

Bellmour certainly can't; he swings between his 

tragicomic role and Gayman's notion of a town-rake. As 

Bellmour talks of his own love and Leticia's apparent loss, 

he continues to play the romantic if not tragic hero, but 

Gayman jokes him into the more cynical pose of a rake. 

Bellmour assumes this role with relative ease: "But hang 

it, I'll be resolute and saucy, / Despise a Woman who can 

use me ill,/ And think my self above her" (1.1). Gayman's 

l:esponse is telling: "Why, now thou art thy self--a Man 

again." It is unclear which, if either, pose is Bellmour's 

"self." What is clear in this brief exchange, however, is 

that identity and definitions of masculinity trouble the 

heroes of the play; they must construct characters which 

allow them a measure of freedom and a way to consider 

themselves men within the "rigid Laws" of convention. 

Bellmour's intrigue begins immediately, as he shifts 

into the role of the Fainwou'd nephew Francis; the name 

"Fainwou'd" not only ironically comments on Sir Feeble's 

amorous aspirations but puns on Bellmour's project, as he 

would feign to achieve closeness to his love and his enemy. 

Bellmour becomes the figure of the actor, then, referring 

to other characters as he embodies one role. For Leticia, 
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he assumes a ghostly presence, a magical reminder of her 

own succumbing to the conventional economy which Sir Feeble 

"presented high" (3.2). She stares at Bellmour when she 

first meets Francis: "like will to like, I see that," notes 

the blind Sir Feeble (1.3). Or, romantic heroine will to 

romantic hero. 

They play out their roles in the Fainwou'd darkened 

garden, but such play makes them unable to return to a 

mythical state of innocence. Leticia responds first only to 

his voice, to the disconnection of words and body: "Where 

art thou, Oh thou lovely charming Shade? For sure thou 

canst not take a Shape to fright me" (2.2). "Shade" and 

"Shape" define the perception of the actor. Even when 

Bellmour and Leticia renew their vows of love, they are 

doubly constrained by the conventions of tragic romance and 

by the conventions of their London; even the garden and its 

associations of nature and innocence are theatrical 

constructions. To close the scene, Bellmour holds Leticia 

close, but must tell Sir Feeble that "she1s gone"; her 

fainting replays the disconnection of character and body, 

of "Shade" and "Shape," that Bellmour has enacted first. 

Even in this high plot, intrigue questions the idea of a 

fixed identity or a knowable self; in fact, intrigue is 

protection in an unfriendly world. 

Night, which for Behn is the site of intrigue, also 
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represents the threat to the couple, for Sir Feeble's 

physical possession of her (only to be accomplished at 

night, as he sUbstitutes for the "real" husband Bellmour) 

would limit her, and Bellmour's, role-playing. Even though 

the body seems to be the end of masquerade, any perception 

of the body is constructed; nevertheless, consummation with 

Sir Feeble would reify her role as his wife. The threat is 

clear, as sir Feeble says,"And share to day my Pleasures 

and Delight./ But-- adds bobs, they must be all mine own 

tonight" (1.3). His possession of "Pleasures" is his 

capture of her performance, and Bellmour must shift his own 

to counter the legal redefinition of character and role: as 

Sir Feeble puts it, "Lawful! It shall be when I've had 

Livery and Seisin of her Body--and that shall be presently 

Rogue" (3.1). He has rewritten and distorted law--"livery 

and seisin"--to win Leticia, but Bellmour will tell a story 

to prevent it, assuming his own Scheherazade pose: "sudden 

Stratagem ... will do better than Force" (3.1). 

Bellmour plays with Time, a watch left behind, to make 

Sir Feeble choose between his as yet untouched wife and his 

more appropriate theatrical match, the other Citizen 

patriarch Sir cautious. Bellmour's plot sets up a farcical 

scene in which Sir Feeble and Sir cautious explore their 

great fears, of both cuckoldry and the passage of time, as 

they endeavor to find out "what's the matter." The scene 
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exhausts Sir Feeble and saves Leticia until the next night; 

this time Bellmour must play his own Other, "The wrong'd, 

the lost and murder'd Bellmour" (5.2). As his own shade, 

the uncanniness of the actor made "flesh," Bellmour 

orchestrates his own return, as the stage directions note: 

"[Bellmour comes forth from between the Curtains, his Coat 

off, his Shirt bloody, a Dagger in his hand, and his 

Disguise off]" (5.2). But his basic disguise is NOT off; 

while he has been "wrong'd," he has not died, a death which 

his own script plays out. He must appear to die, however, 

to be reborn in his new role. 

When he arrives for his final scene, now married to 

Leticia, we assume that he is restored, "himself" again. 

Yet he still plays the masquerader, his identity still 

fluid. His colloquy with Sir Feeble rehearses all his 

roles, suggesting that the restored tragicomic hero is as 

much a role as the others. When Sir Feeble asks who he is, 

Bellmour replies: "Bellmour, or Francis, chuse you which 

you like, and I am either." As Sir Feeble presses, "Hah, 

Bellmour! And no Ghost?", Bellmour does not directly answer 

the question, replying instead, "Bellmour--and not your 

Nephew, Sir." He does not deny his multiplicity; he still 

plays the Ghost, if not the Nephew. Now that the intrigue 

is done, however, he returns to his earliest role, now 

affected by the other characters and roles he'S assumed. 



The hero gestures to the absent ghost, as we see in the 

closing lines of this quest for identity. Sir Feeble 

inquires again, "are you real, Bellmour?" The joke with 

which he replies is equivocal: "As sure as I'm no Ghost" 

(5.7). But how sure can we be? The audience cannot have 

Bellmour without his shade, the presence without the 

absence. Bellmour and Leticia are free to play their 

original roles, but we cannot forget the four and a half 

acts of intrigue which questions the centered selves to 

which they appear to return. 
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Of course, Leticia does not move far from her 

tragicomic heroine role. She does not have the wit of a 

typical Behn intrigue heroine, nor does she allow the 

possession which would make her a Cit's wife and thus a 

typical Behn town-comedy heroine. Instead, she recalls the 

heroines of Behn's mixed plays, who are victims who 

struggle to define a self at all. Her character is 

embroiled in intrigue, and so as Bellmour learns to 

masquerade, she too learns to feign. That feigning, unlike 

Bellmour's, always recalls traditional patriarchal 

constructions of femininity. She plays the coy maiden with 

Sir Feeble, and his cooings suggest that this is a 

traditional role: "Why, what art doing there--fiddle 

fadling--adod, you young Wenches are so loth to come to •.• 

No bargaining, my little Hussey" (5.2). Her "bargaining" is 
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not wifely submission, but it also masks her own revulsion 

in a conventional pose of repugnance, of rejection of the 

older husband. Even as she participates in the intrigue, 

she returns to the words and gestures of the tragicomic 

maiden, as we see in her lament for the duped old man: 

"Blest be this kind release, and yet methinks it grieves me 

to consider how this poor old Man is frighted" (5.2). The 

only role she finally plays comfortably is that of the 

heroine who exists only to empathize. 

Bellmour and Leticia, then, find the roles which they 

fit most closely, and these parts fit neatly into the 

patriarchal theater. Bellmour's alienations of selfhood 

disappear into the past acts, as Sir Feeble blesses their 

union and finally bestows the traditional comic seal of 

patriarchal approval. The father in essence gives the 

daughter away to the suitor, rather than keeping her for 

himself. The neatness of this ending, and the willingness 

to fall into conventional patriarchal types, is not 

possible, however, for the play's central couple: Julia, 

Lady Fulbank, and her lover Gayman. 

The wit-couple also must work with the alienation of 

character and role which allows them to survive (and in 

Julia's case, to prosper for much of the play). Their acts 

are private as well as public; although (as Gallagher 

suggests) it is control of public representations which 
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concerns them, such need for control pursues them into the 

private spaces, and thus Behn's discovery scenes in this 

play are masquerades as well. The Act 1 appearances of 

Gayman and Lady Fulbank suggest this implication in 

scripting and acting. 

When Bellmour enters, his final role--the tragicomic 

hero--is his first; when Gayman enters wrapped in a cloak, 

however, he is already disguised. His cloak conceals both 

body and character. He's contradiction, a figure of night 

who's abroad on a wedding morning. As Mr. Wasteall, he 

represents no body; he's lost his money, his land, and his 

name, the things which position a character on the 

patriarchal stage. He has retreated into this liminal 

position because Julia has continually rejected his 

representations of love and character. 

Such representations are part of the exchange-economy 

as well as theater. Behn here sets up a connection between 

The City Heiress's Sir Charles, an aristocratic fellow who 

doesn't know how to approach his role as Tory rake, and 

Gayman and his troubles. Their difficulties in performance 

become economic threats. In an opening complaint, Gayman 

lists his own failed approaches and the economic 

consequences thereof: he "hotly [has] pursu'd it: swore, 

wept, vow'd, wrote, upbraided, prayed, and railed; then 

treated lavishly, and presented high--till, between you and 
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I, Harry, I have presented the best part of Eight hundred a 

year into her Husband's hands, in Mortgage" (1.1). The list 

suggests another mixture of romance and rakishness, but 

finally poor performance connects with money; the box 

office figures keep going down, not to Gayman's advantage. 

However, the exchange economy does not discriminate by 

gender, which Gayman recognizes. When Bellmour protests 

about following any such "Course" of theatrical romancing, 

Gayman cautions against essentializing, against attaching 

role to a specific gender: "No, no, Pox on't, all Women are 

not Jilts. Some are honest, and will give as well as take; 

or else there would not be so many broke i'th' City" (1.1). 

Gayman's continued emphasis on masquerade and dissociation 

between his characters and roles marks him as Julia's 

match. 

Julia Lady Fulbank too plays a role in public: the 

witty citizen wife, a more subdued and constrained version 

of a trickster heroine like Sir Patient Fancy's Lady Fancy. 

She too is in effect a playwright, playing a double game of 

writing and acting. When Gayman is obviously cloaked, 

obviously null, Julia appears to be honest. But she too is 

pl~.ying, scripting her own entrance into the theater. I~ 

her first appearance in private, she tries on Leticia's 

role as she bemoans her marriage to Sir cautious. While her 

complaints seem real, the blank verse and heightened 
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emotion ironically signal an act: "Oh, how fatal are forc'd 

Marriages!/ How many Ruins one such Match pulls on!/ Had I 

but kept my sacred vows to Gayman,/ How happy had I been-

how prosperous hell Whilst now I languish in a loath'd 

embrace,/ Pine out my Life with Age--Consumptions, Coughs" 

(1.2). She acts out the (false) tragicomic connections 

between material gain and essential worth, when she plays 

with "Sacred Vows"--which are private, like the ones shared 

by Bellmour and Leticia, rather than socially constructed. 

But even the private vows are not inviolate: as Gayman has 

told Bellmour, to believe so "'tis a Poet's Dream." 

Private selves cannot be extricated from "The World," 

which is Julia's and Gayman's concern. They must 

accommodate others' interpretation which may attend the 

scenes they script. Behn uses Gayman's Alsatia hovel to 

work through these complications of public and private 

presentation. Bredwel graphically describes the horrible 

surroundings, the filth, poverty, and noise of his chance 

meeting with Gayman "at home." Julia is moved to act, but 

she does not want anyone, even Gayman, to know of her 

monetary or bodily generosity. This impulse to masquerade 

even in private applies to everyone around her, as her 

instructions to Bredwell suggest: "you shall in some 

disguise convey this Money to him, as from an unknown hand: 

I would not have him think it comes from me, for all the 
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World: That Nicety and Virtue I've profest, I am resolved 

to keep" (1.3). "Disguise" is both method and messenger; 

she appropriates disguise to redistribute commodities and 

love, but she does so even in what seems to be a private 

moment. 

Behn makes this strategy of appropriation clear, by 

going behind the scenes at Gayman's, looking behind the 

rake-hero facade to find the actor still acting. Appearance 

and role contrast to humorous effect. The stage directions 

emphasize Gayman's poverty: "Enter Gayman, in a Night-cap, 

and an old Campaign coat tied about him, very melancholy" 

(2.1). The first words out of his mouth, however, parody 

Bellmour's own Act 1 exposition and lament, and the picture 

of sordid "reality" is immediately qualified: "Curse on my 

Birth! Curse on my faithless Fortune!/ Curse on my stars, 

and curst be all -- but Love!" (2.1). "Birth," "Fortune," 

"stars": these appurtenances of tragedy are a joke, an 

acknowledgement of construction for a masquerader. His 

blank-verse railing ends with an anticlimactic twelfth 

line: "How now, Rag, what's a Clock?" The private Gayman 

tries on roles just as the private Julia does; everything 

is rehearsal. 

The scene which follows dramatizes Gayman's 

commodification as object of desire in the upside-down 

"nature" of masquerade. First, as Rag's joke puts it, 
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Gayman must practice on his filthy landlady the same "black 

Art" of seduction and dissimulation that Julia will 

practice on him; he plies the horribly comic figure of 

working-class feminine lust with drink, song, and kisses. 

He is paid for his "Power" of persuasion with 5 pounds, a 

fraction of his next sale. 

As soon as the landlady leaves, the next masquerade 

begins. Bredwel appears, "drest like a Devil," to give 

Gayman a bag of gold and to explain what is encumbent on 

his sale: "all the Pay is Secrecy ...• you're invited to the 

Shades below" (2.1). These "Shades" are local and 

constructed by class, "Near to the Corner of the silent 

Wall,/ In Fields of Lincoln's-Inn." Gayman's own knowledge 

of intrigue--especially linked to his previous 

prostitution--Ieads him to assume that this proposed visit 

is not a supernatural escape from social pressures into the 

arms of beauty. Instead, he sees masquerade and night as 

"dull drudging" sale: 

No, I am for things possible and Natural: 

Some Female Devil, old and damn'd to Ugliness, 

And past all Hopes of Courtship and Address, 

Full of another Devil called Desire, 

Has seen this Face--this Shape-- this Youth, 

And thinks it worth her Hire. (2.1) 

He clarifies the demonic connotations of Julia's script, 
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for "Devil" is both male and female desire; the 

supernatural metaphor reinscribes us in the natural, which 

is just as much intrigue as the social world is. 

Gayman and Julia meet twice: once publicly as 

"themselves," where each endeavors to hide his or her 

knowledge of masquerade from the other; once privately, in 

Julia's own script of desire and intrigue. The tension 

between character and role, whether in public and private, 

is the issue of their public argument. Gayman asks "whether 

you are that Julia which I left you," but then defines 

"that Julia" in her most unflattering public role: "one of 

those hoiting Ladies, that love nothing like Fool and 

Fiddle; Crouds of Fops; had rather be publickly, though 

dully, flatter'd, than privately ador'd: you love to pass 

for the wit of the Company, by talking all and loud" (2.2). 

While he rails at her "pass[ing] for the wit of the 

Company", she berates his own rakish exterior, which with 

indiscretion and poetry would destroy the social 

performance she has chosen to give. Even in this ostensibly 

private conversation they continue to intrigue. To possess 

each other publicly or privately, to know each other, would 

shatter the masks which define them. Their argument 

continues to playoff the idea of desire as "Devil," as the 

movement outside the constructions of theater and economy 

can be both positive and negative. 
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The ceremony which Julia scripts renders intrigue as 

the highest good; the demonic is true, as devils (led by a 

disguised Bredwel) make Gayman swear "sacred" constancy. 

Gayman, confused, runs through the possibilities of desire 

which would motivate such inverse ceremonial, and chooses 

wrongly (but with the right explanation): "No--since 'tis 

resolved, a Woman--she must be old and ugly, and will not 

balk my Fancy with her sight, but baits me more with this 

essential Beauty" (3.4). "Essential Beauty" can be read in 

two ways: first, as gold, the money which allows production 

of the script and payment for Gayman's labor; second, as 

the magic of intrigue which invests any body with power to 

shift characters, to replay for a time their roles and to 

enjoy theatricality as nature. This scene's place in the 

center of the play redefines that "natural" possibility as 

magic. 

Behn too must bow to the dictates of "The World," 

however, and her characters cannot linger in their own 

play. They are reinscripted into bourgeois and patriarchal 

convention, and thus social plots overtake Julia's. Her 

explicit commodification comes after she has "changed" 

Gayman, after her financial and economic gifts have given 

him back his role; once her writing places him back into 

the patriarchal economy, she then must be exchanged. The 

newly flush Gayman rewrites the night's intrigue, narrating 
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her own participation but in disguise: "But such a Carcase 

'twas --deliver me--so rivell'd, lean and rough--a Canvas 

Bag of wooden Ladles were a better Bed-fellow" (4.1). He 

exaggerates the masquerade, misreading her performance and 

thus rewriting his own to insult her, as her words suggest: 

"Now though I know that nothing is more distant than I from 

such a Monster--yet this angers me" (4.1). Gayman's rewrite 

has brought masquerade into a private space; his perception 

of performance is more important than the body he's 

enjoyed, intrigue more important than touch. s Julia does 

not expect intrigue to be the essence he takes from the 

ceremony, but she has given him the power to play the rake

hero again, thus losing control over the script they're 

playing and the interpretations he makes. He briefly 

regains control of his own masquerade. 

Sir Cautious sees such ironic restoration as magic, 

the work of "the Devil": "Heaven bless every wise Man from 

the Devil" (4.1). If Julia's plotting has made her the 

devil for three acts, Gayman's return to the economy puts 

him in that role. Noisey and Bearjest embellish his 

previous character, making "Mr. Wasteall" a shape-shifter: 

a beggar, a gipsy, a gamester, a thief, all in different 

guises and bodies. Gayman then cannot be typecast in the 

theater except as a trickster, and this strength through 

masquerade comes from his own commodification. His sale has 
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led him to purchase, as he throws the dice against Sir 

cautious for Julia: Ita single Night--to have--to hold-

possess--and so forth, at discretion" (4.1). When he wins, 

he feels as if he has set up discreet pleasure, keeping her 

honor intact; for Gayman, his "lucky chance" serves the 

same masquerading desire that Julia has indulged in the 

opening acts. 

Act 5 offers the biggest threat to Julia's control. 

Gayman's sale, he (perhaps) thinks, had given him to "Age," 

the same purchaser identified with Sir cautious in Julia's 

first scene; now he usurps the place of "Age," as in 

darkness he goes into Julia's bedroom and plays the role of 

Sir cautious. She, unlike him, however, stops the act by 

her recognition of his "Excess of Love"(S.7). Dramatic 

perception is reversed: he did not discover her imposture 

because he did not expect her to buy him and he did expect 

the purchaser's desire; she discovers his masquerade, even 

though she is not expecting him. This latter is a 

misreading of role, and Gayman notes his own movement 

outside it: "It was the feeble Husband you enjoy'd/ In cold 

imagination, and no more;/ Shily you turn'd away--faintly 

resign'd" (5.7). She acts like the citizen's wife, but he 

certainly does not act like the Citizen. As throughout the 

play, public and private parts intersect in their 

relationship, for her reactions suggest that he has 
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publicly humiliated and bought her: "And must my Honour be 

the price of it?/ Could nothing but my Fame reward your 

Passion?/ What, make me a base Prostitute, a foul 

Adulteress?" The questions conflate an audience's public 

perceptions with an essential private change, for if 

"Honour" and "Fame" can be determined by unseen acts in the 

dark, then one never escapes scrutiny and others' plotting. 

Julia's reaction comes from a playwright who does not 

appreciate her script being usurped. This is Behn's final 

return to the vexed question of masquerade: when does it 

stop? does the body represent the end of masquerade? 

Gallagher would answer yes, reading this concluding scene 

as finally an inability to escape masculinity, to alienate 

identity from a male body. Since Gayman is known by his 

erection and Julia does not possess such a mark of 

indivisibility, Gallagher suggests that the feminine is 

truly the only freely exchangeable body: "It is then, 

precisely through her nullity, her nothingness, that Julia 

achieves a new level of self-possession along with the 

promise of continual sexual exchange" (41). Gayman cannot 

help but be recognized behind masquerade, in Gallagher's 

reading. Yet Julia's first reaction is simply that he is 

not her husband--he in other words did not play "Age." The 

body has not allowed him to masquerade in a specific part, 

in a role which he does not know. Julia then overreads the 



private misplaying as one which threatens her public 

performance. 
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Gayman reminds her that he has not affected her own 

control over her mask. His answer to her charge of 

"barbarous" exposure separates again public and private 

representations: "What--to possess thee when the Bliss was 

offer'd?/ Possess thee too without a crime to thee?/ Charge 

not my Soul with so remiss a flame" (5.7). She regains 

control with that speech and begins to write the play's 

ending; she vows to abjure Sir cautious' bed, and to 

manipulate her own destiny. 

Gayman once again becomes her actor, subject to her 

direction, when she learns that she publicly has not lost 

her "Honour." Indeed, when Sir cautious attempts to 

maintain patriarchal control by willing Gayman "my Lady 

.... with my whole Estate," Gayman now knows better than to 

accept someone else's script over hers: "do you consent, my 

Julia?" (5.7). Her answer marks her reassert ion of 

plotting: "No, Sir--you do not like me-- a canvas Bag of 

wooden Ladles were a better Bed-fellow." Her tormenting of 

him goes on, as she calls Bredwel (who has intrigued for 

her throughout the play) to swear that she did not 

consummate her plot. Behn's trick is that we do not know 

whom to believe; all participants have been so embroiled in 

rewriting that the audience cannot trust anyone. The 
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audience does not see Julia's final script; patriarchal 

"nature" may be subverted, and then again it may not. The 

play thus ends on a note of radical instability, the same 

instability we've seen in the opening acts. 

convention thus could be subverted by those sidebars 

to intrigue, magic and disguise, so that Behn's last town 

play offers one final strategy for gaining power in a 

patriarchal theater and marketplace. However, this last 

strategy denies the closure, the essentializing of plot and 

performance, that tradition would demand. The uncertain 

ending of The Lucky Chance is a commitment to multiple 

plots and performance, practices that have guided Behn 

throughout her career. 

The three town-comedies I've discussed concern 

themselves with the performance of identity: its creation 

through character and role, its manipulations and 

alienations, and its relationship to sexual and economic 

power. Sir Patient Fancy presents the comic reappropriation 

and redistribution of power, as Lady Fancy and Lady Knowell 

rewrite the conventions of family and sexual relationship 

in their own best interest. The bourgeois and patriarchal 

exchange-economy is undermined by the difficulty of fixed 

identification and by feminine scripting. The City

Heiress, more distrustful of, while more implicated in, the 
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inevitability of masquerade and plotting, suggests that 

reappropriation and redistribution is not possible. Lady 

Galliard's strategies will not be able to combat the 

conventions of the patriarchal theater wielded by Wilding, 

Sir Anthony, and (finally) Sir Charles. The Lucky Chance, 

then, offers magic--a new kind of convention, a 

reinforcement of theatrical effect--as a possible way to 

individual power, even though the competing patriarchal 

scripts are very strong indeed. This last play seems to 

offer hope, but that hope is theatrical, fluid, and 

unfixed. 

Behn's last play during her lifetime, and one of her 

most successful, is The Emperor of the Moon of 1687. This 

work draws on farce conventions, specifically the commedia, 

as well as intrigue to emphasize again Behn's gesture to 

the performative power of magic. Her last plays suggest 

that Behn has tried to revise those patriarchal scripts 

which have limited characters and roles for the 

disenfranchised actor (whether male or female). She works 

with and against convention to produce magical possibility 

for social and sexual change. If such possibility is not 

fulfilled in her work--if she finally does not escape the 

closure of a traditional reading of theater which defines 

her role and then defames her character--she does 

reconstitute the dramatis personae within that theater. 
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The challenge in reading Aphra Behn is to avoid 

insistence on closure, on fixing one character and role to 

the collection of voices that, taken together, comprise 

her. The First Woman Professional Playwright herself is an 

intriguer, who emphasizes the contradictions and 

constructions in such a character. Behn's dramatic work, 

from the intrigue plays to the town comedies, asks her 

audience to understand and appreciate interplay, intrigue, 

and the wit of performance. The plays tease us with 

"unattainable essence," with our desire to embrace a whole 

corpus and our inability to do so. What is "possible and 

natural" is, finally, the theater. 
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Notes to Chapter 4 

1. Behn wrote at least 6 plays about London in her 

time, from the Town Fop to the last play produced in her 

lifetime, the 1687 Lucky Chance. Nevertheless, critics 

discuss her work in terms of the intrigue comedy (even when 

discussing her London plays); a typical comment is Rogers's 

assessment in the Dictionary of Literary Biography: "It is 

her comedy that has lasted--her manipulation of intrigue 

and her humorous characterization" (27). The charges laid 

against her are those of "lack of polish" (Rogers, "Aphra" 

27), the polish which is so often attributed to the male 

playwrights like Etherege. 

2. Of course, this idea of a conventional comic 

disregard for imitation has been challenged, among others 

by Ben Ross Schneider's The Ethos of Restoration Comedy. I 

would suggest that Behn might be modelling behavior on the 

stage; the tricky part of presenting models of imitation, 

of course, is the audience's difficulty in deciphering who 

is to be imitated. 

3. My distinctions between rakes are not quite the 

kind of judgements that would be made with Thomas 

Fujimura's categories of Truewit and witwoud. Indeed, I 

would suggest that in Sir Patient Fancy, perhaps all the 

male characters (except Sir Patient himself) are witwouds. 

4. It is interesting to note that the great comic 
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actors Nokes and Leigh in essence exchange roles from their 

turns in Sir Patient Fancy. Leigh now plays a (perhaps) 

foolish knight from the country whose heart nevertheless is 

on the right--Tory--side, unlike his role as the Whig Sir 

Patient; Nokes, who had played the witty fool Sir Credulous 

Easy, now takes the role of Whig patriarch. Such exchange 

undercuts th~ tendency to separate fool and wit; even more 

important for this play, it undercuts the tendency to 

separate cit and aristocrat. 

5. Kavenik mixes subgenres from intrigue to 

tragicomedy in her discussion of "fletcherian" style, 

"whether in comedy, 'mongrel' tragicomedy, or tragedy": 

"actions and characters are balanced and counterpointed to 

complicate the dynamics of the play, without much regard 

for verisimilitude, narrative coherence, or cognitive 

development" (178). In other words, intrigue plotting and 

characters identify the "fletcherian." Behn most often 

works in this mode, which makes her interpolation of town

comedy "verisimilitude" into The Lucky Chance even more 

interesting. 

6. Leigh and Nokes, who have traded places between old 

fool and foolish wit in Sir Patient Fancy and The City

Heiress, now stand united: two cits, each married to a 

young woman, each standing in the way of a more appropriate 

(young and cavalier) couple. In this play, then, as Susan 
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Carlson notes, what is stressed is "the way that 

generational differences fracture the seemingly monolithic 

nature of the male-determined status quo" (133). The old 

men are indeed patriarchs, the young men romantic players. 
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